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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates issues of changing recreation use and mangement in the 

Greenstone and CapIes Valleys. Its underlying research themes are the diffeIing 

charactelistics and activities of four distinct user-groups, how such differences could 

contribute to conflict in recreation use and management, and the implications of such 

for management. 

The conceptual framework used to deal with these issues is the Recreation Opportunity 

Spectrum (ROS), which is based upon the assumption that quality in recreation 

experiences and management is best achieved through provision of a range of recreation 

opportunities. This recognises that objective research input into recreation management 

cannot substitute for the ultimate subjectivity required in decision-making. 

Management has two roles here. First, to maintain and/or enhance the range of 

recreation oppoliunities availible. Second, to provide users with appropriate signals 

regarding the availibility of opportunities, and the acceptable norms of use and 

behaviour. Thus user choice of area and activities undertaken within becomes more a 

consequence of management action. This differs from most recreation management to 

date, which has tended to be in response to changing conditions (eg'demand-driven'). 

The absence of an equitable management approach results in selective reduction of 

opportunities for certain experiences, as evident from research into effects of 

conflict/crowding perceptions. In contrast, approaches such as the ROS emphasise 

management for such opportunities. 

On this basis and from research results, this study found that maintenance of 

experiences associated with angling and hunting oppoliunities in the study area, should 

be the basis for its' management. These oPPOliunities were exploited by relatively 

more experienced participants. For anglers in pmiicular this was reflected by their 

characteIistics of high activity specialisation. Greater experience and specialisation 

involved more specific resource requirements and norms of appropriate behaviour. 

Thus opportunities for hunting and angling in the study area were more susceptible to 

negative impacts from other uses and users. These impacts would be greatest for 

angling experiences. This would be more a consequence of perceived inappropriate 

behaviour by less specialised anglers than a consequnce of physical crowding. For 

hunters these impacts would be primmily a result of concern about the increased 

presence of others on hunting management, rather than their actual presence. 



Experiences from the tramping and commercial guided walking oPPOliunities avaiIible 

are also important, but their paliicipants were relatively less experienced and their 

recreation opportunities less unique in the region. In the context of an equitable 

regional ROS approach, there is greater flexibility for their provision elsewhere than 

there is for experiences from hunting and fishing opportunities. For maintenance of a 

spectmm of opportunities in the regional ROS, these hunting and angling opportunities 

should be emphasised in management decision-making. 

Within the study area itself, management for a regional ROS requires that the 

Greenstone and Caples Valleys be managed differently. It was clear that the Caples 

was perceived as providing more 'back-country'-type experience opportunities. In the 

regional ROS context, management should emphasise maintenance of such 

oppOliunities there. Along with this should be noted the greater preference for the 

CapIes by hunters, and for the Greenstone by anglers. 



RECREATION SETTINGS: FOR WHOM AND HOW? 

This simple cartoon from 'The Far Side' series (Gary Larson) 
illustrates the basic question underlying this study. Who should the 
Greenstone/Caples be managed for? 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

In~reasing interest and participation in outdoor recreation is the major trend 

affecting the New Zealand backcountry. The National Parks Authority have 

identified an average annual increase in total park use of 10 percent (Cullen 1985), 

while in Fiordland National Park alone use has increased 25 percent in the last two 

years (Department of Lands and Survey 1985a). In some key protected natural 

and recreation areas since 1970, use has increased up to 300 percent (Davison 

1986). The Queenstown/Te Anau/Milford region (including the Greenstone and 

Caples) would represent such a key area. High use levels are evident on many of 

the popular tracks in the region, with use restrictions imposed in some places to 

minimise impacts on environments and experiences (eg camping restrictions on 

Routeburn). New developments are also taking place partly on their own merits as 

recreation opportunities, but also as a means to reduce use on established tracks 

(eg Kepler track development). While such actions take place, trend projections 

for recreation suggest continued increase in user numbers, and more especially for 

those participating in backcountry activities (eg Jebsen 1983; Davison 1986). 

In New Zealand the traditional means of rationing recreation use has simply been 

by the effort1 required to access the appropriate settings(Cullen 1985). While 

use-level increase in the Greenstone and Caples ('the study area') has occurred in 

accordance with widespread trends, recent rapid use increase locally has occurred 

due to the combined effects of improved facilities and access. These have 

effectively reduced the effort requirement to visit the study area at a time when 

more people than ever before are seeking the recreation opportunities available. 

This may result in less specialised and committed recreation users coming to the 

study area. While the consequent use increase is not unique to the study area, few 

other areas experiencing such changes combine a similar diversity of highly 

regarded recreation opportunities. 

1. 'Effort' in terms of time, cost, physical capability and experience level 
required. 
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The basic question underlying this study is whether the changes occurring are 

appropriate to the recreation opportunities which have been available. 

Fundamental to this is the belief that quality and equity in recreation experiences 

is best served by maintenance of a range of recreation opportunities. This does 

not mean that every recreation area should be managed for all uses, but that in a 

regional context, its unique contribution to the overall range of recreation 

opportunities be recognised. This study approaches this question by investigating 

the characteristics and activities of users in the study area; how any differences 

may result in recreation conflicts and diminished recreation opportunities; and how 

management may maintain the appropriate range of recreation opportunities. 

The literature review (Chapters 3-5) provides the background to these issues and 

sets the scene for consideration of the actual (and potential) use problems in the 

study area. An introduction to the study area itself is given in Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY AREA 

2.1 LOCATION 

The key feature of the study areas' location is its position relative to the 

regions' major tourist centres, and their road linkages (Figure 2.1). Greater detail 

of access to and within the study area is provided by Figure 2.2. Here the key 

features include the proximity of road access; construction of the recent road 

extension; proximity to the Routeburn track; and the underlying linking role 

between the Central Otago/Queenstown and Te AnaulMilford/Hollyford regional 

recreation systems. 

2.2 BIOPHYSICAL SETTING 

The landforms of this mountainous area reflect its glacial history. The 

catchment is dominated by the two large U-shaped valleys of the Greenstone and 

Caples rivers with numerous steep sided cirque tributaries. Relict moraine deposits 

and extensive alluvial terraces occur on the main valley floors. Predominant soils 

are upland and high country yellow-brown earths, which generally lie beneath the 

forested valley terraces and slopes. These slopes are often steep and on them 

these soils are particularly prone to erosion processes. 

While no climate data are available for the study area, its climate pattern will be 

similar to that of other areas on the eastern slopes of the Southern Alpsl . 

According to Rose (1977) this pattern involves a marked increase in precipitation 

closer to the main divide and with increased altitude. Due to the orientation of the 

valleys relative to the prevailing weather conditions, the Greenstone tends to be 

both windier and wetter than the Caples. 

1. For detailed physical and biological descriptions see - Wood 1962; 
Cutler(1962) ;Hayward( 1971 ) ;Rose( 1977) ;Hammond( 1980) ;Department 
of Lands and Survey(1981);Slater(1982a&b);Buckingham(1985). 
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FIGURE 2.1: LOCALITY MAP 
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FIGURE 2.2: THE STUDY AREA 
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Forest canopy is dominated by either one or a combination of red, silver and 

mountain beech. Due to fires this canopy is discontinuous in the lower reaches of 

the main valleys and large areas of regeneration are evident. On most of the 

extensive river terraces a pastoral grassland has been developed and maintained for 

seasonal grazing by domestic cattle and sheep (see plates 1 and 2). 

Apart from domestic stock, the mammalian fauna comprises a range of naturalised 

animals including deer, opossum, hare, feral cat and mouse (Buckingham 1985). 

Fallow deer greatly outnumber the relatively rare red deer and occasional chamois. 

Within the beech forest bird numbers are conspicuously high with notable 

abundance of yellow-crowned parakeet, yellowhead and robin. There have also 

been unconfirmed sitings in the Upper Caples area of the South Island Kokako, 

which has been considered extinct (Buckingham 1985). 

Both rivers are important spawning and rearing habitats for both Brown and 

Rainbow trout, and recruitment of juvenile trout from these rivers is vital to the 

maintenance of the greater Lake Wakatipu fishery (Blake 1982;Tiemy et al 

1982;Richardson et al 1985;Hutchinson pers corn). Apart from the spawning runs 

themselves, only a limited resident population of trout can be supported from the 

beginning of each November-April fishing season (Maquand,McDonald,Moss pers 

corn). The population characteristics of the fishery are also changing with 

increasing dominance by Rainbow trout in what was once an exclusive Brown trout 

fishery (Moss,Vient pers corn). 

2.3 LAND TENURE 

Apart from a small area of the Upper Greenstone included in Fiordland 

National Park, all forested parts of the study area comprise the Wakatipu State 

Forest. Up until I April 1987. this area was managed as a Recreational Hunting 

Area (RHA)2 by the New Zealand Forest Service. Following the change in land 

administration on that date, management of the Wakatipu RHA now rests with the 

Department of Conservation (DOC)3 . 

2. Details of the Wakatipu RHA are given in Appendix One. 
3. Because the bulk of the study was carried out in cooperation with the 

NZFS. it is the management agency referred to rather than DOe. 
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Plate 1: The Lower Caples - note open grassed river flats and extensive burnt 

areas on the right slopes. 

Plate 2: The Mid Greenstone - again open grassed flats; note the huts on the 

bush margin , the closer is the Steele Creek trekking hut; the Passburn 

route to Mavora Lakes is on the right. 
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The open river terraces of the main valleys are almost entirely held under two 

pastoral leases. The pastoral lease in the Greenstone is held by Elfin Bay Station 

(RJ Metherall) while that in the Caples is held by Greenstone Station (R Brown). 

Included in the Greenstone Station is a small area of freehold land around the old 

Birchdale homestead in the Caples(Hammond 1980). This includes a section of 

the riverbank not encompassed by the statutory 'riparian strip '4 , which most 

people incorrectly assume always ensures open public access. Russell and 

Russell(1981) demonstrate how such misconceptions may arise. What does ensure 

public access (should it be required) is the legal un formed 'paper' road through 

the Greenstone ValIey. 

All of the land remaining is Unoccupied Crown Land which comprises those alpine 

areas not held under leasehold or State Forest tenure. Detail of land boundaries is 

given in Appendix One. 

2.4 ACCESS AND DEVELOPMENT 

In pre-European times the study area fulfilled an important linking role 

through its' use as an access route to greenstone sources by the Maori (Ahem 

1979;Brailsford 1984;Brailsford and Mitchell 1986). In more recent times apart 

from seasonal grazing, the main use of the study area has been for recreation. 

This interest dates from the early 1900s when the then Tourist and Publicity 

Department took an active role in management of the existing huts, tracks and 

bridges (Hammond 1980). Prior to 1962 when the road to Glenorchy was 

completed, access was restricted to either a steamer trip up Lake Wakatipu (Ahern 

1979) or a long vehicle trip up the Milford road. The Greenstone became a 

popular route in combination with a round trip on the Routebum. and steamer 

trips. This popularity waned following removal of steamer services (Kennedy 

1977) when the Glenorchy road was completed in 1962. However construction of 

the Dmi River bridge in 1973 gave road access to Kinloch and the Routebum, 

leading to a major increase in use of the Routebum track (Harris 1983). Since 

many of those on the Routebum were already using the Greenstone as part of their 

trip (Kennedy 1977; Hammond 1980), such increase was reflected in renewed use 

of the study area. This use increase was accompanied by a major development 

phase in the study area, with tracks being re-established and the Mid Greenstone, 

Mid Caples and Slip Flat huts being built. 

4. Land Act 1948: Section 58 (refer RusselI and RusselI 1981) 
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At this time access to the Greenstone outlet was possible only by launch trips or a 

half-day walk from Kinloch (Commission for the Environment 1975a5 ;Kennedy 

1977). But in 1982 the existing road to Kinloch was extended to the Greenstone 

outlet. This proved to be the single most significant factor in the current use of 

the study area. The stated aims of the road extension were to give (Ministry of 

Works and Development 1975): 

( I) Road access for the Greenstone and Elfin Bay Stations 

(2) Tramping access to the Greenstone Valley and the National Walkway. 

(3) Picnic and holiday access to the western shores of Lake Wakatipu. 

Although this road proposal was approved and implemented, the Commission for 

the Environment (1975b:6), in its Environmental Impact Audit stated that: 

"While this road will benefit farmers of the Elfin Bay and Greenstone 
Stations, the potential use of the road by holiday-makers and trampers 
is not considered by the Commission to be a significant reason for its 
construction, as considerable areas of lakeshore are already available 
elsewhere for recreation and access for trampers to the Greenstone is 
available by boat as well as by land." 

Such lack of recreational justification for the road extension was also noted by the 

Department of Lands and Survey (1981), which went on to state that the proposal 

for a highway through the Greenstone had affected the design of the road 

extension and the decision to construct it. As stated by the Lake County Council 

in its contribution to the Environmental Impact Report on the road extension 

(Ministry of Works and Development, 1975: Appendices): 

"This road forms the first stage of a through road to Milford, thus 
completing a round trip link via Milford to Te Anau which this County 
supports. /I 

Despite the lack of recreational justification for the road extension proposal, and 

its apparent link with proposals to construct a Greenstone highway, the 

Commission for the Environment(l975b) considered both these issues beyond its 

terms of reference for assessment of this proposal. In hindsight, it became clear 

that the subsequent changes in recreation use represented the most significant 

consequences of the road extension. 

As anticipated by Ahern(1979),Hammond(l980) and Blake(1982), the road 

extension increased overall use of the study area and changed the nature of such 

5. Submission by C M McFarlane 
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use. This change was most apparent from the increased 'fIinge'6 activity in the 

study area periphery, with more scenic driving, picnicking, sightseeing and day 

trips for walking and angling (Ahem 1979;Hammond 1980;Blake 1982; Lake 

County Council 1985a7 ). Increase in recreation use was reflected by 

establishment of a bus service linking the Greenstone and Routebum carparks to 

each other and to Queenstown. This effectively increased access to the study area, 

and demand for this service has increased as it became more widely known 

(O'Rourke pers corn). 

Within the study area itself, development has taken place in response to increased 

use. Mackellar and Upper Caples huts were built, and extensive track realignment 

was undertaken to minimise stock disturbance on leasehold land (Martin pers 

corn). Commencement of guided walks in the Greenstone involved large 

investment in huts and facilities. And the National Walkway network was linked 

from the Mavora Lakes to northern areas through the Passburn and lower 

Greenstone (Department of Lands and Survey 1985b; Automobile Association 

1987). 

While the most recent Greenstone highway proposal was dropped in 1985 due to 

Jack of National Roads Board funding and submissions by Te Anau interests (Lake 

County Council 1985b), many Queenstown interest still support the concept. 

However, even prior to the road extension the Department of Lands and Survey 

(1981) proposed that recreation considerations would weigh heavily against any 

Greenstone highway. Given the increased interest and investment in recreation 

opportunities subsequent to the road extension, it is apparent that such recreation 

considerations would now be an even greater obstacle to future road proposals. 

Despite this, development proposals are still apparent (eg monorails). 

2.5 PRESENT RECREATIONAL USE 

Apm1 from the fringe activities in the periphery of the study area, the four 

mam recreation activities in the study area are tramping, hunting, angling and 

trekking. 

6. Groome et al(l983b) discusses characteristics and behaviour of such 
users 

7. Submission by E Bryant 
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2.5.1 Tramping 

Tramping remains numerically the most popular activity undertaken in the 

study area. This has been particularly so for the Greenstone in association with a 

trip on the Routebum (Kennedy 1977;Hammond 1980;Blake 1982;Hanis 1983). 

The popularity of the CapIes has increased in more recent times following 

establishment of a tramping route over Mackellar Saddle in the 1970s 

(Kennedy, 1977)(see plate 3). 

Most trampers concentrate activity in huts and on main tracks, with few venturing 

into more remote areas such as Kay, Fraser and Steele Creeks (Hammond 

1980;Blake 1982). A feature of main tracks in the study area are their low level 

routes through gentle open country which allow all-season passage (Hammond 

1980;Department of Lands and Survey 1981;1985a;B1ake 1982). This applies 

more to the Greenstone (Hammond 1980;Department of Lands and Survey 1981) 

since the Upper Caples and Mackellar Saddle can be difficult in winter or in bad 

weather (Department of Lands and Survey 1981). On the main tracks all-weather 

access has been achieved through the routes taken by tracks and the constmction of 

bddges. Such features plus the extent of facilities tend to encourage family groups 

and more inexperienced trampcrs (Hammond 1980;Department of Lands and 

Survey 1981; 1985a). Thus the study area has a unique role in the region as a 

resource for tramping. 

Overall tramping levels in the study area seem to represent about 70 percent of 

numbers on the Routeburn (Ahem pers corn). According to data cited in 

Harris(l983), up to 6000 trampers used the Routeburn in the 198011981 summer 

season. Corresponding figures from hut books over this period suggest that up to 

4000 people had used the study area (Blake 1982). Current use levels on the 

Routeburn are estimated at 8000 people, 1000 of which are guided walkers 

(Depatiment of Lands and Survey 1985b). The Department of Lands and 

Survey(1985a) considered most of the tramping routes in the region were very 

popular, with the Greenstone and Caples offering the greatest potential for 

accommodating increased tramping demand. The new Kepler track near Te Anau, 

due to be opened in 1988, may divert some of this increased demand. 

2.5.2 Hunting 

Although recreational hunting 10 the study area IS a relatively recent 
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development8 , it has a high reputation amongst hunters due to its setting and the 

opp0l1unities to hunt fallow deer (Hammond 1980;Department of Lands and 

Survey 1981 ;Blake 1982). The main alternative public area for hunting Fallow 

deer is the Blue Mountains RHA. This attracts mainly local hunters and is used 

almost exclusively for hunting (Slater 1982a;Nugent pers corn). In contrast the 

Wakatipu RHA is used for a variety of activities and attracts hunters from all over 

New Zealand (Hammond 1980;Slater 1982a)(see plate 4). Large numbers of 

Fallow deer do occur on private land but this is generally inaccessible to 

recreational hunters (Maquand pers corn). 

Hunting in the Wakatipu RHA is regulated by a Wild Animal Control Plan (Slater 

1982a) which specifies the conditions under which recreational hunting is 

permitted. These conditions are aimed at maintaining safety standards, minimising 

potential land use and recreation conflicts, and enabling effective management of 

the Fallow deer population for future recreational hunting. An example of such 

conditions is the limited hunting season (April-August) in which only six rifles are 

permitted in each main valley at anyone time.9 Blake(1982) considered that as 

the areas management as an RHA became more well known, interest in its hunting 

potential would increase. However since hunting is already high (Blake 1982), 

increased competition for the hunting permits available is likely. While the whole 

Wakatipu RHA is available to recreational hunters under the present open-forest 

system, Hammond(l980) noted preference for the Caples as a hunting area. 

2.5.3 Angling 

The Greenstone and Caples river systemlO is one of only six New Zealand 

rivers classified as 'Wilderness Fishelies of National Importance' (Tierny et al 

1982). Rivers classified as such are characterised by a combination of remoteness, 

poor access, good catch rates, large fish, extensive fishable water, scenic beauty 

and solitude (Tierny et al 1982;Richardson et al 1985). The attraction and high 

fish production level of the study area results from its unique combination 

8. Full public access for recreational hunting was not achieved until 1971 
(Rose 1977). 

9. See Appendix One for a summary of these conditions. 
10. Henceforth referred to as the study area. 
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Tramper near Mackellar Saddle - brother poses in an alpine wetland. 

The trampling damage evident in the lower left corner is a major 

problem here . 

Hunters at the Greenstone Carpark - the presence of rifles is 

conspicuous . Also note the rod case attached to the pack, angling is 

often carried out on hunting trips here. 
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of geographic location, scenic values and the stabilising effect of a lake source on 

much of the catchment (Hutchinson pers corn). Angler respondents cited in Tiemy 

et al(l982), and Richardson et al(l985) rated the study areas as outstanding for 

both scenic beauty and solitude, with correspondingly low ratings for access (see 

plates 5 and 6). Catch rates cited were good, with large and high quality trout 

often taken. 

The rivers are renowned in New Zealand and overseas as dry-fly fisheries 

(Brailsford and Mitchell 1986;Maquand pers corn). Over 80 percent of anglers in 

Tiemy et a1(l982) and Richardson et al(1985) cited dry flies as their main angling 

method in the study area. This voluntary convention was subsequently formalised 

by regulations which specified fly-fishing only and a bag-limit of three fish per day 

(Brailsford and Mitchell 1986;Hutchinson pers corn). Voluntary self-regulation 

remains evident with most anglers generally keeping only one fish for eating 

(Brailsford and Mitchell 1986). Most overseas anglers and an increasing number 

of experienced New Zealand anglers also practice 'catch and release' of fish 

(Hutchinson pers corn). 

Prior to the 1982 Kinloch road extension, it was estimated by Blake(l982) that up 

to 1000 anglers visited the study area each year. The improved access has 

contributed to increased angling use of the study area(Blake 1982;Hutchinson pers 

corn), especially in lower reaches of the rivers (Richardson et al 1985). 

Many anglers combined angling with tramping, hunting or camping on their trips 

to the study area (Hammond 1980). Over 50 percent of anglers in Tiemy et 

al(1982) and Richardson et a1(1985) cited tramping as an associated activity, with 

hunting and camping almost as popular. 

Helicopter access has been used occasionally for guided trips to the Greenstone. 

Between 1983-1985 one guide took 12 trips into the Greenstone by helicopter 

(Moss pers corn). In most cases these guided trips result in most fish being 

released (McDonald, Moss per corn). Helicopter access has also been occasionally 

used by unguided angling parties to the Greenstone. Helicopter flights to the 

Caples for non-management purposes have been rare. 
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Angling in the Greenstone - opportunities for solitude are imp0l1ant 

attributes of wilderness fisheries. 

Angling in the Greenstone - use of fly-fishing equipment is 

characteristic of wilderness fisheries, and is the current regulation 

here. 
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2.5.4 Trekkingll 

Establishment of trekking has been the most recent recreation development 

in the study area. Both current trekking operations ran their first trips in the 

1985-1986 summer season. On these treks the food, accommodation and 

equipment is provided. Guides accompany trekkers, interpret elements of the 

experience, and do most of the day to day chores. Well established trekking 

operations are already present on the nearby Routeburn, Milford and Hollyford 

tracks. 

Greenstone Valley Walk Ltd hold a concession to run a full-time trekking 

operation in the Greenstone Valley. In the first season of operation, these trips 

were scheduled to travel either up or down-valley for either three of four days 

(Bryant pers corn). In subsequent years trips became down-valley only, thus 

corresponding with the overall flow of trampers and reducing the perceived impact 

of the large guided groups. Two large huts have been built which provide 

extensive facilities for cooking, lighting, heating, cleaning, sleeping and 

interpretation of the trekking experience (see plate 7). Trekkers need carry only 

personal effects in the lightweight packs provided (see plate 8). The Greenstone 

Walk takes advantage of the easy terrain to provide a year-round trekking 

opportunity. Most other nearby opportunities are seasonal due to adverse weather 

and conditions in winter. 

Challenge Rafting Ltd hold a licence to run trekking trips in the Caples Valley. 

These involve access to the Caples from the Divide via Mackellar Saddle, and 

include an overnight stay at an undeveloped campsite in the Upper Caples. 

Because a full concession is not held and the trek is only part of a wider operation, 

it is not being actively promoted at present(Archibald pers corn). It is expected 

that use by the small guided pmiies will continue to be at low levels and trips 

remain irregular, since the aim is to provide a more informal wilderness-oriented 

trekking alternative (Archibald pers corn). While guides carry the bulk of camping 

and cooking equipment, the trekkers also carry full-sized tramping packs with 

some food as well as their own gear. The opportunity provided appears much 

more like back-country tramping than do other trekking opportunities in the 

region. 

11. This term is used for guided walks to minimise confusion with 
tramping. 
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The Steele Creek trekking hut - contains extensive washing , 

cleaning and cooking facilities; an extensive store of food; and 

sleeping bags. 

Trekkers in the Greenstone Gorge - small day-packs and non

typical clothing and footwear can distinguish trekkers from other 

users . 
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2.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter briefly reviewed features of the study area and the changes 

that have occurred to it, providing an impression of the current state of recreation 

use. The wide range of recreation opportunities available represents a combination 

unique in both the regional and national context. Hunting oppOliunities are 

enhanced by the natural setting, the presence of Fallow deer, and the management 

of the study areas as an RHA. Angling opportunities are enhanced by the resource 

features that enabled classification of the study area as one of the few wilderness 

fisheries of national importance. Tramping opportunities are enhanced by open, 

gentle terrain which allows use by less able groups; a little used back country 

which allows more wilderness and remote-experience opportunities; and the close 

linking interactions with the popular Routeburn track and the National Walkway 

network. Trekking opportunities are enhanced by the differences between the two 

operations, and the differences between these and other operations in the region. 

While these opportunities are diverse, they are not mutually exclusive since all are 

collectively dependent upon the same resources. Apart from the hunting 

opportunities, which are highly controlled and managed, use of other opportunities 

is largely uncontrolled and presently increasing. Difficulty for managers may arise 

due to the potential of increasing use leading to conflict in resource use and 

management. The following three chapters look at how recreationists may differ 

amongst themselves in their charactelistics and resource use (Chapter 3); how 

these differences may lead to conflict in resource use (Chapter 4) and how such 

differences can be managed to maintain a diversity of recreation opportunities 

(Chapter 5). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CHARACTERISTICS OF RECREATIONISTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter demonstrates the diversity within and between recreation user

groups, with emphasis on the four groups identified as main users of the study 

area. Each is discussed in terms of socio-demographic features of users, their 

types and levels of recreation experience, and their activity motivations, 

expectations and satisfactions. The differences highlighted here represent the basis 

for the recreation conflicts discussed in chapter 4, and also provide the basis from 

which inferences may be made regarding the uniqueness of recreation 

opportunities in the study area. 

3.2 HUNTERS 

Specific research on recreational hunting in New Zealand has only occurred 

in recent years (eg Aukerman and Davison 1980;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Deuss 

1983;Groome et al 1983a&b;Nugent and Mawhinney 1987). However research in 

America is extensive as indicated by the 33 studies cited by Hendee and 

Potter( 1976) in their decade-old review. 

3.2.1 Socio-demographic Features of Hunters 

Hunters relative to the general population tend to be over-represented In 

middle age-groups (eg 30-50) and under-represented in the younger and older age

groups. This pattern has been consistent in many studies (eg Hendee and Potter 

1976;Burt et al 1980;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a&b;Nugent 

and Mawhinney 1987). Variations can occur as in Deuss(1983), where a 

combination of easy access, proximity to urban areas and high success rates 

contributed to a greater proportion of older hunters. An important implication of 

these age distributions is that while most current hunters were introduced to the 

activity prior to age 20 (Schole et al 1973;Hendee and Potter 1976;Bryan 

1979;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a), the current proportion of 

hunters in this age category is insufficient to maintain such a recruitment pattern at 

current levels (Hendee and Potter 1976;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 

1983a;Applegate 1984;Nugent and Mawhinney 1987). Declining hunting 
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participation was noted in Aukerrnan and Davison(l980), and was recognised as an 

established trend in America (Applegate 1984;Snepenger and Ditton 1985). 

Hunters have tended to be married and more involved in family commitments than 

other recreationists, which can represent important reasons for cessation of hunting 

activity (eg Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et a1 1983a&b). Hunting has also 

been widely characterised as a male-dominated activity, although the very small 

proportion of female hunters has been increasing in America (eg Snepenger and 

Ditton 1985). 

Contrary to the conclusion of Aukerrnan and Davison(1980), hunters tend to have 

higher education levels than the national population, although relative to other 

user-groups they do tend to be lower (Schole et al 1973; Hendee and Potter 

1976;Bryan 1979;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et a1 1983a&b). In 

occupations, hunters tend to be over-represented in the Agriculture/Forestry, 

Labour/Transport/Production, and Professional/Technical classes (Simmons and 

Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a). Hunter under-representation in the non

classified occupation class (eg students, retired, housewives) reflects hunter age 

and sex characteristics. Rural upbringing and/or current rural residence has 

tended to be more characteristic of hunters than either other user-groups or the 

national population (Hendee 1969;Bryan 1979;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome 

et al 1983a;Applegate 1984). However one consequence of increasing 

urbanisation trends may be that levels of participation will decline as opportunities 

for introduction and continued experience in hunting are reduced (Groome et al 

1983a;Applegate 1984). 

3.2.2 Hunting Experience 

Parents and other family of hunters are the major agents of introduction to 

the activity at an early age (Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a). 

Friends become a more important influence on hunters later, when along with 

family they comprise the bulk of hunting parties formed (Simmons and DevIin 

1980;Groome et al 1983a). While stalking game however, hunters prefer to be 

alone (Simmons and Devlin 1980). 

Duration of hunting experience associates with age, with older hunters having 

more years of hunting experience (eg Deuss 1983). The relative under.:. 

representation of young hunters in some studies noted by Nugent and 
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Mawhinney( 1987) is reflected by the low proportions of hunters having fewer than 

5 years experience (eg Groome et al 1983a). Most hunters have had uninterrupted 

development of experience, but where breaks have occurred the reasons most 

commonly given relate to work commitments, changed family circumstances, 

declining game numbers, or changed interests (Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome 

et al 1983a). 

Progressive development of hunter experience along a continuum of activity 

specialisation! was proposed by Brya?-( 1979). Such development from novice 

small-game hunters to the more specialised big-game and bird hunters has been 

demonstrated (eg Bryan 1979;Snepenger and Ditton 1985). In New Zealand most 

hunters are introduced to deer-hunting prior to age 20, yet their skill development 

began at even earlier ages through small-game hunting (eg Simmons and Devlin 

1980;Groome et al 1983a). An overall decrease in the proportions of small-game 

hunters (eg Snepenger and Ditton 1985) further suggests a decrease in numbers 

being introduced to hunting. 

The degree of specialisation possible in hunting appears limited by the limited 

types of game available. Many hunters have diversified into angling rather than 

specialising further in hunting (eg Snepenger and Ditton 1985). Few hunting trips 

appear to be solely for hunting, with a high degree of interchange between hunting 

and angling commonly occurring (eg Simmons and Devlin 1980). This indicates 

that hunters are generally widely skilled and knowledgeable in outdoor recreation 

activities. However the activity-setting largely detennines the range of activities 

undertaken. In the Blue Mountains RHA there are limited activity alternatives 

apart from hunting itself (eg Nugent and Mawhinney 1987), while in Woodhill 

State Forest the seaside setting contributed to the prominence of fishing as a major 

complementary (and often alternative) activity (eg Deuss 1983). 

3.2.3 Motivations and Satisfactions of Hunters 

Providing hunters with quality recreation opportunities is one of the major 

outcomes possible from game management. However attempts to achieve this by 

equating hunter satisfaction with their success rates or 'days-afield' fail to address 

1. Most research on specialisation relates to angling (See section 3.3.2). 
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the full spectrum of opportunities available, or experiences desired. 

The 'multiple satisfaction' approach to hunting (Hendee 1974) recognised that 

many satisfactions can be derived from hunting experiences, and that by providing 

for a wide range of these, the benefits arising to people may be increased. From 

their review of diverse hunting studies, Potter and Hendee( 1976) found that two 

points were consistently made. Firstly, that there are several dimensions of 

satisfaction contributing to hunting experiences, and secondly that of these 

dimensions, those relating to hunting success are not always reported as the only 

or primary sources of satisfaction. • From Potter and Hendee(1976) and numerous 

other studies2 , there emerged a number of dimensions encompassing most stated 

satisfactions from hunting experiences. These included nature appreciation; social 

experiences; physical experiences; escapism (exit-civilisation); solitude; success

related (eg trophy); elements of activity function (eg challenge/equipment); new 

experiences; aesthetic experiences; and enjoyment from the anticipation, recall and 

relating of experiences. 

Recognition of mUltiple dimensions of satisfaction in game management can allow 

increase in overall satisfactions even when game populations are fixed or dedinin g. 

According to Hendee( 1974), this occurred through better management of hunter

game interactions and other conditions related to the hunting experiences. 

However Decker et a1(1980) identified two schools of thought regarding potential 

of the multiple satisfaction approach to increase overall hunting satisfaction. The 

first views non-harvest dimensions as equal1y important to harvest-related 

dimensions of hunting experiences. Relevant studies here represent a view that 

management for these non-harvest dimensions can substantially increase overall 

hunting satisfaction (eg More 1973;Potter et al 1973;Schole et a1 1973;Hendee 

1974;Hendee and Potter 1976;Hautaluoma and Brown 1978;Arthur and Wilson 

1979). The second also views non-harvest dimensions as important, but only in a 

supplementary role to harvest -related dimensions that remain salient to overall 

hunting satisfactions. Relevant studies here represent a view that success is most 

2. eg Hendee 1969;More 1973: Potter et al 1973; Schole et al 1973; 
Stankey et al 1973~ Hendee 1974: Brown et al 1977~ Hautaluoma and 
Brown 1978; Arthur and Wilson 1979; Burt et al 1980; Decker et al 
1980; Simmons and Devlin 1980: Vaske et al 1982; Deuss 1983; 
Groome et al 1983a&b; Vaske et al 1986. 
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important to hunting experiences, and management for non-halVest dimensions can 

onl y provide limited increase in overall hunting satisfaction (eg Stankey et al 

1973;Burt et al 1980;Decker et al 1980;Vaske et al 1982; 1986). 

Differences between these two views represent the varying degrees to which 

hunting can be considered a 'consumptive' activity. Hunting and fishing are both 

considered examples of consumptive activities due to their inherent harvest 

emphasis. Non-consumptive 'appreciative' emphasis is attributed to other 

activities such as canoeing, hiking or vi~wing scenery (eg Hendee 1969;Potter and 

Hendee 1976;Arthur and Wilson 1979;O'Leary and Weeks 1979;Vaske et al 

1982; 1986). The inherent consumptive orientation of hunting is supported by the 

numerous studies which emphasise some minimum level or expectation of harvest 

being required to both maintain hunting interest, and to enhance other possible 

dimensions of satisfaction (eg More 1973;Potter et aI 1973;Schole et al 

1973;Stankey et al 1972;Hendee 1974;Hendee and Potter 1976;Burt et al 

1980;Decker et al 1980;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Vaske et al 1982;1986;Groome 

et al 1983a;Nugent and Mawhinney 1987). Burt(1980) cites studies which 

indicated that should success fall below certain levels, hunters would abandon an 

area notwithstanding the past importance of other dimensions for hunting 

satisfaction. And while halVesting deer was only considered essential by a 

minority of hunters in Groome et al(1983a), behaviour of ex-hunters suggested a 

continued lack of success would lead to rapid abandonment of the activity. 

However until such success thresholds were reached, the positive relationships 

obselVed by Vaske et al(l986) between seeing game, getting shots and overall 

hunting satisfactions, led them to propose that should hunters perceive a 

reasonable chance of success, a high evaluation of the hunting experience would 

occur independently of actual success. Support for such a contention is evident 

from the many studies which indicate that in general, only a sman propol1ion of 

hunters will be successful on any given trip (eg Burt et al 1980;Vaske et al 1986). 

Thus rather than simply success-rates. it is a reasonable probability of success~ 

along with a spectrum of other potential dimensions, that are the keys to quality 

hunting experiences. 

The saliency of harvest does vary with different hunters and hunting types. 

Nugent and Mawhinney(1987) identified hunters most likely to abandon hunting as 
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being those with high success requirements, but having had low success rates. 

Such hunters were characterised as being young, inexperienced and infrequent 

hunters. Potter et al(1973) found that big-game hunters tended to emphasise non

harvest dimensions (eg skill/challenge) more highly than small-game hunters, 

largely due to the relatively low probability of success inherent in big-game 

hunting. This provides explanation for the findings of Vaske et al(1986), where 

despite having twice the success-rates of deer-hunters, goose-hunters reported 

lower levels of satisfaction. As noted by Potter et al( 1973), big-game hunters may 

be satisfied with only one or fewer kill~ per year while bird-hunters may require 

considerably more. 

3.2.4 Hunter Summary 

This user-group is strongly dominated by males, with an over

representation of the more middle age-groups. Younger age-groups are under

represented, suggesting a lack of recruitment into the activity. This is further 

emphasised by the low proportions of hunters having only a few years experience. 

Participation in other activities on hunting trips is common, and hunters tend to 

increase their participation in such activities as part of their recreation 

specialisation development. 

Given the range of motivations and satisfactions important for hunters, there is 

support for a multiple-satisfaction approach to management. However it is clear 

that while hunting success is not essential for any given trip, perception of a 

reasonable probability of success based upon past experience and sufficient deer 

numbers, is required for continued participation in hunting. 

3.3 ANGLERS 

A variety of angling research has been undertaken in New Zealand. but 

much of this has not extended beyond simple variables such as angler effort; catch 

rates and species; and rivers used. However a number of studies have dealt more 

specifically with anglers, especially in recent years (eg Gluck 1974;Toynbee 

1974;Octa Associates 1976;Bryant ] 979;Aukerman and Davison 1980;Sutherland 

1982;Tiemy et at 1982;Groome et al 1983b;Shelby 1983.1984;Jellyman 

1984;Richardson et al 1985;Shaw et aI 1985). However as with hunting, angling 

research is extensive in America as indicated by the 75 studies cited in the review 

by Bryan( 1979). American research is directly relevant to New Zealand angling 
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through the high proportion of Americans amongst anglers (eg Sutherland 1982). 

3.3.1 Socio-demographic Features of Anglers 

Anglers relative to the general population tend to be over-represented in 

the older age-groups. This pattern has been consistent in many studies (eg 

Toynbee 1974;Octa Associates 1976;Bryan 1979;Groome et al 1983b), and has 

been more pronounced for anglers than for hunters (eg Bryan 1979). However by 

comparison of ~ome New Zealand studies (eg Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome 

et al 198 la&b) , it is apparent that anglers are also more over-represented in the 

below-20 age-group than are hunters. While both hunters and anglers are 

introduced to their activities in their youth (eg Bryan 1979), it is apparent that 

unlike hunting, recruitment of new anglers into the activity is sufficient to maintain 

angler numbers. Overall trends in fact indicate increasing participation in angling 

(eg Wydowski 1977;Anderson and Nehring 1984;Snepenger and Ditton 1985). 

Anglers, like hunters have tended to be married and more involved in family 

commitments than other recreationists (eg Toynbee 1974;Bryan 1979;Groome et al 

1983b). Like hunting, angling has been widely characterised as a male-dominated 

activity, but the proportion of females exceeds that amongst hunters (eg Bryan 

1979), and this proportion has been increasing in America (Snepenger and Ditton 

1985). 

Anglers tend to have higher education levels relative to the general population, 

although relative to other groups (except hunters) they tend to be lower (eg 

Toynbee 1974;Bryan 1979;O'Leary and Weeks 1979;Groome et al 1983b). In 

occupations, anglers tend to be over-represented in professional/technical and 

administration/management classes (Octa Associates 1976); the sales and service 

classes (Toynbee 1974), and also include a higher proportion of retirees than the 

general population (Octa Associates 1976). Anglers were under-represented in the 

labour/transport/production class (Toynbee 1974;Octa Associates 1976). 

Rural up-bringing and/or current rural residence has been a common characteristic 

of American angJers (eg Hendee 1969;Bryan 1979). This has been supported by 

New Zealand studies, but to a much lesser extent (Graynoth 1974;Toynbee 

1974;Tiemy et al 1982;Groome et al 1983b). 
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3.3.2 Angling Experience 

The parents and friends of anglers have been the major agents of 

introduction to angling, reflecting the early age this tends to occur. Later 

influence comes mainly from friends (eg Groome et al 1983b) and especially from 

more experienced anglers (eg Aukerman and Davison 1980; Cordes 1980;May 

1980). 

Up to 50 percent of anglers sampled by Octa Associates (1976) and Groome et al 

(1983b) had over 11 years experience, while the corresponding figure in 

Toynbee(1974) was 20 percent. While this emphasised the high experience of 

anglers, of particular interest was that over 50 percent of anglers in Toynbee(1974) 

and over 30 percent in Octa Associates(1976), had less than 5 years experience. 

This reflected the large number of young anglers sampled in these studies and 

unlike hunter age and experience distributions, it emphasised higher recruitment of 

participants. The level and development of experience was considered by 

Bryan(1977) an important determinant of setting preferences, activity styles, and 

the social context of the recreation trip. Fedler and Ditton(1986) cited studies 

suggesting angling frequency, commitment and expertise all developed during the 

individual's angling career. Such a continuum of activity specialisation was 

proposed by Bryan (1977,1979) for trout anglers, ranging from the novice 

'occasional fisherman' for whom fishing was not a regular activity, through to the 

'technique-setting specialists' who were more committed and tended to concentrate 

on specific techniques (eg fly-fishing) and settings (eg spring-fed streams). 

Williams and Huffman( 1986) cited studies which used such specialisation concepts 

to explain differences in user conservation attitudes, expected outcomes, preferred 

resource attributes, and norms of depreciative behaviour. Williams(1985) 

suggested that specialisation may also be important to understanding how users 

make decisions and process information about recreation opportunities. Thus 

locating individuals on such a speciaIistaton continuum can provide a description 

of the frame of reference they employ for decisions about recreation opportunities 

and behaviour. Specialisation development of anglers is evident from numerous 

studies (eg Bryan 1977; I 979;Bennett et al 1978;Carpenter et al 1980;Cordes 

1980;Wydowski 1980;Haworth 1983~Schoolmaster and Frazier 1985;Snepenger 

and Ditton 1985;Fedler and Ditton 1986). As specialisation proceeds, anglers 

have tended to participate less in other activities such as hunting (eg Bryan 1979). 

And as noted by Snepenger and Ditton(1985), an increasing proportion of anglers 
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are specialising further, while hunters tend to become more involved in angling as 

they specialise further. 

3.3.3 Motivations and Satisfactions of Anglers 

Angling has like hunting been commonly characterised as a consumptive 

activity (eg Vaske et ai, 1982). But as with hunting, the importance of non

harvest motivations and satisfactions in angling experiences has been demonstrated 

in numerous angling studies.3 From such studies there emerge a number of 

dimensions that encompass the most often stated satisfactions from angling 

experiences. These generally include nature appreciation; escapism (exit

civilisation); solitude; success-related (eg catch, trophy); elements of activity 

function (eg challenge/equipment); new experiences; stream type and setting; 

aesthetic experiences; and enjoyment from the anticipation, recall and relating of 

experiences. 

A consumptive orientation for angling is evident throughout these dimensions, but 

Bryan (1979) considered that a major finding from research was that in most cases, 

satisfaction with the angling experience was not dependent upon the harvest of 

fish. While the satisfaction derived from angling is dependent upon the existence 

of fish, Wydowski( 1980) considered such satisfaction went well beyond the actual 

taking of fish. The range of motivations and satisfactions listed above emphasises 

this concept, but its most clear support comes from the occurrence of regulated 

and voluntary catch-and-release fishing. Hunt(1981) defined this as the release of 

most (or all) fish caught, with the emphasis on enhancing the quality of the 

angling experience rather than the size of take-home catch. Application of such a 

concept is based upon the propositions that the process of 1anding a fish is the 

most valuable component of the angling experience (eg Clark 1983), and that a 

good fish is too valuable to be caught only once (eg Wydowski 1980). Angler 

suppol1 for these propositions is evident from the widespread voluntary release of 

legal fish landed (eg Clark 1983). And where catch-and-release has been imposed 

as a regulation, angler use has either been maintained or increased (eg Carpenter 

3, eg Moeller and Engelken 1972: Knopf et al 1973; Gluck 1974; 
Toynbee 1974; Octa Associates 1976; Bryan 1977,1979; Bennett et at 
1978; Bryant 1979; Aukerman and Davison 1980; Carpenter 1980; 
COl'des 1980; May 1980: Wydowski 1980; Cl ark et al 1981; Vaske et 
al 1982; Groome et al 1983b; Haworth 1983; Harris et a11984; Shelby 
1984; Schoolmaster and Frazier 1985; Fedler and Ditton 1985. 

/' 
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et al 1980;Cordes 1980;Hunt 1980; Cl ark et al 1981;Clark 1983; Anderson and 

Nehring 1984). This reflects the success of the catch-and-release concept in 

increasing the number, rate and size of fish caught by anglers. 

However as found for hunting, the saliency of success dimensions in satisfaction 

does vary for different anglers and angling types. Voluntary release of fish has 

been greatest for the more specialised fly-anglers rather than those using other 

techniques (eg Bryan 1977;Cordes 1980;Clark et al 1981;Hunt 1981;Clark 1983). 

Hunt( 1981) demonstrated that while fly-anglers had higher angling-hours and 

catch-rates overall, live-bait anglers had the highest harvest rates. The different 

perceptions of what constituted angling quality was demonstrated by Carpenter et 

al(1980). Those anglers having low demand for trout harvest and facility 

provision, but having high commitment to angling and nature appreciation; were 

typical of anglers using streams managed as 'wild ' (characterised by natural 

population recruitment, high voluntary release rates, and emphasis on the act of 

angling), In contrast, those anglers having high demand for trout harvest, facility 

provision and nature appreciation, but low commitment to angling; were typical of 

anglers using streams managed as 'catchable' (characterised by hatchery 

restocking, low voluntary release, and emphasis on the products of angling). Such 

differences correspond with the specialisation continuum of Bryan (1977, 1979), 

which demonstrated the change in the consumptive emphasis of anglers along the 

continuum. Since different management systems tended to attract anglers with 

certain profiles (eg Carpenter et aI 1980), and studies have indicated that the 

'average' user does not exist (eg Schafer 1969), there is a need to examine the 

fishing preferences of particular sub-groups of anglers, as proposed by 

Bryan( 1979). 

3.3.4 Angler Summary 

This user-group is strongly dominated by males, with an over

representation of the older age-groups. This age bias is reflected by their greater 

commitments in marriage and family: their relatively high years of experiences; 

and their relatively high proportion of retiree participants. The proportion of 

younger age-groups is also reflected by the high proportion having few years 

experience. The development of activity-styles and setting preferences through 

specialisation is also prominent for anglers. Those preferring fly-fishing 

techniques and wilderness settings represent the highly experienced specialist end 

of the specialisation spectrum. Given the range of motivations and satisfactions 
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important for anglers, there is support for a multiple satisfactions approach to 

management. Harvest of fish is not essential for the satisfaction of some anglers, 

particularly those with greater specialisation to whom the process of landing a· fish 

is more important. These anglers tend to emphasise this point by the often high 

numbers of fish they release voluntarily. 

3.4 TRAMPERS4 

While a large number of New Zealand studies have dealt with some aspect 

of tramping, most have provided only simplesocio-demographic and behavioural 

information. However in recent years, studies have dealt more specifically with 

trampers (eg Devlin 1976;Simmons 1980;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Gilmore 

1982;Groome et al 1983a&b;Harris 1983). American literature (on wilderness

users) is extensive, with reference here being confined to more recent and selected 

earlier studies. 

3.4.1 Socio-demographic Features of Trampers 

Trampers relative to the general population and other user groups tend to 

be significantly over-represented in younger age-groups. This pattern has been 

consistent in many studies (eg Hendee et al 1968;Devlin j 976;Simmons 1980; 

Simmons and Devlin 1980;Gilmore 1982;Groome et al 1983a&b;Harris 

1983;Lucas 1985,1986;Stankey 1986;Warren 1986). Some studies have also 

found this over-representation to be more pronounced as the tramping activity 

became less passive and more oriented to back-country use (eg Devlin 

1976;Beamish 1977;Mawhinney 1980;Simrnons 1980). 

Trampers are less likely to be married than other recreationists (eg Devlin 

1976;Simmons 1980;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a&b), and less 

involved in family commitments (eg Simmons and DevHn 1980;Groome et aI 

1983a&b), These patterns have tended to become more pronounced with greater 

orientation to back-country use (eg SiInmons 1980), reflecting the relative over

representation of younger age-groups there. Tramping has also been identified as 

a male-dominated activity, with a consistent sex ratio of 60:40 being often found 

(eg Devlin 1976;Mawhinney 1980;Simmons 1980;Stankey 1986). A trend of 

4. This term "incorporates hikers, backpackers. wilderness users and park 
users. 
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increased female participation is evident in New Zealand (eg Harris 1983) and 

America (eg Lucas 1985!(986). 

Trampers tend to have higher education levels than other recreationists, with a 

number of studies indicating over 50 percent with university or other tertiary 

education (eg Hendee et al 1968;Devlin 1976;Lucas 1980,1985,1986;Simmons 

1980;Warren 1986). Both Lucas(1980) and Simmons(1980) considered such 

education levels were the most distinct social characteristic of trampers. 

Lucas( 1980) proposed that for such users, passive management through 

interpretation and education techniques would be particularly effective. 

Occupations tend to reflect the high education levels with trampers being over

represented in the professional/technical class and with students, and under

represented in the labour/transport/production class and with housewives and 

retirees (eg Hendee et al 1968;Devlin 1976;Lucas 1980,1985,1986;Simmons 

1980;Simmons and DevIin 1980;Gilmore 1982;Harris 1983;Groome et al 

1983a&b;Wan'en 1986). An urban upbringing and/or current urban residence was 

found to characterise most New Zealand trampers, and did so to a greater extent 

than for other user-groups (eg Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a&b). 

3.4.2 Tramping Experience 

While the primary importance of family as an agent of introduction to 

tramping was emphasised by several studies (eg Hendee et al 1968;DevIin 

1976;Simmons 1980;Simmons and DevIin 1980;Groome et al I 983a&b) , other 

agents such as friends, self-motivation! and clubs become more important for 

continued participation. Here the role of clubs was found to be much greater than 

for other user-groups (Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a&b). The 

early age of introduction to tramping reflects this strong family role (eg Simmons 

1980), and can be important for subsequent orientation toward back-country use 

(eg Hendee et al 1968;Lucas 1980). 

Trampers in general do not cite as nlany years of experience in their activity as do 

other user-groups, reflecting their younger ages. While most trampers· in 

Harris( 1983) considered themselves quite experienced, less than 30 percent of 

similar trampers in Simmons and DevHn(l981) and Groome et al(l983a&b) had 

more than four years experience. However many studies have found that trampers 

had previously visited areas similar to those they were sampled in (eg DevIin 

1976;Lucas 1980;Simmons 1980;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 
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1983a&b). Several studies have indicated that trampers generally engaged in 

short, frequent and often one-off trips to a large number of areas, thus 

representing a mobile user-group relative to others (Hendee et al 1968;Devlin 

1976;Lucas 1980,1985;Groome et al I 983a&b). Variations can occur, where 

features of particular site access and location contributed to more longer trips eg 

Stewart Island (Mawhinney 1980), and frequent repeat-trips eg Arthurs Pass 

(Simmons 1980). However it is evident that the bulk of trampers sampled in a 

given study area were making their first visit (eg Lucas 1980,1985,1986;Simmons 

1980;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et a1 1983a&b). 

A specialisation continuum for tramping was proposed by Bryan(l979), where 

increasing specialisation was equated with increased orientation to back-country 

use and wilderness experiences. This was similar to the attitudinal spectrums of 

'wildemism' (Hendee et al 1968) and 'purism'(Stankey 1973) where the 

wilderness-orientation of users was classified by how closely they agreed with the 

purist definition of wilderness. However Hendee et al(1968) and Warren(1986) 

found that previous wilderness experience was not a major factor in distinguishing 

the wilderness orientation of users. Further difficulty with extending specialisation 

concepts to tramping may occur due to the variety of other activities often 

included in it. AngHng, hunting, camping and sightseeing are activities identified 

as being commonly associated with tramping (eg Simmons and Devlin 

1980;Groome et aI 1983a&b). Some studies have suggested that experience and 

specialisation features attributed to tramping may in fact be derived largely from 

associated activities (eg Buchanan 1983;Williams and Huffman 1986). This point 

emphasises the validity of a multiple-satisfactions approach to management. 

3.4.3 Motivations and Satisfactions of Tranlpers 

To incorporate the range of motivations likely to be stated by users, Devlin 

(1976) adapted findings from American studies to propose five motivation 

dimensions. These included exit-civilisation; aesthetic-religious; physical 

challenge; sociability; and individual-intellectual motivation dimensions. The 

American reviews by Dotfman( 1979) and Absher and Lee( 1981), independently 

proposed alnlost identical ranges of motivation dimensions. Trampers in a number 

of studies were asked to respond to motivation statements largely based upon these 

dimensions (eg Devlin 1976;Simmons 1980;Hanis 1983). These studies tended to 

emphasise appreciation of nature and scenery as being particularly important, 
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while dimensions related to solitude were not prominent. Other New Zealand 

studies employed open-ended questions (eg Simmons and DevHn 1980;Groome et 

al 1983a&b). These indicated a wider range of motivation dimensions, which 

induded the exit civilisation; aesthetic-religious; physical challenge; sociability; 

simple tramping participation; nature study/appreciation,; ease of access; and new

area motivation dimensions. 

While there appears a consistent range of dimensions which can incorporate the 

motivations and satisfactions expressed by trampers, differences in the relative 

importance of these dimensions to different trampers are less apparent. For 

rafters, Schreyer and Roggenbuck( 1978) found that the motivations and 

satisfactions of the more 'wilderness-purist' users emphasised nature and solitude 

more highly than did other users, who emphasised social and activity dimensions. 

WalTen(1986) found that non-hunters (mainly trampers) were more oriented 

toward 'exit civilisation' and 'nature-appreciation' dimensions, characteristic of 

greater 'wilderness-purism'. And Simmons(1980) found that back-country 

trampers rated 'specific-activity' , 'exit-civilisation', and 'physical exercise' 

dimensions more highly than did fringe-area users. 

3.4.4 Tramper Summary 

This user-group is male dominated but to a lesser extent than are hunter 

and angler groups. The over-representation of younger age-groups is reflected by 

their lesser commitments in marriage and family; their relatively 10w years of 

experience; and their relatively high proportion of students. Also characteristic are 

high levels of education, occupation class, and urban residence. Few trampers had 

made previous visits to areas they \vere sampled in, reflecting a tendency to visit 

new areas rather than undertake repeat visits to a few regular areas. The tramping 

activity often also incorporated participation in other activities (eg angling, 

hunting, camping, sightseeing). 

The range of motivations and satisfactions important for trampers appears 

consistent in most studies. Scenery appreciation is predominant~ while solitude is 

usually least so. Differences in emphasis on such dimensions appear to occur with 

different degrees of 'wilderness-purist' attitudes and behaviour. 
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3.5 TREKKERS 

In New Zealand there have been only a few studies dealing with trekkers 

(eg guided walkers with comnlercial operators) as a distinct recreation user-group 

(eg Beamish 1977;Fisher 1982;Harris 1983). Other studies have provided 

descliptions of commercial recreation operations, their development and 

management, and their CUITent status (eg Gresham 1978 ;Joll 1979;Jebsen 1983). 

And a consumer study described a variety of trekking opportunities in the South 

Island (eg Consumers Institute 1979a) and the North Island (eg Consumers 

Institute I 979b). American research on trekking was not evident, with most 

commercial recreation studies dealing with rafting operations. This relative lack of 

trekking research requires that reference be made to other forms of commercial 

recreation in demonstrating the unique opportunities provided by such operations 

in a recreation spectrum. 

3.5.1 Socio-demographic Features of Trekkers 

Trekkers, relative to the general population and trampers are over

represented in older age-groups. This pattern has been consistent in many studies 

(eg Beamish 1977;Woodfield and Cowie 1977;Aukerman and Davison 1980;Fisher 

1982;Harris 1983). Comparison of the age-distribution of Routebum walkers over 

time from Beamish(1977) to Harris(1983), indicates such over-representation has 

become more pronounced. And from Harris(1983), it is apparent that the 

characteristic male-dominance of outdoor recreation participation is not maintained 

for trekkers, where a sex ratio of 50:50 was identified. 

Trekkers in Han-is( (983) were over-represented relative to trampers in the 

professional/technical occupation class and housewives. Students were under

represented. Woodfield and Cowie(1977) suggested such relative lack of students 

reflected trekker age distribution, and found that trekker incomes tended to be 

higher than those of trampers. High income was characteristic of commercial 

rafting clients in Nielsen and Shelby( 1977)! who also had characteristics of high 

education, urban residence, and a 50:50 sex ratio. However, age distribution 

emphasised younger age groups for commercial rafters, indicating a younger 

clientele for the more physically demanding opportunities. Thus like other 

recreationists, commercial recreation clients are not homogeneous. The diversity 

of demand for commercial recreation opportunities is reflected by the diversity of 

guided walks described in Consumers Institute(l979a&b). 
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The common perception of trekkers as an overseas tourist user-group doesnc[ 
appear valid when less than 30 percent of Milford trekkers were found to be 
foreigners (eg Fisher (982). And while over 50 percent of Routebum trekkers were 
New Zealanders, amongst the independent walkers the majority were foreigners 

(eg Harris 1983). This may have been a reflection of the increasing interest by 

overseas users in more independent/adventure type trips (eg Jebson 1983). 

3.5.2 Trekking Experience 

Those undertaking commercial recreation opportunities can be characterised 

by low levels of experience (eg Neilsen and Shelby 1977;Woodfield and Cowie 

1977;Fisher 1982;Harris 1983;Jebson 1983;Schreyer et al 1984;Simmons in prep). 

Neilsen and Shelby( 1977) found that the major differences between guided and 

independent rafters were in previous experience variables. On the Routeburn, over 

50 percent of trekkers had no previous tramping expetience, while for independent 

walkers this was about 30 percent (eg Harris 1983). Since 90 percent of 

Routebum users had made no previous trips (eg Beamish 1977), it is clear that 

most trekkers, were first-time visitors. This point is important since Neilsen et 

al(1977) proposed as part of the 'last-settler' syndrome, that first-time visitors 

would be more readily satisfied than the more experienced and site-familiar users. 

This is pat1icularly important for trekkers~ who are almost always first-time visitors 

with little likelihood of repeat trips. 

3.5.3 Motivations and Satisfactions of Trekkers 

Harris( 1983) found broad similarities between trekker and independent 

walker motivations and satisfactions, with scenery appreciation dimensions most 

prominent and solitude dimensions least prominent. While not distinguishing 

between independent walkers and trekkers, Beamish(1977) also found scenery 

appreciation dimensions most prominent. From the limited infotmation available, 

there are more similarities than differences between the motivations and 

satisfactions of trekkers and independent walkers. In the absence of commercial 

recreation opportunities therefore, much latent demand for such experiences would 

not be realised. In enabling c1ients to realise such demands~ commercial operators 

have in some way improved the access to such oPP011unities. 

Many commercial recreation oPPol1unities require input of specialised equipment 

and expertise to facilitate trips and interpret experiences. Rafting provides a good 

example of a recreation opportunity largely unavailable without considerable 
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investment of time and money into equipment, and gaining the experience to use 

it. 

Apart from the provision of equipment, food, accommodation and organisation, 

the other main feature of commercial recreation opportunities is the provision of 

guides. As well as having roles in leadership, safety, and convenience, guides 

represent a key component of the clients' experiences (eg Consumers Institute 

1979a&b;Elliot 1977;Fisher 1982;Harris 1983;Weston 1986). In a comparison of 

three South Island treks (eg Consumers Institute 1979a), one of the main 

distinguishing features of the Routebum walk for trekkers was the enhancement of 

enjoyment due to the considerate and knowledgeable guides. In some cases the 

guides become more central to the opportunity offered, as evident from the 

commercial operation described by Weston(1986), where specialist guide

interpreters hosted theme-trips such as 'Volcano adventure', 'outdoor 

,photography', 'birds of the forests, lakes and streams' and 'Alpine plants'. 

The importance of guides and interpretation perhaps arises because experiences are 

intangible and some from of portrayal may be required. Leiper(1983) considered 

such an approach particularly relevant for tourism. In commercial recreation, 

participants have little prior experience upon which to base expectations. 

Bryan(1979) considered that by their very nature, guided trips tended to attract the 

less committed and specialised participants. Nielsen and Shelby( 1977) considered 

that for first -time users in particular, attitudes and preferences would be developed 

during the trip itself. Thus people would tend to endorse the type of experience 

they had, in accordance with the 'last settler' syndrome (eg Nielsen et al 1977). 

Support for such a contention is evident from the high levels of satisfaction stated 

by trekkers with little previous experience (eg Beamish 1977; Woodfield and Cowie 

1977; Consumers Institute 1979a&b;Fisher 1982;Harris 1983). This suggests that 

there is particular scope for manipulation of trekker expectations, experiences and 

behviour to minimise conflict with other management objectives. 

3.5.4 Trekker Summary 

This user group tends to represent the sexes more equally than other user

groups. The relatively high proportions of housewives reflect the more even sex 
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ratios. The older age-groups are over':'represented, reflected by the relatively low 

proportions of students. However this age-bias is not reflected by experience, with 

most trekkers being first-time visitors and having little previous activity experience. 

The range of motivations and satisfactions important to trekkers are consistent with 

those of trampers. But for trekkers it appears that commercial provision of 

equipment, accommodation, expertise and guides was required to facilitate 

achievement of experiences similar to those of trampers. Due to the relative lack 

of trekker experience and the extensive provision of means and interpretation 

required, much of the trekking experience is effectively 'created' by the approach 

of commercial operators. Through their control over commercial recreation, 

managers may find commercial recreation clients easier to manage for appropriate 

use than they do independent users. 

3.6 SUMMARY 

While it is evident from Booth(l986) that outdoor recreationists are more 

similar than dissimilar when compared with non-users, some differences in user 

characteristics were evident between the four user-groups reviewed here. The 

occurrence of such differences suggests that the particular activities and activity

styles chosen, are fulfilling different combinations of those needs that underlie 

recreation participation. In this sense, each of the activities and activity styles in 

recreation are of equal importance. All recreationists are attempting to achieve 

recreation experiences which are represented by a quite consistent range of 

motivations and satisfactions. By disregarding the more consumptive-orientated 

dimensions of hunter and angler experiences, it was apparent that there was little 

overall difference between the motivations and satisfactions of the user-groups. 

However the occurrence of differences in the activity and activity-styles used for 

the achievement of experiences, reflects the basic competition that exists between 

individuals and user-groups for the opportunities to achieve such experiences. 

Such competition for opportunities is expressed by various fonns of user 

interaction. Where such interaction is evaluated negatively by users and/or 

managers, perceptions of 4crowding' and 'conflict' arise. What these perceptions 

actually represent, and how they may arise, is the basis for Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CROWDING AND CONFLICT IN RECREATION SETTINGS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Crowding and conflict represent the major ways in which negative human 

interaction in recreation settings has been interpreted. The common interpretation 

,of crowding has been simply in terms of use-levels, while conflict has been viewed 

simply as one activity versus another. An overview of literature however suggests 

such interpretations are simplistic and arbitrary. This chapter aims to clarify what 

is really meant by 'crowding' and 'conflict' in recreation settings and then goes on 

to outline the diversity of factors which can contribute to such perceptions. This 

provides a comprehensive review of how negative human interactions can occur in 

recreation settings. An understanding of this provides the basis for a more 

equitable and effective approach to management. 

4.2 USE-LEVELS AND SATISFACTION 

A 'back-country boom'(Mason 1974) has been apparent in New Zealand in 

recent years. The effects of such increasing use-levels are particularly evident in 

back-country settings(Shelby 1981), where low use-levels are often characteristic. 

The basic question being asked in much crowding research can be characterised by 

Shelby( 1980:43) who asked: 

"How many can enter an area before it becomes crowded, 
reducing the quality of the individual experience. IT 

The common interpretation of such questions identified in a number of studies, has 

been that there exists some level of visitor density beyond which the quality of 

recreation experiences diminish, and that such a level represents a social carrying 

capacity (eg Heberlein 1977;Nielsen and Shelby 1977:Womble and Studebaker 

1981; Ditton et al 1983;Gramman 1983;Graefe et al 1984;Stankey and McCool 

1984;Manning 1986). Such interpretations of crowding have been closely 

associated with attempts to objectively determine use-level limitations. The 

theoretical expression of this approach has been termed the 'satisfaction model' 
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(eg Heberlein 1977;Heberlein and Shelby 1977;Nielsen and Shelby 1977). 

4.2.1 The Satisfaction Model 

This model is based upon the assumption of an inverse relationship 

between use-levels and user satisfaction(AlIdredge 1973 ;Stankey 1973 ;Smith and 

Krutilla 1974;Manning and Ciali 1981;Shelby 1980a;Bultena et al 1981;Graefe et 

al 1984;Manning 1986). It proposes that aggregate satisfaction in a given area 

increases with additional users in the area, but at a decreasing rate. At some use

level this rate becomes negative, thus defining a 'social carrying capacity' beyond 

which aggregate satisfaction begins decreasing. On this basis the model proposes 

that use-levels influence frequency of encounters between users, that such 

encounters influence perceived crowding, and thus influence user satisfaction. 

Some studies have supported the model's basic premise that satisfaction declines as 

use-levels increase (eg Cicchettj and Smith 1973;Stankey 1973;Manning and Ciali 

1981 ;Stankey 1980). However these findings resulted from user response to 

hypothetical density levels. Such findings were not replicated by other studies that 

related satisfaction to other use-level variables, such as actual density (eg Shelby 

1980a;Becker 1981;BuItena et al 1981); actual encounters (eg Nielsen and Shelby 

1977;Shelby 1980a); and reported encounters (eg Lucas 1980;Manning and Cian 

1981;Becker 1981;Bultena et al1981;Ditton et al1981). In these and many other 

studies, the association between use-levels and satisfaction was generaHy weak or 

non-existent. Research findings have found that high satisfaction was consistently 

stated by users despite a variety of use-levels, settings and activities. 

4.2.2 Use-levels and Perceived Crowding 

Other studies have aimed more directly at the relationship often assumed to 

exist between use-levels and perceived crowding. As stated by Absher and 

tee( 1981 :232): 

" ... it is seemingly illogical that social density should have so little 
to do with feelings of crowding. I1 

However most studies have at best shown only moderate levels of association 

between perceived crowding and use-level variables such as actual density (eg 

Shelby 1980a;Absher and Lee 1981 ;Womble and Sludebaker 1981 ; Hammitt et al 

1984); actual encounters (eg Nielsen and Shelby 1977;Shelby 1980a); and 
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reported encounters (eg Nielsen and Shelby 1977;Bultena et al 1981;West 

1982;Shelby et al 1983;Graefe et al 1984;Hammitt et al 1984). While these 

associations have been consistently stronger than those between use-levels and 

satisfaction, it was only in Hammitt et al(1984) that use-levels were more 

important in prediction of perceived crowding than were other variables. This 

result came from a sample of innertube floaters, whose activity was considered by 

Hammitt et al(1984) to be more subject to physical crowding problems rather than 

the perceptual ones facing most other types of users. Thus while perceived 

crowding is related to use-levels, the relationship is mediated by other situational 

and personal variables that generally provide greater explanation of perceived 

crowding. 1 

4.2.3 Perceived Crowding and Satisfaction 

The relationship between perceived crowding and satisfacton has also been 

the subject of research, but the existence of such a relationship has not been 

supported by research findings (eg Lee 1977;Nielsen and Shelby 1977;Shelby 

1980a;Bultena et al 1981;Womble and Studebaker 1981;Ditton et al 1981). Such 

studies have found at best only a weak association between perceived crowding and 

satisfaction. These findings have been consistent in back-country settings (eg Lee 

1977) and developed campsites (eg Womb le and Studebaker 1981). 

4.2.4 Summary of Use-Levels and Satisfaction 

. Existence of predictive relationships between use-levels and satisfaction is 

not apparent. The studies reviewed suggest objective approaches such as the 

satisfaction model are oversimplified. It appears that users are just as satisfied at 

high use-levels as at low use-levels. As stated by Graefe et al 1984:440): 

fI Satisfaction cannot be predicted from user density or contact 
variables because visitors' multiple expectations may be affected in 
different ways by use-levels. and because changes in attitude 
and/or behaviour may cause satisfaction to remain high under 
varying levels of density. 11 

The difficulties associated with application of simplistic objective approaches such 

as the satisfaction model can be classified under three headings: the multiple 

satisfactions obtained from experiences; the coping strategies used when some 

1. These variables are discussed further in secton 4.5. 
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sources of satisfaction are precluded; and subjective nature of crowding and 

conflict definition. Each of these are discussed in turn. 

4.3 MULTIPLE SATISFACTIONS (also see Chapter 3) 

A number of studies have shown that the most effective measures of 

satisfaction were those incorporating reference to a variety of attributes of the 

experience (eg Peterson 1974;Dorfman 1979;Ditton et al 1981;Gramman and 

Burdge 1981;Gramman 1983). Ditton et al(1981) showed a muHiple-attribute 

measure of satisfaction gave better prediction of overall camping satisfaction than 

did a single attribute measure. Manning(1986) cited findings of Dorfman(1979) 

that different types of satisfaction measure were dealing with different concepts of 

satisfaction. It is apparent that overall satisfaction with an experience does not 

represent the sum of satisfaction from its individual attributes. 

The assumption of a relationship between use-level and satisfaction implicit in the 

satisfaction model is clearly oversimplistic. The hypothetical wilderness example 

used by Alldredge( 1973) to describe the satisfaction model excluded variables 

other than user numbers, and emphasised solitude as the desired experience 

outcome. However solitude represents only one of many dimensions of 

satisfaction~ and is not necessarily the salient dimension of recreation experiences 

(eg Stankey 1980;Stankey and McCool 1984). If solitude were a salient 

dimension, then it could be expected that use-levels would have emerged as a 

more impol1ant setting attribute, and that an inverse relationship between use

levels and satisfaction would have been evident (Stankey and McCool 1984). 

However this was not apparent, even in the more back-country/wilderness settings 

(eg Lee 1977;Nielsen and Shelby 1977;Lucas 1980;1985;Shelby 1980a;Stankey 

1980;Bultena et al 1981;West 1982). This lends support to the contention that 

solitude in itself is not salient amongst the multiple dimensions of satisfaction. 

Given recognition of the multi-dimensional nature of satisfaction, further 

complexity arises from the differing emphasis placed upon dimensions by different 

users. Dimensions such as sociability may be enhanced for some users at high 

use-levels, while those such as solitude may be diminised. The converse may also 

occur. And perceived crowding may be greatest in areas of low use-levels rather 

than high. The existence of multiple dimensions of satisfaction that each have 
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different relationships with use-level changes, makes any relationship between use 

levels and overall satisfaction extremely complex(Gramman 1983). According to 

Shelby(1980a), such complexity renders user satisfaction by itself an impractical 

basis for managing use levels. 

4.4 COPING STRATEGIES 

These represent means by which high satisfction levels are maintained in a 

recreation area despite perceptions of crowding/conflict. Users change their 

experience definitions and behaviour in four main ways: rationalisation, product 

shift, displacement and substitution. 

4.4.1 Rationalisation 

Recreationists have selected activities for their potential to provide 

satisfaction(Graefe et al 1984). This selection usually involves substantial inputs of 

time, effort and finance(Hebedein 1977;Heberlein and Shelby 1977;Manning and 

Ciali 1981; Manning 1986). Rationalisation refers to a process where recreationists 

rate selected experiences highly even if some expectations are not achieved. 

Satisfaction priorities are rearranged to minimise such inconsistencies between 

expectations and actual outcomes of experiences(Hebedein 1977;Heberlein and 

Shelby 1977;Jacob and Schreyer 1980;Ditton et al 1981;Manning and Ciali 

1981;Shelby 1980a;Womble and Studebaker 1981;Graefe et al 1984;Manning 

1986). However such research has not identified any major mediating effects on 

use level/satisfaction relationships. 

4.4.2 Product Shift 

This is the notion that increasing use-levels may cause progressive changes 

in experience definitions. High satisfaction levels therefore remain apparent as the 

salient dimensions of the expelience are changed over time (Clark et aI 

1971 ;Heberlein 1977;Heberlein and Shelby 1977;Shelby 1980a;Stankey 

1980;Ditton et al 1981;Manning and Ciali 1981;Stankey and McCoo1 1984;Lucas 

] 985;Manning 1986). Longitudinal research on camping satisfactions has 

indicated such evolution of experience definition (eg La Page and Ragain 1974). 

Such definition changes may allow acceptance of conditions and behaviour once 

considered intolerable(Stankey and McCool 1984), Pitts(1982) showed how such 

changes could contribute to an overall process of 'opportunity-shift', where the 

opportunities available change (refer Section 5.1). 
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However product shift appears only applicable to repeat-users of a changing 

setting. Pal1 of the original sample in La Page and Ragain(l974) changed their 

behaviour and were thus not available for the later sample. The remaining 

campers had either used rationalisation or product shift to maintain their use of the 

setting. Vaske et al( 1980) showed that of boaters present in their study area prior 

to 1970, those still present had either changed their expectations or behaviour. 

Thus product shift had occurred amongst repeat-users of the settings. 

The response of many other recreationists seems related to the 'last settler 

syndrome'(Nielsen et al 1977). This proposes a recreationist's definition of a 

quality experience is largely formulated on their first exposure to it. This itself 

may have included a degree of rationalisation. Subsequent changes to experiences 

may be less readily rationalised, thus leading to negative interpretations (eg 

Stankey 1980). In the absence of further rationalisation or product shift, 

behavioural change would represent the only response available. Displacement 

and substitution represent such change. 

4.4.3 Displacement 

This concept was described by Shelby(l980:53) thus: 

" ... people bothered by heavy use may move to less crowded areas 
and be 'displaced' by those more tolerant of high use densities. 
Group composition changes and the aggregate satisfaction remains 
high./f 

From the many studies suggestive of such a process, there have emerged two 

major themes. The first was displacement within an area by changing trip patterns 

and/or timing (eg Nielsen and Shelby 1977;Manning and Ciali 1981;Stankey 

1980;Vaske et al 1980;Anderson 1983;Anderson and Brown 1984;Lucas 1985). 

The second was complete displacement of participation from one area to another 

(eg Clark et al 1971;La Page and Ragain 1974;Wohlwill and Heft 1977;Vaske et al 

1980;Becker 1981 ;Becker et al 198)). 

Most studies have emphasised associations between use-levels and 

displacement(Graefe et al 1984). However a number of studies have shown use

level variables to be only one of many variables related to displacement (eg Vaske 

et at 1980;Becker 1981;Becker et al 1981;Anderson 1983;Anderson and Brown 

1984). Anderson and Brown(1984) found litter, noise and signs of overuse to be 

important factors in displacement along with visual encounters with others. 
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Similarly Becker( 198 1) found problems related to environmental equality to be 

main reasons for not returning to a particular river (eg 'water polluted" 'unsafe 

swimming', 'litter and debris', 'barge traffic'). Thus displacement definitions that 

emphasised use-levels (eg Shelby 1980) would appear oversimplified. 

Anderson and Brown(1984) considered displacement represented a decision to 

change behaviour due to adverse changes in recreation experiences. Such changes 

could be attributed to either one or a combination of increased use levels, 

environmental changes, or management changes. While displacement studies have 

had mixed results, the bulk of evidence is strong1y suggestive that such a process 

occurs. (Graefe et al 1984;Stankey and McCool 1984;Manning 1986). 

4.4.4 Substitution 

When recreationists are precluded from participation in a particular activity 

or setting, two types of substitution are possible. The first is to select a different 

activity that matches the needs met by the original activity (activity substitution); 

the second is to select new settings in which to continue the original activity 

(setting substitution)(Shelby 1983,1984;Petersen et al 1984). Activity substitution 

has received more research attention, a1though for managers, setting substitution 

may be more important (Shelby 1983,1984). 

Activity substitution has been defined by Hendee and Burdge(1974: 159) as: 

"... the interchangeability of recreation activities in satisfying 
peoples needs, motives and preferences. 11 

Recreation activities have been grouped into 'activity-types'(Christensen and 

Yoesting 1977) on the basis of intercorrelations between general variables. 

Shelby( 1983,1984) cited studies which had intercorrelated activities on the basis of 

participation rates; preferences; perceived activity similarities; satisfactions desired; 

and social groupings. The implicit assumption here was that because activities 

could be intercorrelated on some of these variables, they must provide similar 

satisfactions and thus be substitutable(Shelby 1983,1984;Manning 1986). 
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However some studies have shown that similar activities may provide for different 

satisfactions (eg Christensen and Yoesting 1977;Baumgartner and Heberlein 

1981;Shelby 1983)984); and may thus be complementary rather than 

substitutable (eg Beaman 1975;Shelby 1983,1984). For two similar activities, 

Baumgartner and Heberlein( 1981) found that deer hunters perceived fewer 

substitutable activities than did goose hunters. This was attributed to the greater 

emphasis on activity participation, harvest of game and social interaction by deer 

hunters. Baumgartner and Heberlein( 1981) considered that activities with more 

specific dimensions of satisfaction would be 1ess substitutable. Christensen and 

Yoesting(1977) asked recreationists if they could substitute within an activity-type 

and still maintain satisfaction. Those involved in the 'games and sports' activity

type cited the highest potential for substitution (67 percent), while those involved 

in the more satisfaction-specific 'hunting and fishing' activity-type cited the lowest 

potential (45 percent). Similarly, Shelby(1983,1984) found that few anglers could 

identify a substitute for salmon-fishing amongst other fishing or non-fishing 

activities. Only trout-fishing emerged as a potential substitute for more than 50 

percent of anglers. This suggested that while similar in form, other fishing 

activities were at best onJy complementary to salmon-fishing. Thus it seems that it 

is the underlying meanings of an activity, as well as the strength with which they 

are heJd, that affects the degree to which an activity is substitutable. 

Setting substitution has been defined by McCo01 et al(1984:4) as: 

"the extent to which one setting could effectively replace another 
in terms of its ability to accommodate particular activities and to 
produce pa11icular outcomes. fI 

However the question of what constitutes a substitute goes beyond the physical 

attributes of the setting. A substitute setting must be perceived by recreationists to 

be a viable choice. Shelby( 1983, (984) considered a variety of attributes affected 

such perceptions, such as access; facilities/developments; non-recreational uses; 

perceived site impacts; user density; conflicting uses; and the .degree Of 

regimentation. The existence of major differences between apparently very 

substitutable settings was demonstrated by Shelby(1983, 1984}. Here most Rakaia 

and Waimakariri river anglers discounted potential substitute rivers, particularly 

due to problems related to travel time, fewer fish and angling conditions. And 
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while most Waimakariri anglers felt the Rakaia provided an acceptable substitute, 

Rakaia anglers did not reciprocate. They cited crowding and fewer fish as 

problems with the Waimakariri. 

This example demonstrates that opportunities foregone through change or loss of 

one setting may not necessruily be offset by the physical presence of a similar 

setting or activity opportunity. Thus should a recreationist be displaced from a 

setting, achievement of a suitable substitute may not be dependent only upon 

resource availability, but also upon the perceived substitutability of that resource. 

This notion is particularly relevant for managers~ for the setting represents that 

element of recreation experiences most directly under their control. 

4.4.5 Summary: Multiple Satisfactions and Coping Behaviour 

User satisfactions are multi-dimensional and satisfaction with one dimension 

of an experience may not represent the overall satisfaction achieved. The 

occurrence of coping strategies suggests that while recreationists may be 

dissatisfied with some changes to a recreation experience, high levels of 

satisfaction may still be maintained overall. However in a changing setting such 

maintenance of high satisfaction must have resulted from either a change in 

experience definition (eg rationalisation, product shift), or a change in the 

recreationist population present (eg displacement, substitution). Either way, the 

key point is that the nature of the original experience has changed(Shelby 1980a). 

Cl ark and Stankey( 1982b) described an example from a wilderness lake setting 

which was progressively changed over time by incremental addition of facilities, 

developments and consequently more users. Throughout this transition from 

wilderness to a highly developed setting, recreationists expressed high levels of 

satisfaction consistently. Such change represented 'opportunity shift'(Pitts 1982), 

where changes in activities, settings and experiences over time resulted in loss of 

some opportunities and creation of others (refer Section 5. 1). As stated by 

Becker( 1981 :267): 

, ... every site cannot be everything to everybody'. 

Those seeking opportunities more susceptible to the impacts of change must 

change either expectations or behaviour to remain active participants in a 

particular setting. In this context. measures of overall satisfaction do not account 

for dissatisfaction arising from opportunities foregone in a changing setting. To 
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account for these dissatisfactions more effectively in management, greater attention 

needs to be paid to the real nature of crowding and conflict perceptions. 

4.5 CROWDING/CONFLICT DEFINITION 

The preceeding discussion has addressed problems associated with the 

simplistic views of crowding and satisfaction. Defining what is really meant by the 

terms 'crowding' and 'conflict' is essential for effective and equitable management 

of recreation resources. 

4.5.1 Crowding Definition 

Research has shown user density to be only one of many variables 

contributing to perceived crowding (eg SChreyer and Roggenbuck 1978;Absher and 

Lee 1981;West 1981;Wornble and Studebaker 1981;Ditton et al 1983;Shelby et al 

1983;Graefe et al 1984;Manning 1986). The important distinction required here is 

that between density and crowding. Density refers to the number of people or 

encounters in a specified area, while crowding is a negative evaluation of such use

levels should satisfaction be somehow diminished (Shelby 1980a;Absher and Lee 

1981 ;Ditton et al 1983;Gramman 1983;Graefe et al 1984;Hammitt 1984;Manning 

1986). Because crowding involves a value judgement that there are too many 

people, subjective factors as well as objective factors (eg density/encounters) 

influence an individual's evaluation (Shelby et al 1983). Shelby( 1981) considered 

that crowding implied some normative definition of appropriate user-numbers in 

given situations. 

Support for such normative definition of crowding is evident from the numerous 

studies whose findings have shown user preferences, expectations and situational 

definitions of appropriate conditions to have had greater effect on crowding 

perceptions than density and encounter variables (eg Schreyer and Roggenbuck 

1978;Stankey 1980;Absher and Lee 1981;Bultena et al 1981;Womble and 

Studebaker 1981;Shelby and Colvin 1982;Shelby et al 1983). Using only density 

and encounter variables, the model in Shelby( 1981) was able to predict only four 

percent of perceived crowding. However with inclusion of user preferences, 

expectations, and situational definitions of appropriate conditions a1most 50 

percent of perceived crowding was predicted. Shelby and Colvin( 1982) further 

emphasised the subjectivity of crowding perceptions with their findings that 
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encounters subjectively reported by recreationists had greater association with 

perceived crowding than did actual encounter levels reported by observers. 

Gramman(1983) concluded that there was consistency of support for a normative 

definition of crowding across many studies. Such a definition of crowding could 

be based upon the social-psychological theory of goal interference, according to 

Gramman(1983: 112) who stated that: 

"... human behaviour is often goal directed and crowding 
attributes occur when the number, behaviour or proximity of other 
persons in a setting is incompatible with a goal and hence 
interferes with its attainment." 

In this context, Gramman and Burdge( 1981: 17) provided an appropriate definition 

of a goal as being: 

If • •• any preferred social, psychological or physical outcome of a 
behaviour that provides incentives for that behaviour. 11 

Such definitions recognise the implicit subjectivity of crowding norms and the 

existence of a variety of factors contributing to crowding perceptions. 

4.5.2 Conflict Definition 

Despite extensive conflict research, the term 'conflict' has not really been 

defined. Research has tended to simply describe conflict situations, with few 

attempts to define and study the basic casues of conflicts(Jacob and Schreyer 

J 980). Consequently there are numerous studies describing conflicts between 

participants in different activities. Inter-activity conflicts have been described 

between canoeists and motorboaters (eg Lucas 1964. 1970;Stankey 1973 ;Adelman 

et al 1981); canoeists and anglers (eg Knopf et al 1973); anglers and water-skiers 

(eg Gramman and Burdge 198 I); paddle and motorised rafting (eg Shelby 1980b); 

backpackers and horse-trekkers (eg Stankey 1973 ~ 1980 ; Lucas 1980,1985); 

snowmobilers and ski-tourers (eg Knopp and Tyger 1973;Butler 1974;Jackson and 

Wong 1982); off-road vehicles and walkers (eg Noe et al 1983); and consumptive 

and non-consumptive recreationists (eg Hendee 1969). From these and other 

studies, four interrelated features of conflicts are apparent. These are mechanised 

vs non-mechanised use; asymmetric conflict perception; direct and indirect conflict 

perceptions; and validity of a 'goal interference' definition for conflict. 
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(i) Mechanised vs Non-Mechanised Use 

The most consistent conflicts apparent in conflict research have been those 

of mechanised vs non-mechanised use. Studies of conflict between snowmobilers 

and ski -tourers have found the fundamental orientations of preferences and 

motivations differed for the two user-groups (eg Knopp and Tyger 1973 ;Butier 

1974;Jackson and Wong 1982). Skiers indicated an aversion to mechanisation in 

recreation and tended to be motivated by needs for solitude, tranquility and 

physical exercise. Snowmobilers were machine oriented and tended to be 

motivated by needs for socialisation, adventure and escapism. Given these basic 

differences, Jackson and Wong(1982:59) stated that: 

If Cross-country skiers choose their activity precisely for the reasons 
which make it susceptible to impact, whereas snowmobilers choose 
theirs precisely for the reasons which may generate those 
impacts. " 

Perceived impacts of mechanised use have been particularly associated with noise, 

safety, presence of machines and the inappropriateness of such in natural settings 

(eg Lucas 1964;Knopp and Tyger 1973;Butler 1974;Devlin et al 1980;Jacob et al 

1980;Jacob and Schreyer 1980;Devall & Han-y 1981;Jackson and Wong 

1982;Adelman et aI 1983;Noe et al 1983). By allowing recreationists to 

experience both a motorised and non-motorised river trip, Shelby (1980b) showed 

that the two types of activity clear1y exhjbited different characteristics and thus 

represented quite different experiences. Shelby(1980b) concluded that the mode of 

travel used depended upon the experiences desired. 

Mechanised and non-mechanised users are generally seeking different experiences 

from recreation participation. SuppOl1 for this contention conles from studies 

which have shown an 'internal consistency' in experiences desired from the other 

activities of mechanised and non-mechanised users (eg Knopp and Tyger 

1973;Bryan 1979;Devall and Harry 1981;Jackson and Wong 1982). Jackson and 

Wong(1982) showed the alternative activities of ski-tourers tended to be passive, 

self-propelled, low impact and requiring a high quality of natural environment (eg 

hiking, cycling, tent-camping, jogging~ canoeing, nature study). The alternative 

activities of snowmobilers tended to be active, mechanised and have a 

'consumptive' orientation (eg trailer-camping, motorboating, trail-biking, dune

buggying, hunting, fishing). It is apparent that these groups would always tend to 

be in conflict, even with other activities and in other settings (Knopp and Tyger 
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1973;Jackson and Wong 1982). 

(ii) Asymmetric Conflict Perceptions 

Conflict perception is generally one-way. While most non-mechanised 

users generally hold negative attitudes toward mechanised users and dislike 

meeting them in recreation settings, these attitudes are not generally reciprocated 

(eg Lucas 1964,1980, 1986;Knopp and Tyger 1973;Stankey 1973;Butler 

1974;Devlin et al 1980;Devall and Harry 1981;Jackson and Wong 1982;Adelman 

et a1 1983). These studies have indicated that conflict perceptions are usually only 

one-way because of mechanised users' perceptions of aIikeness with other users. 

Such perceptions of alikeness have arisen for resource definitions; motives for 

visits to an area; resource competition; and for background and lifestyle. 

Mechanised users therefore have little perception of their own impacts on other 

users. For example, Devlin et al(J 980) noted that only a few Wanganui River 

motorboaters recognised any impacts of their activities on canoeists. Where 

mechanised users have perceived any conflict with others, it has usually been due 

to safety concerns (eg Devall and Harry 1981;Jackson and Wong 1982). 

Adelman et al(1983) considered aysmmetric conflicts ran counter to what could be 

expected according to sodo-psychological attraction theory. This suggests that 

should one perceive negative attitudes held toward themselves by others, such 

attitudes would be reciprocated. Jackson and Wong(1982) provide an example of 

this two-way conflict, where the main conflicts perceived by snowmobilers were 

due to the negative attitudes held toward them by ski-tourers. However the 

asymmetric conflict between canoeists and motorboaters from Lucas() 964) was still 

present in the updated study undertaken by Adelman et al( 1983). Adelman et 

al(1983) attributed this result to a 'norm of reciprocity' which would have limited 

motorboater awareness of negative attitudes. This can be interpreted as a universal 

norm of politeness where friendly greetings are always returned despite underlying 

conflicts. In this context, Adelman et al(1983) noted that most canoeists did not 

smile or wave until prompted by motorboater greetings. 

(iii) Direct/Indirect Conflict Perceptions 

Direct conflict perceptions result from the actual presence or evidence of 

others in a setting. Here conflicts arise because the behaviour of other users can 

alter the desired social or physical components of recreation experiences(Jacob and 
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Schreyer 1980). Buchanan and Buchanan(1981) considered that conflict could 

only occur in such situations of direct human interaction. However it is apparent 

from the occurrence of indirect conflicts that conflict perception is more complex. 

Indirect conflict perceptions represent the more general feelings of disliking other 

users andlor an unwillingness to appreciate their views. Such conflict is often 

most apparent when individuals or user-groups become identified with competing 

views in resource allocation politics(Knopp and Tyger 1973). According to Knopp 

and Tyger(1973:7), conflict at this level may represent simply: 

fI ••• a misunderstanding of the other's viewpoint or a basic 
difference in philosophy. If 

Such conflict perception is particularly evident for hunting, where Potter and 

Hendee( 1976) documented considerable indirect anti-hunting sentiment. Such 

negative attitudes may encourage reciprocal attitudes from hunters. Jacob and 

Schreyer(1980) termed this process 'scapegoating', where perceived conflicts were 

disproportionately attributed to the presence and behaviour of particular users. 

Lapage and Ragain(l974) gave a campground example where use pressures and 

crowding perceptions were attributed disproportionately to the more 'casual' 

campers. Such examples emphasise the complexity of conflict perceptions. 

(iv) A 'Goal Interference' Conflict Definition 

Manning(1986) considered the principal conceptual foundation of conflict 

research was the theory of 'goal interference'. This proposes that conflict occurs 

when use of recreation resources by one user group is incompatible or in 

competition with the goals of another(Jacob and Schreyer 1980;Buchanan and 

Buchanan 1981;Gramman and Burdge 1981;Noe et al 1983;Graefe et al 

1984;Manning 1986). The term 'incompatible' refers to the dissimilarities of 

experiences being sought by different recreationists, and the lack of mutual 

understanding which compounds these dissimilarities. The term 'competition' 

refers to the scarcity of recreation resources and the range of different activities 

undertaken, in which some activities have disproportionately greater impact on 

others (eg mechanised vs non-mechanised). The existence of such disparity in the 

opportunity to achieve goals is apparent from the occurrence of asymmetric 

conflict perception. 
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In this context, management is necessary since the more impact-sensitive activities 

have limited alternative opportunities relative to those activities generating the 

impacts. Given this important role for management, a normative -goal 

interference' conflict definition is useful as it allows consideration of a wide range 

of potential conflicts, including those between managers and users. Occurrence of 

such conflicts is supported by the many studies indicating differences between 

managers and recreationists in perceptions, perferences and attitudes(eg Lucas 

1964;Hendee and Harris 1970;Clark et al 1971;Heberlein 1973;Peterson 

1974;Wellman et al 1982): Overall it is apparent that conflict perception is , like 

crowding perception, a subjective process. 

4.5.3 Summary of Crowding/Conflict Definition 

Gramman and Burdge( 198 I) considered that 'goal interference' theory has 

formed the conceptual basis not only for conflict research, but also that related to 

crowding and satisfaction. Despite this implicit unity, both crowding and conflict 

been treated as distinct management problems. Crowding has been associated 

mainly with use-levels, while conflict has been associated mainly with inter-activity 

competition and behaviour problems. A more realistic view of the two concepts 

is evident from Lucas(1964), who found that canoeists felt crowded at much lower 

use-levels when some of those users were motorboaters. Other studies have 

identified similar subjectivity of crowding perceptions when conflicting user-groups 

were present(eg Lucas 1980,1985;Stankey 1973,1980;Manning 1986). In the 

context of both resulting from negative human interactions, both tenns are 

effectively interchangeab1e. By their normative definitions both seem· so 

conceptually integrated that only confusion is served by arbitrary distinctions 

between them. It would seem logical then to consider crowding perceptions as 

being a particular form of recreation conflict, where the use-levels present are 

particularly important factors contributing to the conflict perception. The 

following Section discusses the full range of factors that contribute. to 

conflict/crowding perceptions. Both terms are considered interchangeable in this 

discussion. 

4.6 FACTORS IN CONFLICT/CROWDING PERCEPTIONS 

Crowding/conflict perceptions can arise as a result of physical density 

factors and psychological normative factors. While physical density is self

explanatory, an etiology is required to describe the highly interrelated normative 

factors with clarity. With reference to key review studies (eg Stankey 1978;Jacob 
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and Schreyer 1980;Simmons 1980;Gramman 1983;Graefe et al 1984;Stankey and 

McCool 1984;Manning 1985a&b,1986), the etiology used here is based upon 

personal attributes of recreationists;. attributes of other recreationists encountered 

and the situations and settings in which encounters take place. 

4.6.1 Physical Density 

Physical crowding perceptions refer to a negative evaluation of user density 

due to interference with perceived spatial requirements(Gramman 1983), Such 

crowding is experienced ·when the sheer physical density of recreationists is 

perceived to interfere with the functional space reqirements of an activity. 

Facility use is a particular focus for physical crowding perceptions. 

Heberlein(1977) referred to such conditions as 'facilities carrying capacity', which 

when exceeded, required behavioural change by recreationists to accommodate the 

presence of others. Descriptive examples given by Heberlein were of over-used 

boat-ramps and parking lots. Womble and Studebaker(1981) found that over 25 

percent of those writing comments from a campground sample, mentioned feelings 

of crowding resulting from perceptions that facility capacities were being 

exceeded. Similarly Harris( 1983) found that as a resu1t of physical hut-crowding 

problems, trampers favoured development of more faciHties such as camping sites, 

hut equipment and fireplaces. In contrast, the trellers in Harris(1983) who used 

the more controlled-use private huts tended to favour developments unrelated to 

physical crowding probJems (eg track improvement). 

Physical crowding perceptions have also been found in other situations. Hammitt 

et al(1984) found that physical density and encounter variables were more 

important to the crowding perceptions of innertube floaters than were crowding 

expectation and feeling variables. Such contradiction of most crowding research 

was attributed by Hammitt et al( 1984) to the high density of floaters on the rivers, 

their general acceptance of such high use-levels, but the physical intelference 

problems that arose in the functioning of the activity itself. However such results 

from conflict/crowding research are uncommon (Gramman 1983). And it is 

important to recognise that such absolute physical limits of recreational facilities 

or sites are almost always never reached~ due to the intervening influence of 

subjective conflict/crowding perceptions. For example, the acceptable use density 
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in huts is usually somewhere between the absolute physical space limits , and the 

original design capacity. Thus the 'facilities carrying capacity' of 

Heberlein( 1977) represents a subjective rather than an absolute concept. The bulk 

of conflict/crowding research has shown that it is psychological normative factors 

that have the greatest effect on conflict/crowding perceptions. 

4.6.2 Personal Attributes of Recreationists 

Personal attributes having particular impact on conflict/crowding 

perceptions include motivations for participation; encounter expectations and 

preferences; experience use history; and orientation of attitudes. 

(i) Motivations 

Many studies have shown that those most likely to develop 

conflict/crowding perceptions have emphasised motivation dimensions such as 

'solitude' and 'exit civilisation'. Those with less conflict/crowding perceptions 

have emphasised dimensions such as 'socialisation' (eg Roggenbuck and Schreyer 

1977;Schreyer and Roggenbuck 1978;Absher and Lee 1981;Gramman and Burdge 

1981 ;Jackson and Wong J 982;Ditton et at 1983;Stankey and McCool 1984). Thus 

as noted by Stankey and McCool(l984), the proposition based upon the lack of 

use-Ievel/satisfacton associations, that recreationsists are just as happy on high-use 

as on low-use days, would only be true for those emphasising motivation 

dimensions not related to solitude.And as shown in some studies (eg Schreyer and 

Roggenbuck 1978;Jackson and Wong 1982), the emphasis on particular motivation 

dimensions can differ considerably between different user-groups. 

(H) Encounter Expectations and Preferences 

Shelby et al( 1983) considered that although those seeking solitude and 

prefelTing low encounter levels \vou]d generally see more other recreationists than 

preferred. perceived cro\vding \vould not necessarily occur. Ditton et a1(1983) 

cited Heberlein et al(l979), which showed that while most recreationists preferred 

fewer encounters than they had, crowding perceptions did not occur until 

encounter levels exceeded those expected prior to the trip. The distinction here 

between 'preferences' and 'expectations' is important. As stated by Shelby et 

al( 1983:4): 

11 preferences represent ideals, while expectations are tempered 
by anticipated realities. 11 
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Because expectations represent anticipated outcomes on the basis of previous 

experience and information, they should be better predictors of conflict/crowding 

perceptions than would idealised preferences. Research has shown that 

conflict/crowding perceptions occur when encounters exceed both expectations and 

preferences (eg Shelby 1980;Bultena et al 1981 ;Womble and Studebaker 

1981 ;Ditton et al 1983;Shelby et al 1983). But neither appears consistently more 

important than the other. Some studies have found expectations to have a greater 

effect on conflict/crowding perceptions (eg Shelby et al 1983), while others have 

emphasised the effect of preferences (eg Bultena et al 1981 ;Womble and 

Studebaker 1981). Explanation of these unexpected findings was suggested by 

Shelby et al(1983), who considered that where realistic expectations could not be 

formed due to insufficient prior experience and information, greater reliance was 

placed on underlying preferences as the basis for norms of 'appropriate' 

conditions. Support for this view is evident from Ditton et al(1983) who cited 

findings of Heberlein et al( 1979) that showed preferred encounters were more 

important to those with no specific encounter expectations for a trip. Thus while 

both expectations and preferences are important to conflict/crowding perceptions, 

their relative importance seems reliant on previous experience and information. 

(Hi) Experience Use History 

Many studies have shown that recreationists with greater experiences levels 

were more likely to experience conflict/crowding perceptions(eg Bryan 

1977,1979;Nielsen et al 1977;Vaske et al 1980;Schreyer and Roggenbuck 

1981b;Schreyer 1982;Ditton et al 1983;Hammitt and McDonald 1983;Schreyer 

and Lime 1984;Schreyer et al J984). From these studies it is apparent that 

experience affects conflict/crowding perceptions in two main ways. 

Firstly, through the development of 'specialisation' as the recreationist gains 

experience in an activity. This involves changes in equipment and skins used; 

preferences for particular settings; motivations for pat1icipation; philosophy for 

management; and trip behaviour patterns (eg Bryan 1977,1979). This 

development generally involves transition of attitudes and behaviour from general 

to particular aspects of an activity. In this manner, the requirements from the 

experience become more specific and are thus relatively more susceptible to impact 

by others. 
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Secondly, through the more experienced recreationists having developed their 

conflict/crowding expectations on early trips where different conditions applied (eg 

Nielsen et al 1977;Vaske et al 1980;Schreyer 1982;Ditton et al 1983;Hammitt and 

McDonald 1983;Schreyer and Lime 1984;Schreyer et al 1984). This concept was 

the basis for the 'last settler syndrome' of Nielsen et al( 1977). This proposed that 
\ 

first-time users of a setting would develop expectations on the trip, while repeat

users would have developed theirs on earlier trips. If changes in the expet;ences 

available in the setting had been occurring over time, first-time users would not 

experience the higher levels of conflict/crowding perceptions evident for repeat

users. 

Schreyer and Lime(1984) distinguished between first-time rafters in the activity 

itself, and first-time rafters in a particular setting who had rafting experiences from 

elsewhere. Rafters with such similar experience elsewhere had similar motivations 

to repeat-rafters in the setting. However on questions specific to the river setting 

itself (eg crowding perceptions; environmental conditions), these similar

experience rafters were more like the first-time rafters. Schreyer and Lime(1984) 

concluded that the influence of overall experience was not universal for all 

situations, and that it was important to consider the pattern of any previous 

experience as well as the amount. In this context, Schreyer et al(1984) 

conceptualised experience more broadly as an 'experience use history' which 

represented the amount, type and diversity of experience and information available 

to recreationists. 

(iv) Orientation of Attitudes 

Schreyer and Roggenbuck(1978:375) stated that: 

"While absolute impacts may not be sufficient to establish a limit 
to use, the perception by users that areas are being impacted may 
be an important consideration. I! 

This they considered emphasised the importance of user attitudes in detennining 

what was considered appropriate conditions and behaviour in recreation activities 

and settings. The 'wi1demess-purism~ scales developed by Hendee et al(1968) and 

Stankey( 1973) represented scales of attitudes which arranged recreationists by the 

degree to which their attitudes confolmed to purist definitions of wildeluess. 

Research has indicated that recreationists with more 'wilderness-purist' orientation 
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of attitudes were more likely to experience conflict/crowding perceptions (eg 

Stankey 1973;Tarbet et al 1977;Schreyer and Roggenbuck 1978;1981a&b). 

Tarbet et al(1977) for example found that anglers characterised by a more 'purist

preservationist' attitude orientation tended to reject further developments; 

preferred lower encounter levels; were more aware of litter; preferred more access 

controls; preferred more 'rugged~ activities; and rejected convenience-oriented 

camping. 

4.6.3 Attributes of Other Recreationists Encountered 

Attributes of others having particular impact on conflict/crowding 

perceptions include their behaviour and their group characteristics. 

(i) Behaviour of Others 

As stated by Gramman(1983: 119): 

tI ••• behavioural crowding effects are often more important than 
reactions to simple density in contributing to crowding 
experiences. /1 

This interpretation is strongly supported by the numerous studies which have 

emphasised the impact of inappropriate behaviour of others in conflict/crowding 

perceptions(eg Stankey 1973, 1978;Branch and Fay 1977;Lucas 1980,1984;Buitena 

et al 1981;Gramman and Burdge 1981;West 1981,1982;Womble and Studebaker 

1981;Adelman et al 1983). Perception of such inappropriate behaviour may be 

interpreted either directly or indirectly. The more direct behavioural effects of 

others on conflict/crowding perceptions found by West(1982) were, in order of 

importance, the noisy behaviour; the littering and polluting of lakes; and the non

compliance with rules. Noise and unruly behaviour were also prominent 

behavioural problems found by Womble and Studebaker(198 1:565), who 

. demonstrated such by citing comments of respondents: 

"The first two nights the people I interacted with had right spirit 
of the place. They were peaceful and respectful, even conservative 
in their use of firewood. But the last two days, a bunch of people 
in motorboats arrived and turned the campground into Piccadilly 
Circus. They were totally rude. /1 

As for indirect behavioural effects, Bultena et al(1981a) found that hikers' 

encounters with evidence of others' negative behaviour (eg littering) were 

associated with conflict/crowding perceptions. From the studies considered here~ 

it is apparent that the behavioural effects of others on conflict/crowding 
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perceptions are dependent upon the subjective definitions of appropriate activity 

and behaviour. 

(ii) Differing Group Characteristics 

Lee(1977: 16) stated that: 

If ••• the quality of the recreational experience appears to be closely 
linked with the opportunity to take for granted the behaviour of 
other visitors ... an essential ingredient for such an experience was 
the assumption that other visitors are very like oneself, and will 
therefore behave in a similar manner." 

Wilderness users have been found to be most tolerant of others when their party 

size; recreational pursuits; and camping behaviour were similar to ones own (eg 

Bultena et a1 1981). Graefe et al(1984) considered that method of travel and 

group size were the most visible cues for perceived similarity between groups. To 

these cues may be added activity-specific factors such as equipment possession and 

use, which Bryan(l977, 1979) showed to be related to activity specialisation and 

commitment. 

Method of travel has been the basis for most perceived dissimilarity between 

groups in conflict research (refer Section 4.5.2). When some users present in a 

setting were clearly engaged in different activities or activity styles, 

conflict/crowding perceptions were higher for some users. Canoeists in 

Lucas(1964) felt crowded at much lower overall use-levels when motorboaters were 

present. Similar findings occur between other user-groups such as backpackers 

and horse-trekkers (eg Stankey 1973,1980;Lucas 1980,1985). 

Perceived dissimilarities in activity-styles within a user-group can also arise due to 

differing group sizes, and differences in apparent commitment to the activity. 

Some studies have found conflict!cro\vding perceptions were greater when large 

groups of others were encountered (eg Stankey 1973, 1980;Bultena et al 1981). In 

such studies, recreationists preferred to meet numerous small parties rather than a 

few large ones, even if this meant overall use-levels were greater. Differences in 

apparent commitment to the activity can be interpreted from the more visible 

characteristics of specialisation, such as equipment possession and use. 

Bryan(1979) described variation in such characteristics within a number of different 

user-groups. The implication here is that the more specialised recreationists 

would, through their greater experience, recognise the less-specialised 
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characteristics of other recreationists. In this context Hammitt (L983:316) stated: 

"If the experienced kayaker cannot float the specific portion 
desired of a class V rapid because other kayakers are having 
trouble negotiating the rapids, the situation is likely to influence 
his perception of stream crowding. 11 

Here the conflict/crowding perceptions may reflect physical crowding factors as 

well as the perceived dissimilarity in experience. Such commitment-based 

dissimilarity perception may also represent the only way in which dissimilarity 

between user-groups may be distinguished. For example, a tramper may only 

identify trekkers in a setting by their equipment and/or group size. 

4.6.4 Situational/Setting Attributes 

SituationaJ!setting factors having particular impact on conflict/crowding 

perceptions include location of encounters within a setting; and the thpe of area 

providing the setting. 

(i) Location of Encounters 

A common location distinction for conflict/crowding perceptions has been 

between trail and campsite encounters. As noted by Oliver et aI( 1985), campsites 

represented overnight congregation points where most encounters were likeJy (also 

refer Section 4.6.1). Some studies have found recreationists were more sensitive 

to encounters at campsites than on trails (eg Hendee et al 1968;Stankey 

1973, 1 980;Schreyer and Roggenbuck 1978,1981;Lucas 1980,1985). Shelby(198I) 

noted similar findings on raft-trips between campsites and the river itself. Other 

studies have found recreationists to be more sensitive to encounters in the 

peripheral buffer-zones of settings rather than in the interior (eg Lucas 

1964,1970;Stankey 1973). In relation to such findings Graefe et aI( 1984:417) 

stated: 

fI Because visitors expected to see others at trail heads and at access 
points, contacts at these locations had minimal impacts. Once 
recreationists start their trip, however, different normative 
standards appear to be used to evaluate the appropriate level of 
encounters. " 

Another locational effect on conflict/crowding perceptions relates to the functional 

requirements of an activity. Ditton et al(l983) found that conflict/crowding 

perceptions of innertube floaters were highest at put-in/take-out points. And 

Hammitt (1983:315) stated that: 
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If An entire river may not be crowded to the kayaker, but the 
nalTOW rapid where everyone congregates is crowded." 

These types of locational-based conflict/crowding perceptions are also related to 

the types of physical density problems discussed in Section 4.6.1. 

(H) Type of Area 

Shelby(1981) found that encounter norms varied according to the definition 

of the area. Rafters in the 'wilderness areas' were less tolerant of encounters than 

were rafters in an 'undeveloped recreation area'. Wohlwill and Heft(1977) found 

. recreationists in a less developed area were less positive toward facilities and 

development than were those in a more developed area. They considered such 

findings reflected the recreationists expectations of the areas they chose. In this 

context, Schreyer and Roggenbuck( 1981a) proposed that user images of settings 

were important in determining their perceptions and behaviour, while Graefe et 

al(1984:41S) stated that: 

" ... the label assigned to an area may also affect users experience 
evaluations 11 

Support for these notions was evident from studies dealing with wilderness areas. 

In a range of wilderness areas differing in use densities, there was consistency 

amongst users for wilderness images and the types of use, physical settings, and 

activities considered appropriate in wilderness (eg Stankey 1973, 1980;Lucas 

1980;Shelby 1981). These studies suggested a generalised image of conditions 

appropriate in wilderness settings. However exceptions occur as in 

Lucas(1964,1970), where although both major user-groups perceived their activity 

setting as being a 'wilderness', both clearly possessed different notions of what 

conditions were appropriate under such a definition. These differences led to 

asymmetric conflict/crowding perceptions~ with the more 'purist-preservationist' 

canoeists most affected. 

4.6.5 SUmmal) of Conflict/Crowding Factors 

This Section has demonstrated that as well as physical density factors, there 

are a variety of more important and interrelated subjective factors associated with 

the presence of others that affect conflict/crowding perceptions. In general, the 

recreationists most susceptible to experiencing conflict/crowding perceptions were: 
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characterised by 'solitude' and 'exit -civilisation' motivation dimensions; 

those experiencing more encounters than preferred or expected; 

those with greater experience in the recreation setting; 

those with more 'wilderness-purist' orientation; 

those who perceived dissimilarities with other present; 

those who perceived negative interaction with others present; 

and those using areas defined as 'wilderness'. 

While this listing is very brief, it illustrates the point clearly that it is the subjective 

evaluations of use-levels rather than the use-levels themselves which cause 

conflict/crowding perceptions. It also emphasises the inappropriateness of basing 

management approaches simply in terms of use-levels. The real complexity of 

recreationist perceptions of conflict and crowding clearly requires that management 

take a more sophisticated approach to recreation problems. 

4.7 SUMMARY 

This chapter has reviewed studies related to conflict/crowding perceptions 

in order to clarify what they really mean and how they can occur. In summary, 

the main points made in this chapter were that: 

objective attempts to estimate 'social carrying capacities' by relating use-levels, 

perceived crowding, and satisfaction to each other are oversimplistic and 

represent basic misunderstanding of the concepts involved. 

user satisfaction alone does not provide the basis for effective management 

tools for monitoring changing conditions and decision-making, because it is 

consistently maintained at high levels in a given setting, due to the multi

dimensional nature of satisfaction and the occurrence of coping behaviour by 

recreati onists. 

an understanding of what is really meant by conflict/crowding perceptions 

provides the basis for effective and equitable approaches to management of 

recreation settings where negative human interactions may occur (including 

those between managers and users). 
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given the basic simiJarity in definitions, 'crowding' perceptions in effect 

represent no more than a particu1ar type of conflict where the role of use-levels 

seems particularly important. For all practical purposes, both tenns are 

interchangeable. 

the subjective definitions underlying conflict/crowding perceptions show that 

the use-levels themselves are not as important as are the subjective 

interpretations of them. 

these subjective interpretations of use-levels are complex~ with the range of 

factors potentially affecting conflict/crowding perceptions including those 

related to the personal attributes of recreationists; the attributes and behaviour 

of other recreationists encountered; and the Iocational context in which 

interactions take place. 

absolute physical limits to use of facilities and settings will not be reached, due 

to the intervening influence of subjective conflict/crowding perceptions; the 

option for recreationists to undertake coping behaviour; and the option for 

management to take action if necessary. 

Failure to recognise these points in the past has resulted in mis-directed research 

effort; unrealistic expectations of research results by managers; and 

implementation of management approaches based often upon misunderstood 

concepts. Recognition of these points provides the basis from which the respective 

roles of research and management can be better understood. Chapter 5 discusses 

how recognition of such points has contributed to changes in management 

approaches. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE IN RECREATION SETTINGS 

The previous chapter discussed the types of conflicts that can occur in recreation 

areas where the level or type of use is changing. This chapter discusses how such 

conflicts can lead to change in the recreation opportunities available in an area, 

and how management has attempted to deal with these changes. The real role of 

carrying capacity detenninations in management, the role of objective recreation 

research in the management process, and the evolution of experience-based 

management are the main themes developed in this chapter. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

It is important to distinguish between change and damage in an area 

through the impacts of recreation use. Damage is a value-laden term, while 

change should be viewed as a natural and inevitable consequence of recreation use 

(Stankey et aI, 1986). Change in the recreation opportunities available in a setting 

has been termed 'opportunity shift' by Pitts (1982). This represents a temporal 

process whereby the perceived changes due to increased use level andlor diversity, 

and the management response to these, contribute to the development of new 

opportunities. These may be created at the cost of opportunities already existing. 

The three types of opportunity shift identified by Pitts (1982) are described in 

Table 5.1 (overleaf). 

Change through macro-shift tends to be relatively uncommon -but its effects are 

usually the most dramatic. This may involve complete re-orientation of setting 

management toward some non-recreational form of dominant use (eg dam, 

highway route, timber production). However, the most commonly occurring form 

of change is by micro-shift, which along with cyclic-shift tends to reflect the more 

pervasive changes associated with recreation as the dominant use. Stankey (1978) 

considered the nature of change in tenns of both social and ecological impacts was 

generally s10w and continuous rather than abrupt and clearly defined. Both Clark 

and Stankey (1979b) and Pitts (1982) described examples of micro-shift. 
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Table 5.1: Main Types of Opportunity Shift (after Pitts 1982) 

Type 

Macro-shift 

Micro-shift 

Cyclic-shift 

Characteristics 

Substantial changes in the nature 
of the opportunities through major 
resource allocation or investment 
decisions eg road construction, 
introduction of new uses, 
commercial use opportunities. 

More subtle and less obvious 
changes. Result from gradual 
increase in use pressures and 
and management response through 
progressive addition of facilities 
and site-hardening. 

Temporal change in opportunities 
due to peak/off-peak variations 
in use. Seasonal changes may 
reflect other management issues 
such as weather. safety, game 
management. May impose different 
activity norms temporarily. 

Decision-making Context 

Such changes are highly 
visible. Decisions occur 
at political level with 
lobbying by interested 
groups. 

Changes not always 
apparent to existing 
users. Decisions occur 
at park manager level. 
Often made in response to 
change (eg demand-driven). 

Changes often apparent to 
managers or special 
interest groups. 
Decisions occur at park 
manager level. often for 
seasonal regulations. 

In both examples the incremental-development response of management to 

changing use led to progressive changes in opportunities. Both described change 

from original wilderness camping opportunities to those characterised by extensive 

facilities, regulations, and high use density_ Stankey (1979b) noted that such a 

pattern of development was not uncommon in other camp-grounds and recreation 

areas. And as noted by Simmons (1980), provision of new huts and tracks tends 

to attract use to their surrounding areas. In this context, management has often 

represented a 'demand-driven' process, whereby provision of faciHties and 

developments in response to perceived demand has resulted in increased and 

changing use. 

The key question here is whether the opportunities consequently provided were 

those to which the particular areas were best suited. This is especially relevant in 

light of the demonstrated diversity of recreationists and the opportunities they 

seek; the relatively greater sensitivity of some opportunities to impacts than others; 

and the corresponding limits to potential resources available for such 

opportunities. As stated by Stankey and McCool (1984:465): 

"What data from the literature amply demonstrate is that low levels 
of encounters and associated qualities (eg, little evidence of others, 
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quietude, low levels of resource impact) are important and valued 
experiences for many persons and there is a need for the provision" 
of opportunities featuring such experiences and for management 
programmes to ensure their maintenance." 

The remainder of this chapter discusses the major management approaches which 

have been developed to identify and maintain those opportunities deemed 

appropriate to the objectives of management and the character of the resource. It 

is necessary to begin with the often misunderstood and misused concept of 

carrying capacity, as it has been the conceptual basis for much recreation 

management. 

5.2 CARRYING CAPACITY 

The concept of carrying capacity has been the basis for extensive research 

effort and management decision-making. Its application has aimed to increase 

understanding of the possible limits to use of natural areas, and to 'help the 

manager with his most difficult problem - selecting a use figure' (Heberlein and 

Shelby, 1977: 147). 

The result of capacity determinations is ultimately a number, which may be used 

to define a use limit. This is generally expressed as the frequency of recreationists 

permitted in an area over space and/or time. The primary contention of the 

carrying capacity approach in recreation is that recreationist satisfaction and/or 

impacts can be used to define precise limits of an areas use (Simmons, 1980). 

Thus the approach aims to provide a number for one factor under management 

control: use level. 

In the context of recreation the capacity concept incorporates two separate 

components: a biophysical capacity relating to the quality of the environment; and 

a socio-psychological capacity relating to the quality of the recreational 

experience. Some have referred to these respectively as the 'ecological' and 

sociological' capacities (eg Stankey ~ 1973; Simmons, 1980). Heberlein (1977) and 

Shelby and HeberIein (1984) distinguished four types of capacity based upon 

which kinds of impacts were salient. These were the ecological, physicat facility ~ 

and social carrying capacities. Ecological capacity represented a physical limit to 

acceptable impacts on the ecosystem itself (eg soil/vegetation disturbance, water 

pollution, fish/animal harvest). Physical and facility capacities were concerned 

with impacts associated with limited space in, or quality of, available settings and 

facilities (eg climbing routes, huts, fishing pools, river rapids, camp-grounds, 
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staff). Social capacity represented limits to impacts which impaired or altered 

experiences (eg presence/behaviour of others, differing group characteristics, 

location of encounters, management actions). Of the four, Shelby and Heberlein 

(1984) considered social capacity the main limiting factor to use. Other studies 

have noted that social capacity is often reached at use levels far lower than those 

of the other capacities (eg DevHn, 1976; Heberlein, 1977; Heberlein et aI, 1978; 

Simmons, 1980). However Shelby and HeberIein(] 984:446) considered social 

capacity the most difficult to determine, and stated that: 

It... managers are implicitly concerned with social factors in 
providing particular kinds of recreation experiences, but they are 
often uncomfortable with overt attempts to limit use on this basis 11 • 

5.2.1 The Promise of Carrying Capacity 

Application of the capacity approach to early recreation management and 

its subsequent widespread consideration in recreation management and research, 

arose from the apparent objectivity it enabled. Developed as an analogy of 

biological carrying capacity (Becker et aI, 1984), where it had a precise and often 

measurable use (Burch, 1984), the capacity approach seemed to provide a 

quantitative means of determining recreation use limits. Such an approach would 

provide the basis for defensible management decision-making (Washburne, 1981). 

Stankey et aI (1984:527) stated that: 

"The carrying capacity approach in wilderness management drawn 
from range and wildlife nlanagement~ holds appealing simplicity. If 
some specific use level actually signals the onset of environmental 
deterioration and unsatisfactory recreational experiences, it could be 
said that an area is exceeding its carrying capacity when it exceeds 
that leveL Wilderness managers would have a clear unequivocal 
basis for restricting use. 11 

Similarly, Becker et al(1984:478) stated that: 

" . .. the promise of a technical solution is appealing. For managers 
faced with the often contradictory mandate - preserve natural and 
scenic site qualities but maintain public access - social can-ying 
capacity offered a scientifically defensible basis for action". 

It is apparent that what managers had hoped research could provide through 

application of carrying capacity to recreation, was an objective response to the 

fundamental question of use level management - how much is too much? The 

biophysical capacities were amenable to objective definition and measurement, and 

it appeared that through use of the satisfaction model approach, which related use 
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level, perceived crowding and satisfaction to an objective 'social carrying 

capacity', it would be possible to objectively measure socio-psychological 

capacities. The notion that there was some level of user density beyond which the 

quality of the recreation experience diminished provided the basis of the 

satisfaction model, and was according to Manning (1986), also at the heart of the 

social carrying capacity approach. Thus it seemed that this provided a quantitative 

means by which social capadty could be detennined, and thereby objectively 

define use limits. 

However the lack of success in applying this idealised notion is evident from 

Washbume (1981), who found that 85 percent of the 188 natural area 

administrations surveyed, had been unable to develop formal use limits based upon 

capacity detenninations. There appears to be two major sources of difficulty with 

application of the capacity concept to recreation. Firstly, the problems with 

reconciling the assumption of known use/impact relationships with the complexity 

of sodo-psychological carrying capacity. Secondly, the problems arising due to 

misinterpretation of the distinction between fact and judgement in capacity 

determinations. 

5.2.2 The Known Use/Impact Assumption 

The point was made by Shelby and Heberlein (1984), that application of 

the capacity approach involves an assumption of fixed and known relationships 

between use levels and their impacts. Such an assumption may be generally 

accepted for studies dealing with the biophysical capacities (eg eco]ogical, 

physical, facility), which represent a more deterministic range of use/impact 

relationships. However the same is not so for the sodo-psychological capacity. 

As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the assumed relationships between use level, 

perceived crowding, and satisfaction that defined the satisfaction model, were not 

suppo11ed by research findings. Such research repeatedly showed that instead of a 

single predictable response to increasing use levels (eg, increase in perceived 

crowding, decrease in satisfaction), an interrelated set of diverse factors 

contributed to a wide variety of impact perceptions. Clearly the complexity of 

factors upon which these use/impact relationships depended compromised the 

ability of researchers to provide the objective answers sought by managers. What 

the research emphasised was that there existed no fixed and known use/impact 

relationships that could be used to define an objective sodal capacity. As stated 

by Becker et al (1984:447): 
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If neither a magic number nor a method for arriving at a magic 
number defining a limit to desirable area use has yet emerged. 11 

The use of carrying capacity in recreation is now recognised as being much more 

limited than originally expected (Simmons, 1980). It is clear that managers were 

asking too much of capacity-related research in expecting it to assign limits to use. 

Objective research is simply incapable of achieving such a result as there is no 

inherent capacity for a setting. Rather research has ~ndicated that there would be a 

variety of potential capacity alternatives (Graefe et aI, 1984a). This suggests that 

no matter how well use/impact relationships become known through advances in 

research theory and methodology, the research role cannot be a surrogate for the 

ultimate subjective role of management. Thus despite the deterministic orientation 

of the research effort, the role of deciding which capacity alternative 'should' be 

app1ied remains that of the manager. 

5.2.3 Fact and Judgement in Carrying Capacity 

Burch (1984:490) cited the statement of Stankey (1979) as providing the 

clearest description of the research role in carrying capacity: 

"Carrying capacity in my view is not a scientific concept but a 
mana~ement notion. The research role in carrying capacity is in 
descri lng the social and ecological consequences of alternative use 
levels, thus providing the opportunity for managers to judge whether 
the consequences are consistent with an area management objectives. 
With each change in objective, the acceptable and appropriate social
ecological milieu! also changes. Thus while research can help 
managers who are concerned with carrying capacity, it cannot supply 
answers about what the carrying capacity of an area is or should bel,. 

This statement indicates the fundamental distinction between the roles of fact and 

judgement in carrying capacity. This distinction has been conceptualised as the 

difference in the magnitude and importance of impacts (Clark and Stankey, 

1979a&b; Stankey, 1980,l982). The 'magnitude' of an impact represented the 

objective measure of its quantitative dimensions, while its 'importance' represented 

the relative values assigned to different impact magnitudes. Shelby and Heberlein 

(1984) incorporated such concepts into their definition of descriptive and 

evaluative components in capacity determinations. The 'descriptive' component 

involved identification of objective use/impact relationships, to demonstrate the 

1. My footnote: 'milieu' here represents the particular arrangement of 
social-ecological conditions. 
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effects of potential management alternatives. The 'evaluative' component involved 

application of value judgements to these descriptive alternatives in decision

making, to enable choice of which capacity alternative 'should' be applied. 

This distinction highlights the point made earlier that the research role alone can 

rarely provide the complete answer in capacity detenninations. According to 

Heberlein (1977) and Becker et al (1984), the only occasions where research could 

provide such an answer was where there was major concurrence between the fact 

and value dimensions of impacts. This did tend to occur in biophysical studies 

where the greater concensus between fact and value dimensions reflected the 

generally more deterministic nature of use/impact relationships. In this context 

the importance attributed to an impact would be more closely related to its 

absolute magnitude. However Heberlein (1977) noted that even these apparently 

objective biophysical studies could not establish capacities when there was wide 

disagreement over the values involved. 

The inclusion of a greater proportion of sodo-psychological dimensions in capacity 

detenninations increased their complexity (Simmons 1980), and therefore the 

likelihood of disagreements over values. Hence the prominence of the evaluative 

component in capacity determinations for recreation. This is demonstrated by the 

three conditions required for estimation of sodo-psychological capacities proposed 

by Shelby and Heberlein (1984): 

(1) A known relationship between use levels (or other management parameters) 
and experience parameters (impacts); 

(2) agreement amongst relevant groups about the types of experiences to be 
provided; 

(3) agreement about the levels of impact appropriate to such experiences. 

The first condition characterises the descriptive role of research, while the latter 

two represent the evaluative role of managers. Graefe et al (1984b) elaborated 

upon the latter two by identifying three types of decision necessary in the 

evaluative component of management decision-making: 

(1) Selection of the types of experiences to be offered; 

(2) selection of salient impact indicators; 

(3) specification of acceptable levels for the designated impact variables. 
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These decisions were considered by Graefe et al (1984b) as being those necessary 

for the simplest case only. Where an area was being managed for more than one 

type of opportunity, resource allocation decisions become more complex. Given 

the inherent political nature of such decision-making, the main problem faced by 

managers is how they apply their evaluative role to definition, maintenance and/or 

creation of 'appropriate' use. 

5.3 APPLYING THE EVALUATIVE COMPONENT 

This represents the role of the manager in recreation management, who by 

combining their evaluative role with relevant research results can identify, maintain 

and create 'appropriate' conditions and use in an area. However the scope of such 

a process has gone beyond attempts simply to determine a carrying capacity. Use 

of the term 'carrying capacity' in this context is perhaps unfortunate as it can 

suggest the achievement of a capacity figure is an end in itself. It is useful here to 

clarify just where the carrying capacity concept now fits in to recreation 

management. 

5.3.1 The Status of Carrying Capacity 

According to Graefe et al (1984a), the definition of carrying capacity that 

best represented current thinking was that of Shelby and Heberlein (1984:441): 

"Carrying capacity is the level of use beyond which impacts exceed 
acceptable levels defined by evaluative standards. " 

These impacts, their acceptable levels~ and the evaluative standards that define 

them are all based upon management judgements. It follows then that the use 

level figure achieved (defined as carrying capacity), will not represent an objective 

state but will itself be a consequence of management judgement. This highlights 

the point of Stankey (1979) as cited in Burch (1984), that carrying capacity is a 

management notion rather than a scientific concept. 

In addition to this, the specification of carrying capacity as a use limit represents 

only one of many options for management response to changing use. Manning 

(1986) noted four basic strategies for recreation management: 

(1) Increase the supply of recreation opportunity (eg develop new 
areas/facilities; manipulate timing of use); 
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(2) limit demand through restrictions (eg time limits, space limits; activity
type limits); 

(3) limit impacts by changing use (eg change character of use; 
disperse/concentrate use spatially/temporally) and; 

(4) limit impacts by 'hardening' resources (eg maintenance, durable 
construction, protective measures). 

Of these four broad strategies, determination of carrying capacities relates directly 

to the restrictions strategy only. As noted by Washbume (1981), establishment of 

a capacity figure is only real1y necessary where use rationing is the aim of 

management. Thus in this context, carrying capacity represents no more than a 

management tool aimed at a particular management strategy. The capacity 

determination should therefore be viewed as a consequence of informed 

management jUdgement, representing one of a number of possible means toward 

an end more properly defined by management objectives. Recognition of this 

point should be accompanied by a corresponding shift in research emphasis from 

specific attempts to determine a carrying capacity, toward better definition of the 

management objectives that enable achievement of an 'appropriate state' of 

conditions and use. 

5.3.2 Definition of Management Objectives 

Formulation of management objectives provides the means by which the 

evaluative component may be incorporated into decision-making. Numerous 

studies emphasising the impol1ance of management objectives in this context were 

cited by Manning (1986). Such management objectives may be considered official 

statements of the value judgements required (Shelby and Heberlein, 1984). In 

effect they represent formalised statements of the social and environmental 

conditions desired for an area (Heberlein 1977; Stankey, 1978), and thus define 

the 'appropriate' conditions and uses. However the definition and application of 

management objectives is one of the major weaknesses in recreation management 

(StankeYt 1980). 

The definition of management objectives is not the role of managers alone, but is a 

political process due to the variety of values and interests commonly involved. 

Manning (1986) identified three main considerations affecting the formulation of 

management objectives. These three considerations reflected the statutory mandate 

under which the management agency administers an area; the biophysical character 

of the natural resources and any key features therein; and the wants and needs of 

people, both users and non-users. Stankey (1978) and Graefe et al (1984b) 

implied a further consideration not noted by Manning (1986). It related to the 
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role of alternative areas and opportunities in resource allocation decisions. This 

additional consideration recognises the need for management to adopt a more 

regional rather than site specific approach. Each of these considerations represents 

a particular range of interests and values. The political role of managers in this 

context is to achieve an acceptable blend of these considerations in their 

management objectives. 

The major requirement of management objectives developed is that they be 

specific to the experiences being managed as for. Vague management objectives 

such as 'protect the resource~ or 'provide satisfying experiences' will be of little 

assistance to decision-making (Hebedein, 1977). More specific management 

objectives provide managers with more realistic guidelines for their evaluative 

judgements. And through the more precise nature of these guidelines, the 

objective input of research may be increased (Graefe et aI, 1984b). 

The management approach currently most _ prominent in enhancing definition of 

management objectives is the 'Recreation Opportunity Spectrum'. It represents a 

shift in management and research emphasis away from use levels and the often 

misunderstood carrying capacity concept, toward systematic management of 

settings for the recreation experience outcomes they provide. 

5.3.3 The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) 

The ROS is a conceptual framework which aims to encourage diversity in 

recreation opportunities by manipulating combinations of biophysical, social, and 

managerial attributes of settings. It is based upon the assumption that quality 

recreation is best assured by provision of a diversity of opportunities (Clark and 

Stankey, 1979b). The rationale for such an assumption is that given a range of 

recreation opportunities, users will be able to choose those providing experiences 

closest to their preconceived expectations. In this context 'quality' in recreation 

opportunities can be considered the degree to which user expectations of an 

opportunity are fulfilled by their experiences from it. The greater the degree of 

congruence between expectations and experiences, the greater will be both the user 

satisfaction and the quality of the opportunity provided. Thus it is the experiences 

such as challenge, risk, solitude and sociability that represent the end product of 

recreation management (Stankey and Wood, 1982). 
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An understanding of the interaction of activities, settings, and experiences central 

to the ROS approach is aided by reference to the four-level hierarchy of recreation 

demand proposed by Driver and Brown (1978): 

( 1) demand for partici pation in certain activities; 

(2) demand for specific setting attributes in activity participation; 

(3) demand for various psychologicaJ outcomes (recreation experiences) from 
different combinations of activities and settings; and 

(4) demand for the consequential personal and societal benefits arising from 
satisfying experiences. 

Occurrence of the first two demand levels represents a physical manifestation of 

the latter two. The ROS deals with the first three of these, with particular 

emphasis on linkages between settings and potential experience outcomes. In fact 

the ROS approach assumes a strong linkage between the character of the setting 

and the experience that is generated (Knopf et al~ 1983; Irwin and Payne 1985). 

However the widespread application of a spectrum approach, which is based upon 

providing a diversity of opportunities to enable user choice, acknowledges that 

knowledge of such linkages is limited. In the absence of such knowledge~ the 

responsibility for choice of 'appropriate' opportunities rests with users, rather than 

through direct provision of activity opportunities by managers. If a spectrum 

approach is to applied effectively, managers are obliged to operate on two levels: 

(1) by directly manipulating combinations of setting attributes for appropriate 
potential experience outcomes; and 

(2) by indirectly managing user expectations of these by improving user 
understanding and knowledge of them. 

The functional structure of a ROS is defined by the range of experience 

opportunities that result from variation in combinations of biophysical, social and 

managerial setting attributes. Setting attributes commonly cited as key 

determinants of experiences have been proposed by Clark and Stankey (1979 

a&b). These are: access to and within an area; the non-recreational resource uses 

present; on-site evidence of management; the type and amount of social 

interaction; the acceptability of user impacts; and the high level of use 

regimentation imposed by management. 

Common practice has been to identify the range of conditions eJcisting for such 

attributes, to enable distinction of a number of opportunity classes. These 
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represent a classification of the cOITesponding range of experience outcomes. 

Clark and Stankey (1979 a&b) cited the six classes of the US Forest Service as a 

typical example of such a classification. These were the primitive; semi-primitive 

non-motorised; semi-primitive motorised; roaded natural; rural; and modern-urban 

opportunity classes. Each of these are seen as providing opportunities for 

achievement of a distinct bundle of experience outcomes (Brown et aI, 1978). For 

example, outcomes commonly associated with a 'primitive' opportunity class have 

been the high probability of experiencing: isolation from sights and sounds of 

man J closeness to nature; tranquility; and both independence and self reliance 

through the application of outdoor skills in an environment offering a high degree 

of challenge and risk (Brown et aI, 1978; Stankey and Wood, 1982). An area 

providing appropriate setting attributes for such primitive experience opportunities 

would be characterised by: essentiaUy unmodified natural environment of fairly 

large size; relatively low interaction between users; minimal evidence of other 

users; management to be essentially free from evidence of man-induced restrictions 

and controls, no convenience services or facilities; and no motorised access within 

the area (Brown et ai, 1978; Stankey and Wood, 1982; Stankey et aI, 1985). In 

an area characterised by such features, the experience outcomes described above 

would be likely. 

On the basis of the characteristic combinations of setting attributes used to identify 

and distinguish any opportunity c1ass, managers can identify the likely outcomes 

from recreation use of an area. This feature of ROS not only allows managers to 

compile descriptive inventories of the potential recreation capabilities of an area 

(eg recreation capability maps), but also gives managers an indication of which 

setting attributes would require manipulation to maintain or alter the opportunities 

being provided. This provides the basis for the major planning and management 

applications of the ROS concept. 

5.3.4 Application of the ROS 

The ROS concept is applied most directly through the 'Recreation 

Opportunity Planning' (ROP)2 system (Stankey and Wood, 1982). and the more 

recently developed 'Limits of Acceptable Change' (LAC) system (Stankey and 

2. Not to be confused with the ROPS (Recreation Operations Planning 
System) approach described by Adams (1984), which deals with applied 
management in the field. 
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McCoo}, 1984; Stankey et aI, 1985; Stankey et al, 1986). The ROP system 

represents the application of the ROS concept formally adopted by major 

management agencies in the US, while the LAC system represents the most up-to

date refinement of ROS application to management. Both represent means by 

which the enhanced definitions of management objectives achieved through the 

ROS framework can be applied to management. The ROS promotes such 

enhanced definitions through the more systematic framework it provides for 

dealing with recreation use of an area, and the greater specificity of appropriate 

conditions it consequently enables. This role can be demonstrated by examination 

of the stepwise planning processes implicit in both the ROP and LAC processes. 

The steps briefly described in Table 5.2 (overleaf) demonstrate how application of 

the ROS concept improves manager identification of potential opportunities, 

evaluation of alternative arrangements, selection of the preferred alternative, and 

monitoring for changes. 

It is clear from examination of these applications, that the role of the ROS is not 

as a prescribed formula for providing outdoor recreation opportunities. Rather it 

provides a systematic framework for looking at the actual distribution of 

opportunities, and is applied best through incorporation into such logical 

procedures for assessing possible management actions as described. In both these, 

the role of the ROS is essentially to provide a systematic basis for comparative 

inventories of potential and actual opportunities available in an area. The ROP 

and LAC systems incorporate this into planning processes that can combine it with 

the most up-ta-date recreation theory and technique. On the basis of research 

input, and the conceptual foundations provided by application of the ROS concept, 

managers apply their evaluative role for the definition of management objectives. 

It is still a judgemental role but this is recognised iInplicitly in the planning 

processes used. 

5.4 SUMMARY 

Management of recreation settings can be a demand-driven reaction to 

change, rather than a logical procedure for maintaining and/or creating 

opportunities deemed appropIiate to an area. Clear specification of management 

objectives provides the basis for effective management of recreation. However the 

objective input to evaluation of these objectives can only be improved up to a 

point, with the SUbjective-political role of the manager being the ultimate means of 

decision-making. The ROS concept was discussed in this 



Table 5.2: The ROP and LAC Processes 

ROP 

Step 1 Estimation of demand for 
opportunities on the ROS. 

Step 2 Assess potential recreation 
capabilities of an area with 
opportunity classes. 

Step 3 Identify current patterns of 
recreation in the area. 

Step 4 Using demand and capability 
data, determine opportunities 
to be maintained/altered. 

Step 5 Integrate recommendations from 
above with those for other uses 
of the area. 

Step 6 Develop series of alternative 
plans for resource aIlocations 
in the area. 

Step 7 Develop management plans 
implementing option selected 
from Step 6. 

Step 8 

Step 9 
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LAC 

Identify issues and concerns in an 
area. 

Define and describe opportunity 
classes in the area. 

Select key indicators of resource 
and sodaJ conditions in the area. 

Inventory existing resource and 
social conditions in the area. 

Specify standards for key 
indicators of conditions in each 
opportunity class. 

Identify alternative opportunity 
class allocations using results 
from Steps 1 and 4. 

Identify management actions 
required for implementation of 
each alternative from Step 6. 

Evaluation/selection of preferred 
alternative with particular 
reference to results from Steps 3 
and 4. 

Implement Step 7 actions required, 
and monitor changing conditions 
with indicators (Step 3) and 
standards (Step 4). 

(after Stankey and Wood, 1982) (after Stankey and McCool. 1984, 
Stankey et al. 1985; Stankey et aI, 
1986 

context as being a particularly useful component of planning processes. The 

carrying capacity concept was discussed earlier to clarify its role in recreation 

management, as representing no more than an appropriate use level defined by the 

management objectives for an opportunity. From this Chapter, a number of 

summary points should be noted: 

change is a natural consequence of management (or the lack of it) in 

recreational settings. 
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the acceptability of change in a setting depends upon its appropriateness to the 

opportunities defined by management objectives. 

managers determine these management objectives with a combination of 

objective research input and subjective-political decision-making. 

the diversity of recreationists and their desired experiences is implicitly 

recognised by application of the ROS concept in recreation management and 

planning. 

recreationist satisfaction with their desired experiences depends upon the 

congruence between expectations and actual experiences from an opportunity. 

the role of managers is thus to provide for a range of opportunities, and to 

encourage such congruence between expectations and experiences through 

education, interpretation and information. 

The diversity of recreation opportunities in the study area; the changing levels and 

types of use apparent there; and the requirement for research input into its 

management, all contribute to the study areas' suitability as an opportunity for 

application of the developing perceptions of conflict and management discussed in 

previous chapters. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

RESEARCH METHODS 

6.1 STUDY OBJECTIVES 

The overall aims of this study were to identify the unique recreation 

opportunities available in the study area; how current patterns of recreation use 

correspond to opportunities available there, and also in related areas; and the 

implications arising from such for future management. These aims can be 

represented more specifically by three study objectives: 

(1) to identify the characteristics and activities of recreationists in the study 
area; 

(2) to identify use conflicts perceived by recreationists due to increase and 
change in recreation use; and 

(3) to outline options for future management of the recreation opportunities 
available in the study area. 

6.2 DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES 

Data collection was based upon a combination of formal/structured and 

informal/unstructured techniques. Most data were coHected through administration 

of survey questionnaires to users. This represented the formal approach to data 

collection (refer Section 6.3). 

The informal techniques represented a more unobtrusive approach to data 

collection. These included personal observation; informal interviews with users 

and others; and semi-formal interviews with managers, commercial operators, and 

others with an interest in the area. An interview schedule provided the basis for 

these semi-formal interviews (refer Appendix Two). Information from these 

sources was employed to aid interpretation of the formally collected data~ and 

dealt with some of the questions which could not be included in the formal 

framework. 

6.3 FORMAL RESEARCH PROGRAMME 

An individual approach to data collection was required for each of the four 
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main user-groups In the study area. This was necessary due to the physical 

separation of the user-groups in space and time, and because of the need to colJect 

some data specific to the user group. Thus the fonnal research programme was 

based upon four distinct questionnaire surveys of the user-groups. 

The questions asked allowed for both fixed-alternative and open-ended responses 

from users. Open-ended responses were preferred for some questions so that any 

responses that were particularly important to users would have emerged 

voluntarily, thus more closely representing users' real perceptions. 

Overall, the formats of each of the four survey questionnaires were based upon 

seven main sub-themes: 

(] ) the socio-demographic characteristics of users; 

(2) the recreation experience of users; 

(3) user motivations for activity participation; 

(4) user satisfactions with their experiences; 

(5) user preferences for management action; 

(6) reasons for preferred use of the study area, and the use pattern within it; 

(7) user attitudes toward recreational hunting. 

These sub-themes remained consistent throughout the four surveys although the 

actual questions asked did vary in some cases. Inclusion of group-specific 

questions fU11her differentiated the four survey questionnaires. Due to space 

limitations in the angler questionnaire, anglers were not asked extensive questions 

regarding attitudes toward hunting. 

6.3.1 Hunter Survey (refer Appendix 3a) 

The main assumptions made in the design and sampling framework of the 

hunter questionnaire were: 

the timing of the hunting survey precluded a field-based survey in the time 

available. 

even if time were available for a field:based survey during the hunting season, 

such an approach would be impractical due to the rationing of hunter numbers 

by permit requirements. 

responses from the permit-holders (eg trip leaders/permit applicants) would be 

representative of those from the other hunters included on the permit (their 

names and addresses were not given). 
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A postal survey was used to distribute questionnaires to the 214 hunters who were 

permit-holders in the 1982-1985 hunting seasons. Each hunter also received a 

stamped return-address envelope and two subsequent reminder notices to 

encourage response. 

Of the 214 questionnaires sent, 121 valid responses were received. This 

represented a response rate of 56 percent. However 33 of the 93 invalid responses 

were envelopes that had returned undelivered, due to changes in addresses. The 

actual response rate from those receiving questionnaires was therefore 67 percent. 

6.3.2 Angler Survey (refer Appendix 3b) 

The main assumptions made in the design and sampHng framework of the 

angler questionnaire were: 

the physical dispersion of anglers throughout the study areas would render a 

field-based survey impractical with the time and resource limitations; 

a field-based approach to anglers would be inappropriate and resented due to 

its interference with the wilderness character of the experience; 

any user seen angling or possessing equipment anywhere in the study area 

could be included in an angler sample list of names and addresses; 

while angler numbers may be low, the homogeneity of the user-group would 

enhance the representativeness of low response frequencies; 

A postal survey was used to distribute questionnaires to the 56 anglers whose 

names and addresses had been gathered in the field. Infonnal interviews were 

used extensively as a device to include anglers unavailable for sampling by a postal 

survey, such as overseas anglers. And due to the low numbers of anglers expected 

to be present in the field, a sub-sample of 61 local anglers with experience of the 

study areas was also sent questionnaires. This 'Iocar sample comprised 29 

Wakatipu Angling Club menlbers and 32 other local ang1ers identified by word-of

mouth. 

Of the 117 questionnaires sent overall, 63 valid responses were received. This 

represented a response rate of 54 percent overall. For 'field' anglers the response 

rate was 58 percent, while for 'local' anglers it was 51 percent. 
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6.3.3 Tramper Survey (refer Appendix 3c) 

The main assumptions made in the design and sampling framework of the 

tramper questionnaire were: 

round-trips incorporating the Routebum would be the main trip type; 

use would be concentrated on the huts and main-valley tracks; 

use levels would be lower than those on the Routebum. 

A personally-administered survey based in selected huts was used to distribute 

'questionnaires. Reference to the Routebum study of Harris(1983) indicated a 

sample of 350 + trampers would represent well over 10 percent of all trampers 

present during the study period. The sampling framework developed for trampers 

aimed to; 

allow questionnaires to be personally administered by myself, and NZFS staff 

when available; 

obtain responses concurrently from both main valleys; 

obtain responses as close to the ends of trips as possible; 

allow the trekker questionnaire to also be personally-administered. 

In accordance with these requirements, sampling occurred in the Mid Greenstone, 

Mid Caples and Upper Captes huts. To achieve the desired sample size over the 

study period, and given the potential gaps in sampling frequency due to the other 

responsibilities of NZFS staff, sampling took place on every field night possible. 

On sampling nights available, every second hut occupant was asked to complete a 

questionnaire. However, if trampers were proceeding to another sampling location 

on their trip, they were on1itted to allow potential sampling closer to their trip 

end. 

Of the 350 responses received there were 342 valid responses. Of these, 121 were 

fron1 Mid Greenstone hut, 101 were from Mid CapJes hut, and 120 were from 

Upper CapIes hut. 

6.3.4 Trekker Survey (refer Appendix 3d) 

The main assumptions made in the design and sampling framework of the 

trekker questionnaire were: 

that this trip would be the first visit to the study area; 

that use by trekkers would be almost exclusively in the Greenstone. 

Because of the assumptions made. the trekker questionnaire was the shortest one 

administered. The sampling framework developed for trekkers aimed to: 
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allow questionnaires to be personaUy administered by myself and NZFS staff 

when available; 

obtain responses as close to the ends of trips as possible; 

maximise the number of trekkers available for sampling; 

allow the tramper questionnaire to also be personally-administered. 

In accordance with these requirements, sampling occurred at the Steele Creek 

trekking hut near Mid Greenstone hut, thus allowing both huts to be used for their 

respective survey sampling at once. Given the uncertain number of trekkers in this 

first trekking season~ and the potential gaps in sampling due to the other 

responsibilities of NZFS staff, sampling took place on every field night possible. 

On the Greenstone Walk, 10 parties were encountered, and of the 91 responses 

received there were 84 valid responses. In the whole study period approximately 

480 trekkers did the Greenstone Walk (Bryant pers corn). Only three parties did 

the Caples trek (ArchibaId pers corn), and of these two parties were sampled. 

However this represented only four trekkers and their responses were therefore not 

included in the trekker sample. 

6.3.5 Timing of the Formal Research Programme 

The time budget for design and administration of the formal research 

programme is illustrated by Table 6. 1. 

Table 6.1: Summary of Formal Survey Administration 

I I I 
NOV DEC JAN I FEB I MAR I APR 

I I I 
I I 

r*****l!f** * IF* I 
I pretesting: Post Rfeminders I 

19 3 13 I 
1 I Feb Mar Mar I 

~*****J**** 
I * 1* I * I Pretesting I Post Rerlil1ders 

I I I 17 27 4 

I I l Mar MAr Apr 

I I 

*1 * * * * * * ~ * * * * I 
I 

2~ Field Sa$lpling I 
I 

Ifec I I I 
I 

*1 * * * * * * 1 * * * * I I 
2~ Field Sat)' pling 

I 
I 

qec I 
I-

I 

Hunters 

Anglers 

Trampers * * * * * * *r~ * * * * 
Pretesting 1 _ Pilot 

16-20 

Trekkers * * * * * lit * I~j( * * * * 
Pretesting Pilot 

16-20 
I 
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Basic formulation of questions and the questionnaire formats took place in 

October/November 1985. Time limitations required that the field-based tramper 

and trekker questionnaires be finalised before Christmas 1985, after which use 

levels would peak in the study area. The postal hunter and angler questionnaires 

were dealt with once the field-based portion of the programme was under way. 

Because the angler sample was built up during periods in the field, questionnaires 

could not be posted until the latter stages of the research programme. The, final 

returns from these postal surveys were forwarded to Lincoln College by NZFS in 

late May 1986. 

An additional field trip was made to the study area in Easter 1987. This allowed 

for observations and interviews of users during the hunting season (when hunters 

were present). 

6.4 DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

User responses were coded into numeric form, and data from user-groups 

was entered into four respective files on the Lincoln College V AX -11/780 

computer. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was the computer 

programme used to collate and analyse data. Particular use was made of the 

'frequencies', 'cross-tabulation', ~select-if and 'recode' facilities in SPSS (see 

Norusis 1982). These enabled data to be presented both as raw frequencies of 

response overall, and also as particular segments. Thus frequencies could be 

obtained relative to any condition specified for particular variables (eg select -if 

V5. EQ.l Ifrequencies = ALL). 

The 'cross-tabulation' facility was used mainly as a convenient form of 'select-if'. 

While chi-square and other tests of association were available, the predominance of 

nominal data made use of cross-tabulation for this purpose limited. In general the 

analysis and interpretation of results was based upon raw frequencies, and 

frequencies of the sample segments also defined. The more specific and complex 

statistical tools available in SPSS and other programmes were not considered 

appropriate for the purposes of this study. 

6.5 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 

The research limitations of this study were characteristic of questionnaire

based approaches. Because four separate surveys were undertaken at once, most 
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limitations related to physical problems of time, resources and geography. These 

problems included: 

uneven distribution of the user-groups over space and time; 

differences in size of the user-groups; 

the inconsistent availability of NZFS staff to assist in field-based sampling; 

hut users being sampled before trip completion, with responses thus based on 

incomplete experiences; 

the breaks in field-based sampling required to allow administration of postal

questionnaire surveys and the informal-interviews undertaken. 

With such problems, the sampling strategies developed for the four surveys 

represented an approach based upon convenience and compromise rather than 

ideal systematic/stratified sampling methods. However the use of informal 

techniques compensated for some deficiencies in the formal research programme. 

They added further dimensions to formally collected results, and also acted as a 

check on the validity of such. 

Further limitations arose from the need to have common questions comparable 

across the four surveys. Due to space limitations on questionnaires, this limited 

opportunities to elaborate on user-specific research questions. However emphasis 

on such questions was beyond the scope of this study, as was any extensive 

statistical treatment of data. Chapter five showed that objective 'answers' to 

specific research questions cannot substitute for the ultimate subjectivity required 

from managers for decision-making, although research can improve the subjective 

basis of decision-making. Thus the broad descriptive employed by this study 

represented the approach most practical and appropriate for achievement of its 

objectives. 

6.6 SUMMARY 

The research methods have been designed to enable a broad descriptive 

approach to recreation in the study area. Nominal data was predominant and 

questions were structured for open-ended responses where possible. Informal 

techniques were -used to enhance formally gathered results and provided a check on 

their validity. The research programme was adapted to fit the limitations of time, 

resources and physical constraints. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter summarises data from the four user surveys in this study. 

Reference is made to outcomes of infoffilal user interviews and results from other 

studies where interpretation of results is extended. Major differences within user 

groups are noted. The headings used in this chapter reflect the main research 

themes addressed in the survey questionnaires: sodo-demographic characteristics; 

previous experience; motivations and satisfactions; management preferences; 

comparisons of areas within the study area and with other areas; and the patterns 

of use in the study area. In reality these themes are highly interconnected, but 

here are distinguished from each other for clarity. 

7.2 SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF USERS 

7.2.1 Age 

Table 7.1: Age 

AGE(%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers NZ (1981 Census) 

15-24 18 25 27 36 25 
25-34 38 15 40 32 (25-29) 10 
35-44 27 30 15 7 (30-39) 19 
45-54 13 16 10 9 (40-49) 14 
55-64 3 13 6 13 (50-59) 13 
>65 1 2 2 3 (>60) 19 

(Percentage columns may not total 100% due to rounding of figures) 

As for most recreationists relative to the national population, age distribution is 

biased towards young~r age-groups. This is most pronounced for the tramper and 

trekker groups. Such a bias is characteristic of tramper samples (eg Devlin 

1976;Simmons and Devlin 1981:Groome et aI 1983a&b;Harris 1983), and in this 

study is particularly pronounced for both overseas trampers and those having done 
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the Routebum track. The young-age bias of trekkers is not representative of 

trekkers sampled in Harris(1983), who are strongly biased towards older age

groups. The relatively youthful 'Tearaway-tour' participants in the trekker sample 

are responsible for this difference. For anglers the age-groups appear relatively 

evenly spread, with relative emphasis on older groups as in other studies (eg 

Toynbee 1974;Groome et al 1983b). This age bias is more pronounced here for 

'local' anglers than for 'field' anglers. The age-distribution of hunters features 

relative under-representation in the youngest age-groups. A similar pattern has 

been identified by Nugent and Mawhinney(1984) own and other studies (eg 

Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a). 

7.2.2 Sex Ratio 

Table 7.2: Sex Ratio 

SEX(%) 

MaJe 
Female 

Hunters 

100 
o 

Anglers 

93 
7 

Trampers 

66 
34 

Trekkers 

49 
51 

NZ 

50 
50 

While the male-dominated sex ratios of hunters, anglers and trampers are generally 

characteristic of their user-groups, the trekker sample is distinct through its relative 

equality of sexes. This corresponds with the sex ratio of trekkers in Harris(1983). 

However when those trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' participants were considered 

separately t the proportion of females was 65 percent. This suggests older women 

in particular exploit outdoor recreation opportunities available through trekking. 

7.2.3 Marital Status 

Table 7.3: Marital Status 

STATUS(%) Hunters Anglers 

Married 
Single 
Other 

65 67 
33 30 
2 3 

Trampers Trekkers 

33 32 
62 63 

5 4 

NZ 

58 
27 
15 
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Hunters and anglers appeared more representative of the national population than 

either tt-ampers or trekkers, who tended more often to be single. For trampers this 

was especially true for those from overseas (80 percent) and those with Routeburn 

experience (65 percent). Trampers here tended to be single more often than 

similar user-groups in other studies (eg Devlin J976;Simmons 1980;Simmons and 

Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a&b). For trekkers, those not 'Tearaway-tours' 

participants were far more likely to be married (73 percent). And for 'local' 

anglers the proportion married was higher than that of 'field' anglers. 

7.2.4 Situation in Home 

Table 7.4: Situation in Home 

SITUATION IN HOME(%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

Live alone 12 0 20 24 
Shared accommodation(eg flat) 11 13 18 23 
Live with parents ]2 13 18 23 
Couple, no children 18 13 18 10 
CoupJe, primary-schoolers 17 10 5 0 
Couple, secondary-schoolers 16 16 5 0 
Couple,working/student children 7 8 4 0 
Couple, children left home 6 22 8 21 
Other 0 3 2 0 

Hunters and anglers tended to have children at home more so than did the 

relatively more independent trampers and trekkers. The impact of children in the 

home is demonstrated by the almost 50 percent of hunters whose participation in 

hunting had been interrupted. Of these hunters, 33 percent had experienced 

interruptions to their favoured recreation due to changed family commitments. 

The relative independence of trampers was reflected most strongly by those from 

overseas, who were far less likely to be married or have children in the hOIue. 

The relative independence of trekkers reflects their bimodal age-distribution, with 

all having no children in the home. For those older trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants, this reflected the higher proportion whose children no longer lived at 

home (65 percent). Thus these trekkers had relatively greater independence, 

allowing them perhaps to renew outdoor recreation participation that had laspsed 

due to child-rearing commitments. However with greater age, less desire and 

ability to undertake independent trips may have made trekking opportunities 

attractive. 
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7.2.5 Education Level 

Table 7.5: Education Level Achieved 

EDUCATION LEVEL(%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers NZ 

Primary School 1 2 1 1 20 
Secondary School 34 34 16 27 51 
Trade quallPolytech 31 13 22 28 21 
University 34 36 61 44 1 
Other 0 15 0 0 3 

As for most recreationists the education levels here were higher than those of the 

national population. Trampers here had the highest education levels of users 

either here or in other studies (eg Devlin 1976;Simmons 1980;Simmons and 

Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a&b). Of the trampers, those from overseas had 

particularly high education levels. Trekkers also had relatively high education 

levels, more especially from 'Tearaway-tour' participants. Both hunters and 

anglers here tended to have education levels higher than those of similar user

groups in other studies (eg Toynbee 1974;Simmons and Devlin 1981 ; Groome et al 

1983a&b). Amongst anglers these education levels tended to be higher for the 

'field' anglers. Foreign users amongst both tTampers and trekkers possessed 

greater education than New Zealanders, perhaps reflecting the higher average 

education levels achieved overseas. 

7.2.6 Occu.Qation Classes 

Table 7.6: Occupation Classes 

CLASSES(%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers NZ 

Professional/Tech nical 13 28 30 19 8 
Administration/Management 17 13 10 19 2 
Clerical! Sales 2 5 7 14 14 
Service 25 13 12 18 5 
Agricu Iture/Forestry 25 22 9 3 6 
Labour/Transport/Production 13 5 6 4 20 
Non-classified (eg student, 6 13 26 24 44 

retired .housewife) 
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Relative to the national population all user-groups were over-represented in the 

higher status occupation-classes and under-represented in the lower. These 

occupation-class distributions are generally consistent with those from other studies 

(eg Toynbee 1974;Octa Associates 1975;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 

1983b;Harris 1983). Trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' participants tended to be from 

higher occupation-classes and had a high proportion of 'Non-classified' users (41 

percent), who were mainly retired. 

7.2.7 Nationality 

Table 7.7: User Nationality 

NATIONALITY (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

New Zealand 100 95 54 41 
Australia 0 0 8 37 
United States 0 3 14 7 
United Kingdom 0 0 5 4 
Canada 0 2 4 4 
Germany 0 0 7 3 
Other 0 0 7 4 

Apart from hunters and anglers, foreigners were an important component of user

groups. Proportions of foreigners were greater here for both trampers and trellers 

than on the Routebum(Harris 1983). For trampers who incorporated the 

Routebum in their trip, the proportion of New Zealanders was much lower (46 

percent) than that for those using the study area only (81 percent). For trekkers 

not 'Tearaway-tour' participants, the proportion of New Zealanders was much 

higher (87 percent) than for those on the tour (21 percent). 

7.2.8 Origin of New Zealand Users 

Table 7.8: Residence of Users 

RESIDENCE (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers NZ 

City> 20 000 pop. 44 33 64 76 51 
Large Town 5-20 000 pop. 18 50 8 4 20 
Rural Town < 5000 pop. 28 11 24 15 7 
Rural/Farm 11 4 3 4 17 

(NZ figures here based upon those cited in Simmons and Devlin 1981.) 
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Table 7.9: Province of Users 

PROVINCE (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers NZ 

Otago 51 53 34 19 5 
Southland 28 33 16 4 3 
Canterbury 13 8 11 31 13 
Auckland 3 2 19 29 43 
Other 5 5 17 13 36 

Hunters and anglers tended to represent less urban and more local based user 

populations. The Queenstown origin of many 'local' anglers was evident from 

these tables, while for 'field' anglers the main area of origin was Southland (60 

percent). For trampers who used the study area only, origins were more from the 

local Otago/Southland region (65 percent) than for those who incorporated the 

Routebum (44 percent). Strong urban origins are evident for trekkers from New 

Zealand. 

7.2.9 Summary of Sodo-demographic Characteristics 

Apart from trekkers, the sodo-demographic characteristics of user-groups 

were generally representative of those in other studies. The trekkers exhibited 

characteristics of a much more 'youthful' user-group than had been apparent in 

other studies (eg young, single, uncommitted to family). This reflected the high 

proportion of trekkers whose trip was chosen as an option on a Newmans 

'Tearaway-tour' package. Partidpants on these tours are all aged 18-35. Those 

trekkers not part of the 'Tearaway-tour' exhibited more 'mature' characteristics (eg 

older,married,committed to family, retired). In this context these trekkers 

represented the 'mature' hunter and angler user-groups more closely. These 

trekkers were also almost all New Zealanders, unlike 'Tearaway-tour' trekkers who 

were mostly Australians. These differences make it clear that two distinct sub

groups existed within the trekker sample. Such a distinction was not generally 

apparent within the angler sample, despite it being composed of two distinct sub

samples. The 'local' angler sub-sample did tend however to be slightly more 

'mature~ . 

Another interesting distinction was that between trampers who had used the 

Routeburn on this or previous trips. and those whose use was confined to the study 

area. The latter group tended to be more 'mature' and comprised almost entirely 

New Zealanders. Foreigners and those more characteristic of a 'younger' group 
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tended to emphasis use of the Routebum. Foreigners themselves tended to exhibit 

'younger' characteristics more prominenUy than New Zealand trampers. Such 

characteristics represent the young independent-type foreign tourists, who 

comprise an increasing proportion of total tourist numbers. 

Education levels were characteristicaI1y high for all user-groups here relative to the 

national population. Such a feature has major implications for the potential 

application of indirect management techniques based upon education and 

awareness. Given the relatively high education levels of foreign users, and their 

possible greater reliance on information about recreation opportunities in New 

Zealand, such a point is particularly relevant. 

7.3 EXPERIENCE OF USERS 

In this study the experience of users relates to their direct involvement with 

the study areas as well as general experience levels. Other material indicative of 

user experience is available, but is presented elsewhere in this chapter. The 

influence of experience is also discussed in Section 7.9. 

7.3.1 Visits to the Study Area 

Table 7.10: Number of Previous Visits 

NUMBER OF VISITS (%) Hunters Angters Trampers Trekkers 

No previous visits 52 37 87 100 
Only one previous visit 9 10 8 0 
2-4 previous visits 19 16 3 0 
5-9 previous visits 9 14 2 0 
10-14 previous visits 4 10 0 0 
> 15 previous visits 7 14 0 0 

Hunters and anglers tended more toward repeat use of the study area than did 

other users. For anglers overall, the relatively high proportion of previous visits 

(63 percent) reflected the extensive previous use by 'local' anglers (84 percent) 

rather than by 'field' anglers (59 percent). For the 'local' anglers, this proportion 

of previous visits resulted more from previous visits to the Greenstone (90 percent) 

rather than to the Caples (76 percent). For the 'field' anglers this emphasis on the 

Greenstone for previous use was not nearly as pronounced. 
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Activities undertaken on these previous visits differed little from those usualI y 

undertaken in the study area (eg refer Table 7.11), apart from a general tendency 

amongst previous users to have had a greater emphasis on tramping. 

7.3.2 Activities in the Study Area 

When asked to rank their three main activities in the study area, users 

generally ranked their groups activity highest. However when second and third 

responses were included, it became clear that a variety of activities contributed to 

recreation participation. 

Table 7.11: Summary of User Activities in the Study Area 
(Combination of 3 choices possible - bracketed figures represent first choice 
responses) 

ACTIVITIES (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

Hunting 40 (83) 8 0 0 
Angling 24 (9) 31 (61) 4 3 
Tramping 12 22 (25) 33 (84) 41 (66) 
Camping 8 9 8 0 
Photography 3 5 13 3 
Waters ports/ activities 0 0 0 7 
Sightseeing 7 17 31 (11) 10 
Other 2 8 9 35 (21) 

(For trekkers 'Other' included 'Tearaway-tour' related activities (eg rafting. social 
aspects.) 

Table 7.12: Summary of User Activities in Other Areas 
(Combination of 3 choices possible - bracketed figures represent first choice 
responses. ) 

ACTIVITIES (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

Hunting 35 (65) 15 (24) 2 3 
Angling 19 (13) 22 (31) 4 11 
Tramping 27 (l8) 19 (24) 29 (67) 14 
Camping 5 13 11 6 
Photography 4 3 12 0 
Watersports/activities 2 0 2 34 (32) 
Sightseeing 5 16 26 (25) 0 
Other 3 9 13 30 (33) 

(For trekkers 'Other' included mainly 'outdoor sports' and also 'skiingll .) 

Hunting was the salient activity for hunters in the study area~ although for some it 

appears angling represented major complementary activity. This role for angling 

was further emphasised in another question, where 46 percent of hunters cited 

angling as their main activity in the study area apart from hunting. However on 
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other trips, hunting tended to play a less salient role as participation in tramping 

especially increased. The role of angling as a complementary activity also 

diminished outside the study area. The study area appears to provide 

opportunities to enhance the hunting experience through the additional angling 

activities possible. 

While angling was the salient activity of anglers in the study area, tramping 

represented a major complementary activity. Many anglers did not cite angling as 

their primary activity here, with 25 percent citing tramping. This reflects the 

almost equal status attributed to both angling and tramping by 'field' anglers. For 

'local' anglers by contrast, angling was clearly the salient activity undertaken here. 

On trips to other areas angling was even less salient, with tramping and hunting 

being more prominent - especially for 'field' anglers. However angling remained 

salient for the user-group overall, as emphasised by the 53 percent of anglers 

citing it as their main activity undertaken in the surrounding region. For 'local' 

anglers this saliency was even more pronounced. Angling participation in the 

study area thus reflects not only the angling opportunities available, but also the 

potential for complementary tramping activities. 

Tramping was the salient activity amongst trampers in the study area, with only 

sightseeing emerging as a possible complementary activity. This pattern was 

generally consistent for tramper activities in other areas, . and also in the 

surrounding region where over 80 percent had undertaken tramping. Thus the 

tramping opportunities available in the study area appear to differ little from those 

undertaken in other areas. 

The salient activity cited by trekkers in the study area was tramping. This saliency 

was especially pronounced for those not 'Tearaway-tour' participants. Any other 

contIibuting activities were incorporated in 'Other' . For 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants, 'Other' consisted of tour-related activities (eg rafting), which 

suggested a lack of distinction between the trek and the tour. For those not 

'Tearaway-tour' participants, 'Other' consisted largely of a 'Nature 

study/experience' dimension. On trips to other areas the activities of trekker were 

much different. The salient activities of trekkers were included in either 

'Watersports/activities' (eg swimming) or 'Other' (eg Outdoor sports). This 

tended to be pronounced for 'Tearaway-tour' participants. For those not 

'Tearaway-tour' pat1icipants, involvement in tramping and angling in other areas 

was greater. This was further emphasised in another question where 43 percent of 
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those not 'Tearaway-tour' participants cited tramping as their main outdoor 

activity. For 'Tearaway-tour' participants the corresponding figure was 15 

percent. Overall it seems that the trekking opportunities available in the study 

area are different from other opportunities undertaken by trekkers in the outdoors, 

with this difference being more pronounced for 'Tearaway-

tour' participants. 

7.3.3 Experience Levels in Activities 

TabJe 7.13: Self-rated Experience Levels 

EXPERIENCE (%) 

None at all 
Only a little 
Quite experienced 
Very experienced 

Hunters 

1 
13 
63 
23 

Anglers 

0 
8 

63 
29 

Trampers Trekkers 

2 13 
27 51 
55 30 
15 4 

Apart from trekkers, the user-groups rated their activity experience highly. The 

relatively low experience ratings of trekkers were more pronounced for 'Tearaway

tour' participants than other trekkers. This pattern was repeated for those having 

done a trek before, where only 9 percent of 'Tearaway-tour' participants had done 

a trek before, while for other trekkers the corresponding figure was 78 percent. 

For trampers the lower experience ratings relative to hunters and anglers were 

more pronounced -for those who hadn't used the Routebum on this or other trips. 

Compared with trampers and trekkers on the Routebum itself (eg Harris 1983), the 

experience ratings of such users here were the same. The highest experience 

ratings were given by hunters and anglers. This is most pronounced for the 'local' 

anglers, of whom 43 percent rated themselves 'very experienced'. Support for 

these high experience ratings of hunters and anglers was given by their years of 

experience relative to other recreationists. 

Table 7.14: Years of Experience 

YEARS(%) Hunters Anglers 

1-4 8 7 
5-9 21 9 
10-14 26 10 
15-19 15 5 
>20 31 68 
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Hunters in the study area included 72 percent with greater than 10 years 

experience. Corresponding figures from other studies included 35 percent 

(Simmons and Devlin 1980); 41 percent (Groo~e et al 1981a&b); and 59 percent 

Deuss( 1983). In the Blue Mountains RHA, 37 percent of hunters had greater than 

15 years experience (Nugent and Mawhinney 1987). The corresponding figure for 

hunters here was 45 percent. Not only did hunters here have more years hunting 

experience overall, but they also included only eight percent with fewer than four 

years experience. This was lower than corresponding figures from other studies 

(eg 28 percent - Groome et al 1983a&b). These figures all suggested that hunting 

in the study area represented an opportunity largely exploited by the more 

experienced hunters. While the relatively low number with few years experiences 

may indicate lack of recruitment to hunting, as inferred by Nugent and 

Mawhinney( 1984) from hunter ages, it may also suggest relatively limited 

opportunities for novice hunters in the study area. 

Anglers in the study area included 83 percent with greater than 10 years 

experience. Corresponding figures from other studies included 29 percent 

(Toynbee 1974); 46 percent (Octa Associates 1976); and over 50 percent (Groome 

et al 1983b). A distinction between 'field' and 'local' anglers was not apparent at 

this level, but became evident where 48 percent of 'local' anglers had over 30 

years experience compared with 26 percent for 'field' anglers. Not only did 

anglers here have more years experience overall, but they also included only seven 

percent with fewer than four years experience. This was lower than corresponding 

figures in other studies (eg 30 percent - Octa Associates 1976; 55 percent -

Toynbee 1974). Like the situation for hunters this suggested angling in the study 

area represented an opportunity largely exploited by the more experienced anglers, 

and that opportunities for novice anglers in the study area are relatively limited. 

7.3.4 Summary of User Experienc 

Anglers were the most experienced user-group sampled in terms of 

previous visits, rated experience and years of experience. This emphasis was more 

pronounced for the 'local' anglers. In these terms hunters were next most 

expelienced and trekkers were least. 

The relative under-representation of hunters and anglers here who had only a few 

years experience is also important. While for hunters this may reflect the low 

levels of recruitment to the activity, the fact that the years of overall hunting 

experience were greater than in other studies, suggests that the hunting 

opportunities available here are exploited by the more experienced hunters. 
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Angler data do not reflect a problem of recruitment~ and given the relative under

representation of novices combined with the greater years of experience overall, 

the angling opportunities available here are clearly exploited by the more 

experienced anglers. 

When the activities undertaken in the study area were compared with those 

undertaken in other areas, interesting patterns of use emerged. Hunters tended 

more often to combine hunting here with angling. On trips to other areas the 

involvement in hunting decreased and that in tramping increased. Anglers here 

tended to combine angling with tramping, especially amongst the 'field' anglers. 

On trips to other areas the 'field' anglers tended to be involved less in angling, 

and more in tramping and hunting. For 'local' anglers, involvement in angling 

was clearly salient here and continued to be so on trips to other areas. While for 

hunters and anglers, use of the study area represented more specific involvement in 

their main activities then elsewhere. the same was not so for trampers. Tramping, 

along with some sightseeing, was the main activity undertaken both here and in 

other areas. Thus there appeared to be little difference in recreation opportunities 

exploited by trampers either here or elsewhere. For trekkers, tramping was the 

main activity undertaken, especially for those not 'Tearaway-tour" participants. 

Associated activities here were in the 'other' category. On trips to other areas the 

sub-group distinction within trekkers "vas emphasised. 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants cited activities related to watersports or outdoor sports, while the other 

trekkers cited tramping and angling. Clearly the opportunities exploited by 

'Tearaway-tour' paliicipants here were much different than those experienced in 

other areas. Trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' participants were much more familiar 

with the types of opportunities available here. 

For anglers and hunters in particular, the study area represented unique 

opportunities for the more experienced participants to engage in their main 

activity, which they seem less inclined, or unable to - do in other area. For 

trampers, use of the study area was not particularly unique. And for most 

trekkers, use of the study area represents involvement in a completely new activity. 

7.4 USER MOTIVATIONS 

This section presents resul ts related to user motivations for undertaking 
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activities in the study area. A summary of motivation is presented before those at 

each user-group are presented in more detail. 

Table 7.15: Summary of User Motivations for activity in Study Area 

MOTIVATIONS (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

ACTIVITY Simple participation in activity 
SPECIFIC Personal subjective experience 

Catch/ reward satisfaction 
Challenge to skills/ability 

TOTALS 

ENVIRON- Experience nature/scenery 
MENTAL Exit from civilisation 

Aesthetic appreciation/enjoyment 

TOTALS 

PHYSICAL Exercise/fitness/health 
Relaxation/ peacefulness 

TOTALS 

CONVEN - Can visit new areas 
IENCE Potential for round-trip here 

Break from 'Tearaway-tour' 

SOCIAL 

OTHER 

TOTALS 

Activity with family/social group 
Meet new people 

TOTALS 

10 
12 
20 

7 

49 

15 
13 
2 

30 

7 
3 

10 

4 
o 
o 

4 

5 
o 

5 

1 

22 
9 
4 
8 

43 

17 
16 
o 

33 

3 
9 

12 

2 
o 
o 

2 

4 
o 

4 

3 

15 
5 
o 
4 

24 

17 
9 
o 

26 

8 
1 

9 

10 
12 
o 

22 

3 
2 

5 

6 
5 
o 
1 

12 

24 
7 
1 

32 

13 
3 

16 

5 
o 
9 

14 

5 
5 

10 

J7 

Overall, the 'environmental' motivations were the most consistently highly stated 

by all users. Of these motivations the main one was the opportunity to 

experience nature and scenery. Equally impOJ1ant amongst these for hunters and 

anglers was the chance to 'get away from it all' (eg exit civilisation). Hunters and 

anglers also distinguished from the other user-groups by the predominance of 

'activity-specific' motivations they stated. For hunters these were dominated by 

the opportunity to achieve hunting success (eg catch/reward satisfaction). For 
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anglers these were dominated by the opportunity simply to participate in the 

activity of angling. Trampers also stated 'activity-specific' motivations, particularly 

the opportunity simply to participate in the tramping activity itself. Motivations of 

'convenience' were also important for trampers. The opportunities to explore a 

new area and/or undel1ake a round trip were particularly important. For trekkers 

a wider range of motivations appeared important. Those related to physical and 

social experiences and those classified 'Other' were more prominent for trekkers. 

7.4.1 Hunter Motivations 

Table 7.16: Motivations for Hunting in the Study Area 

MOTIVATIONS - HUNTERS (%) 

ACTIVITY Simple participation in activity 
SPECIFIC Personal subjective experience 

Catch/ reward satisfaction 
Challenge to skills/ability 

ENVIRON - Experience nature/scenery 
MENTAL Exit from civilisation 

Aesthetic appreciation/enjoyment 

PHYSICAL Exercise/fitness!health 
Relaxation! peacefulness 

CONVEN - Can visit new areas 
IENCE Potential for round trip 

Break from 'Tearaway-tour' 

SOCIAL Activity with family/social group 
Meet new peopJe 

OTHER 

First Second Third Fourth 

II 
]6 
12 
9 

20 
16 
3 

4 
3 

2 
o 
o 

4 
o 

2 

6 
11 
23 

9 

15 
14 
2 

6 
5 

4 
o 
o 

5 
o 

o 

12 
11 
21 

4 

14 
16 

1 

2 
3 

6 
o 
o 

9 
I 

12 
10 
22 
3 

10 
8 
1 

18 
1 

4 
o 
o 

4 
1 

3 

For hunters the main first-choice motivation was the opportunity to experience 

nature and scenery. Other prominent first-choice motivations included 

opportunities to 'exit from civilisation ~ (eg get away from it all) and to achieve 

'personal subjective experiences' from hunting (eg excitement/thrill of hunt). 
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However when all four motivation choices were taken into account (refer Table 

7.15) the consistent main motivation emerged as the opportunity for huriting 

success (eg 'catch/reward satisfaction '). Similar patterns of hunter motivation have 

been identified in other New Zealand studies (eg Simmons and DevIin 

1981;Groome et al 1983a). 

Further insight into hunter motivations can be gained from consideration of their 

game preferences (eg species, trophy), where 85 percent preferred some deer 

species as first-choice of game overall. For second-choice of game only 41 

percent preferred deer, with 18 percent each for chamois and pig. When asked to 

specify their preferred deer species for hunting, 37 percent cited Red deer, 35 

percent cited Fallow deer and 8 percent cited Whitetail deer (the remaining 20 

percent cited 'any deer' or 'other deer'). 

Table 7.17: Reasons for Deer Species Preference 

SPECIES FEATURES (%) 

Corn mon/Widespread 
Better meat/ skin 
Habitat species found 
Better trophy potential 
Challenging/difficult to hunt 
Exciting/stimulating to hunt 
Other 

Red Deer 

55 
21 
10 
7 
2 
2 
3 

Fallow Deer 

5 
27 
11 
8 

41 
3 
5 

Preference for Red deer appears largely due to its relative1y greater availability for 

hunting. This contention is supported by the 57 percent of hunters who stated that 

Red deer was the usual game species killed on hunting trips. Preference for 

Fallow deer appears largely due to the greater challenge it provides for hunting. 

This perception of Fallow deer as a challenging species to hunt also emerged from 

informal interviews with hunters. Further support for this contention is provided 

by only 24 percent citing Fallow deer as the usual species killed. The relative 

rarity and greater hunting difficulty of Fallow deer suggests that for hunters in the 

Fallow-dominated Wakatipu RHA. a lower success expectation and a greater 

emphasis on challenge dimensions may occur. Some challenge is already implicit 

in hunting opportunities in the study area due to the 'antlered stag-only' regulation 

there. 
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However the relatively low rating given the 'chaHenge to skill/abj)ity' motivation in 

Table 7.16 tends to dispel such a contention. This may reflect a situation similar 

to that of hunter preferences for trophies. Here 92 percent of hunters stated they 

would be satisfied without obtaining atrophy. Yet 71 percent agreed that the 

challenge of obtaining a trophy wou1d be more attractive given greater overall 

success rates. This suggests that should the basic challenge of finding any game at 

all be diminished, interest in maintaining a chal1enge dimension would initiate 

more difficult hunting goals being set (eg trophy). This also suggests that 

although the success dimension is salient for hunting experiences, this saliency is 

qualified by other dimensions ( eg challenge), once any fundamental success 

requirements are met. 

The prefen-ed timing of hunting trips emphasised Apri1, May and June clearly as 

the most preferred months for hunting. Of those preferring these months, 44 

percent did so because of 'the roar'. Of those preferring the summer months 

(November-February), 18 percent did so because they could get time off, while 11 

percent liked the weather then. Similar findings were made by Simmons and 

Devlin(1980). These resu1ts suggest that hunting opportunities and challenge are 

at their greatest during the off-peak autumn and winter months. 

7.4.2 Angler Motivations 

For anglers the main first-choice motivation was the opportunity simply to 

participate in the angling activity itself (refer Table 7.18 overleaf). Other 

prominent first-choice motivations included opportunities to 'exit from civilisation' 

and to experience the 'physical' motivation of 'relaxation/peacefulness'. When all 

four motivation choices were taken into account (refer Table 7.15) the simple 

participation motivation remained salient, as did the motivation to 'exit from 

civilisation' . The opportunity to experience nature and scenery also emerged as an 

impo11ant motivation overall. Similar patterns of angler motivations have been 

identified in other New Zealand studies (eg Groome et al 1983b;Jellyman 1984). 

When the distinction was made between 'loca]' and 'field' anglers~ this pattern of 

motivations did change. For 'local' anglers, emphasis shifted a\vay from the 

'simple activity participation' dimension toward the 'exit civilisation' dimension in 

particular, and the 'relaxation/peacefulness' dimension to a lesser extent. 
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Table 7.18: Motivations for Angling in the Study Area 

MOTIVATIONS - ANGLERS (%) 

ACTIVITY 
SPECIFIC 

ENVIRON
MENTAL 

PHYSICAL 

CONVEN
IENCE 

SOCIAL 

OTHER 

Simple activity partic,ipation 
Personal subjective experience 
Catch/reward satisfaction 
Challenge to skills/ability 

Experience nature/scenery 
Exit from civilisation 
Aesthetic appreciation/ enjoyment 

Exercise/fitness/health 
Relaxation/peacefulness 

Can visit new areas 
Potential for round trip 
Break from Tearaway-tour 

Activity with family/group 
Meet new people 

First Second Third Fourth 

33 
10 
2 
6 

12 
17 
o 

o 
15 

o 
o 
o 

2 
o 

2 

27 
12 
2 
6 

22 
]4 
o 

4 
4 

4 
o 
o 

2 
o 

2 

15 
9 
7 
9 

22 
15 
o 

2 
11 

2 
o 
o 

4 
o 

4 

8 
3 
5 

II 

11 
16 
3 

8 
3 

3 
o 
o 

8 
o 

5 

Further insight into angler motivations can be gained from their preferences for 

game, angling techniques and catch limits. These demonstrate angler 

specialisation and add further dimensions to the understanding of angler 

motivations. 

Table 7.19: Species preferred by Anglers 

SPECIES (%) 

Brown Trout 
Rainbow Trout 
Any Trout 
Salmon 
Saltwater species 
Other 

Preference 
I 

43 
39 
13 
0 
2 
4 

Preference 
2 

41 
41 
2 
8 
2 
6 

Preference Species 
3 Usually 

Caught 

0 42 
0 25 
4 25 

61 4 
II 2 
25 4 
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Of anglers preferring Brown trout, 61 percent did so because the fish was 

'challenging' and 'difficulf to catch. From infonnal interviews it was apparent 

that the more selective feeding habits of Brown trout were a major factor in this 

difficulty. The relatively high catch of Brown trout (Table 7.19) suggests the 

species is either more available to anglers, or its challenging qualities are 

particularly attractive. Of anglers preferring Rainbow trout, 57 percent did so 

because of the 'fighting' qualities of the fish once hooked, and a further 20 

percent because the species was a 'good sporting fish'. It appears the challenge of 

Rainbow trout arises once the fish is hooked. 

Table 7.20: Preferred Angling Techniques 

TECHNIQUE (%) Most preferred Least Preferred 
1 2 3 4 5 

Dry Fly 43 34 13 11 0 
Nymph 27 43 13 7 12 
Wet Fly 12 16 62 9 4 
Treadline/Spinning 15 3 I 1 59 17 
Live bait 1 3 2 9 65 
Other 1 0 0 5 0 

Table 7.21: Relative Difficu lty of Techniques 

TECHNIQUE (%) Most Difficult Least Difficult 
1 2 3 4 5 

Dry Fly 55 33 10 0 0 
Nymph 34 37 17 5 0 
Wet Fly 9 24 65 0 0 
Threadline/Spinning 2 6 17 73 25 
Live bait 0 0 4 20 62 
Other 0 0 4 2 13 

These tables clearly show that the Fly-fishing techniques (eg Dry/Nymph/Wet) 

were not only the most preferred methods,. but were also considered the most 

difficult techniques. That these relatively more difficult techniques should be most 

preferred indicates that the basic motivation to catch fish is qualified by other 

dimensions of the angling experience. For anglers preferring their main method 

because it was 'easy' ~ 44 percent preferred 'ThreadIine/Spinning' techniques. For 

those whose preference was because the method was 'challenging to skill/ability', 

80 percent preferred either 'Dry fly' or 'Nymph' techniques. And for those whose 
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preference was because the method allowed 'observation and stalk of individual 

fish', 100 percent preferred 'Dry fly' techniques. Again a challenge dimension 

appears an important qualification of the basic success motivation. 

That there is more to the angling experience than simply catching fish is further 

emphasised by angler preferences for catch limits. Only 32 percent preferred the 

status-quo (3 fish limit) and none preferred an increased limit. A decreased limit 

was preferred by 32 percent, while 35 percent preferred a 'catch and release' 

policy. In addition, 63 percent of anglers stated they would accept a 'catch and 

release' policy if such was imposed. It is apparent that for many anglers, success 

in angling does not require the killing of fish. 

The choice of times for angling trips showed November, December, January and 

February as the most preferred months. Of those preferring November/December, 

the early season angling opportunities were most important reasons. Of those 

preferring January/February, the availability of holidays and the better weather and 

fish-feeding conditions were most important reasons. These results suggest 

angling opportunities are at their best just prior to and during summer peak-use 

periods. 

7.4.3 Tramper Motivations 

For trampers the main first-choice motivation was the opportunity simply 

to participate in the tramping activity (refer Table 7.22 overleaf). Other 

prominent first-choice motivations induded opportunities to undertake a round 

trip; experience nature and scenery and visit new areas. When aU four motivation 

choices were taken into account (refer Table 7.15) this pattern changed little, apart 

from the opportunity to experience nature and scenery becoming more important 

for trampers overall. In general this pattern of motivations differs little from that 

found for trampers in other New Zealand studies (eg Devlin 1976;Simmons 

1980;Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a&b;Harris 1983). 

'Aesthetic/religious' motivations \vere expressed more often in some of these other 

studies, but these Jargely represent the 'experience nature/scenery' dimensions 

included within, which were not distinguished as done here. Apart from 

Harris(1983), where non open-ended questions were used for motivation inquiries, 

these other studies were also lacking a major 'solitude' dimension as was apparent 

here. 
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Table 7.22: Motivations for Tramping in the Study Area 

MOTIVATIONS - TRAMPERS (%) First Second Third Fourth 

ACTIVITY Simple activity participation 20 17 19 16 
SPECIFIC Personal subjective experience 5 3 7 7 

Catch/reward satisfaction 0 0 0 0 
Challenge to skiHs/ahility 0 1 1 1 

ENVIRON- Experience nature! scenery 16 21 18 13 
MENTAL Exit from civilisation 9 8 10 9 

Aesthetic appreciation/enjoyment 0 0 0 0 

PHYSICAL Exercise/fitness/health 5 10 8 9 
Relaxation/peacefulness 1 1 0 3 

CONVEN- Can visit new areas ]5 11 10 5 
IENCE Potential for round trip 19 14 9 8 

Break from Tearaway-tour 0 0 0 0 

SOCIAL Activity with family/group 3 2 4 4 
Meet new people 0 2 1 6 

OTHER 6 11 10 15 

The motivations of trampers here differ from those in other New Zea1and studies 

largely in the ~Convenience' dimensions. Motivations related to ·accessibiIity' as 

noted in Simmons( 1980) were not evident here. The opportunity to 'visit new 

areas' was expressed at similar levels in other studies. But the opportunity to 

undertake a 'round trip' appears unique to trampers here. 

Prominence of this 'round trip' motivation reflects the large number of trampers 

whose current trip incorporated use of the Routebum (63 percent). When the 78 

percent of trampers with any Routebum experience were distinguished~ the 'round 

trip' motivation was more pronounced. Of these trampers,53 percent agreed with 

the statement that walking the Routebum was their main reason for coming on this 

trip (refer Section 7.3.3). Apart from the 'round trip' motivation~ other 

motivations were the same for trampers here. This 'round trip' motivation does 

however highlight the predominant 'convenience' role of the study area for many 

trampers. 
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7.4.4 Trekker Motivations 

Table 7.23: Motivations for Trekking in the Study Area 

MOTIV ATIONS - TREKKERS (%) First Second Third Fourth 

ACTIVITY Simple activity participation 7 4 6 6 
SPECIFIC Personal subjective experience 3 6 6 4 

Catch/reward satisfaction 0 0 0 0 
Challenge to skill/ability 0 I 2 0 

ENVIRON- Experience nature/scenery 35 37 10 10 
MENTAL Exit from civilisation 5 4 13 4 

Aesthetic appreciation/enjoyment 3 1 0 0 

PHYSICAL Exercise/ fitness/heal th 7 16 13 23 
ReI axation/ peacefulness 0 3 2 6 

CONVEN- Can visit new areas 13 1 3 2 
IENCE Potential for round trip 0 0 2 0 

Break from Tearaway-tour 11 8 8 6 

SOCIAL Activity with family/group 1 0 6 6 
Meet new people 0 7 10 4 

OTHER 13 13 19 27 

For trekkers the main first-choice motivation was the opportunity to 'experience 

nature/scenery'. No other first-choice motivations were particularly prominent. 

When all four motivation choices were taken into account (refer Table 7.15), the 

opportunity for 'exercise/fitness/health' became more prominent. The only other 

New Zealand study including trekker motivations (eg Hams 1983) resulted in a 

similar pattern. 'Scenery' emerged as the major motivation, with 'Natural 

History' and 'Physical Exercise' also prominent. The motivation of a Milford visit 

recorded in Harris( 1983) was not evident here, perhaps reflecting the non open

ended motivation questions used there. 

The occurrence of trekkers whose motivations included the opportunity for a 

'break from Tearway-tour' reflects a basic division amongst trekkers. When 

'Tearaway-tour' participants were distinguished, this motivation became logically 
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more pronounced. Other motivation distinctions of 'Tearaway-tour' participants 

included less emphasis on 'exit civilisation' and 'exercise/fitness/health' 

motivations. The 'Tearaway-tour' participants were also more highly represented 

amongst the 'other' motivations, especially with non-serious comments in the third 

and fourth responses(eg orgies, moa-hunting, blister-collecting). 

Further insight into trekker motivations was gained from their 

agreement/disagreement with the motivation statements included in their 

questionnaires. The responses to these statements are presented below. 

0% 100% 

(Key) 

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE 

(a) I'm not experienced enough to do such a trip as an independent walker. 

Other trekkers 

- . -------.---
Tearaway trekker 

(b) It was not possible for me to organise an independent trip in the time 

availabJe. 

Other trekkers 
."-----IIIiii-----

Tearaway trekkers 

(c) I have not got the equipment necessary to do an jnd~pendent walk. 

Other trekkers 

"" .• , .. ----IiiI-----
Tearaway trekkers 

(cl) Guides can give information that informs me about the New Zealand 

natural environment and wildlife that I would otherwise miss out on. 

Other trekkers 

.. -"" --------.--
Tearaway trekkers 
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(e) At my level of fitness 1 prefer the security and safety provided by 

experienced guides. 

Tearaway trekkers 

Other trekkers 
"- . ------.---. 

(f) I came because it is a good way to meet people in a natural environment 

setting. 

Tearaway trekkers 

Other trekkers 

(g) I came because of the chal1enge and adventure opportunities offered by this 

trip. 

Tearaway trekkers 

Other trekkers 

' .•.... :. ---------..: 
These responses indicated that the availability of guides for interpretation and the 

adventure opportunities possible on the trek were the two major reasons for 

undertaking the trek. For 'Tearaway-tour t participants, time and equipnlent 

limitations were important. For those not 'Tearaway-tour' participants, experience 

and fitness limitations were also important. Trekkers were then asked to specify 

which two of the statements above were the most jm~ortant for them. Table 7.24 

shows their responses. These reflected their statement responses above. 

Table 7.24: Statements Most Important to Trekkers 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

STATEMENT % 

a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 

Tearaway Member 

10 
12 
9 

16 
4 

18 
31 

Other Trekkers 

7 
5 
5 

21 
16 
13 
32 
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Challenge and adventure opportunities remained the most important requirements 

of the trek, and guides were particularly important for trekkers not 'Tearaway

tour' participants. 

7.4.5 Summary of Motivations 

While the 'environmental' motivations were the most consistently cited by 

all user-groups (especially 'experience nature/scenery'), hunters and anglers also 

emphasised 'activity-specific' motivations; trampers emphasised 'convenience' 

motivations, and trekkers emphasised a wide range of motivations. 

Hunters' 'activity-specific' emphasis was based upon the 'catch/reward satisfaction' 

dimension. The need for some degree of hunting success before other potential 

motivations such as 'challenge' could become significant, was showed by the 

majority of hunters who indicated greater interest in obtaining a trophy if success

levels were greater. Some hunters appear to be already seeking a challenge 

dimension by their preference for hunting the more difficult and less common 

Fallow deer. 

Anglers' 'activity-specific' emphasis was based simply upon the opportunity to 

participate in the angling activity. This was more pronounced for 'field' than 

'local' anglers, the latter tending to emphasise 'exit-civilisation' and 

'relaxation/peacefulness' more. That the angling act itself was more important 

than the consumptive harvest of fish was further emphasised by angler preference 

for of techniques acknowledged as challenging and difficult, and the general 

willingness to accept a policy of t catch and release'. While' challenge' motivation 

dimensions were not cited prominentJy by anglers, their reasons for fish species 

preference further suggest that such dimensions are irnpIicit requirements of 

angling experiences. 

Trampers' enlphasis on the 0PPo11unity to simply participate in the tramping 

activity and 'experience nature/scenery' motivation dimensions is characteristic of 

other New ZeaJand tramping samples. The motivation dimensions related to 

'potential for round trip' distinguish this sample from others. This. along with 

other results indicative of the Routeburn's importance to use of the study area, 

suggests that the role of the study area relative to the Routebum for trampers, is 

essentially complementary rather than a substitute. This implies that development 

of the study area specifically to reduce Routebum pressure may not achieve the 

desired results. All that would be achieved would be higher use-levels in the study 
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area as more Routeburn trampers did a round-trip, and perhaps increased use of 

the Routebum itself as the availability of such a convenient trip option became 

more well known. 

Trekkers' emphasis on 'experience nature/scenery' motivation dimensions was the 

most pronounced of all user-groups, and represented the motivation most highly 

cited by trekkers overall. Those not 'Tearaway-tour' participants stated 

'exercise/fitness/health' and 'exit-civilisation' dimensions more highly than did the 

'Tearaway-tour' participants, who stated 'convenience' dimensions related to their 

tour more highly. The motivations related to preference for a trekking rather than 

an independent trip emphasised challenge and adventure opportunities most highly 

overall. The roles of guides in interpretation, and to a lesser extent safety, were 

also important components of the trekking opportunity. In relation to this, those 

not 'Tearaway-tour' participants generally considered themselves not experienced 

enough for an independent trip. This was not apparent for the 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants, despite their relative lack of real experience as evident from Section 

7.3.3. For these trekkers it was the availability of equipment and organisation in 

the trekking opportunity that was particularly important. 

Overall, motivations of hunters and anglers appeared more specific to their 

particular activity in the particular type of setting then were those of trampers and 

trekkers. For anglers in particular, the 'wilderness aspects of the angling 

opportunity seemed important (eg natural setting; low angling levels; fly-fishing 

only), along with the implicit aspects of challenge in the activity_ For hunters the 

challenge was also important, but qualified (like other motivations) by a basic 

success requirement. For most trampers the study area appears to represent no 

particularly unique opportunities, apart from its role as a complement to the 

Routebum. And for trekkers, the uniqueness of the trekking opportunity does not 

yet appear to be particularly associated with its Iocational features. 

7.5 USER SATISFACTIONS 

This section presents results related to user satisfaction or the lack of it 

from activities in the study area. Overall summaries are presented before the 

satisfactions each user group are more closely considered. 
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Table 7.25: User Achievement of Expectations in the Study Area 

EXPECTATION LEVEL (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

Expectations not achieved at all 5 2 0 0 
Expectations only achieved a little 25 8 2 7 
Expectations mostly achieved 51 45 40 56 
Expectations completely achieved 19 45 58 39 

This table suggests that apart from hunters, all user-groups achieved nl0st of their 

expectations of activities in the study area. Of all user-groups, trampers cited the 

highest levels of expectation achievement. 

Table 7.26: Sources of User Satisfaction 

(Summary of the 2 responses possible) 

SATISFACTION SOURCES (%) 

Scenery 
Seeing game/fish 
Success in activity 
Fadl itiesl services 
Peace/solitude 
Natural environment 
Quality of activity here 
Ease of access/terrain 
Social experiences 
New area 
Weather 
Challenge in activity 
Physical experiences 
Exit civilisation 
Low use levels 
Quantity of game/fish 
Site-specific satisfactions 
Other 

Hunters 

20 
13 
10 
9 
7 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
J 
1 
I 
0 
4 

Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

29 30 33 
4 4 0 
8 0 0 
5 7 23 
5 4 0 
3 8 10 

19 3 3 
3 4 4 

10 9 II 
I I 0 
0 6 2 
4 0 0 
0 5 5 
3 2 2 
2 3 0 
4 0 0 
0 3 0 
0 9 7 

From user responses, 'scenery' emerged as the major source of user satisfaction 

with experiences. The other prominent sources of satisfaction varied depending 

upon the user-group concerned. For hunters, seeing game and success in hunting 

was important. For anglers, the quality of the activity and the social experiences 

possible were important. Both these user-groups rated success in the activity 

lower than might be expected. For trampers, scenery was clearly the salient 
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source of satisfaction, with no other source being particularly prominent. For 

trekkers scenery was important, but the facilities and services available on the trek 

were also important, as were the natural environment and the social experiences 

possible. 

Table 7.27: Sources of User Dissatisfaction 

(Summary of 2 responses possible) 

DISSATISFACTION LEVEL (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

Low game/fish numbers 28 18 2 0 
High use levels 11 6 1 9 
Inconsiderate/illegal behaviour 11 19 3 0 
Cattle/fences 5 3 5 1 
Air access 5 1 2 0 
Weather 4 9 8 14 
Commercial recreation development 3 2 1 0 
Track condition/route 2 5 21 15 
Facilities limited 2 3 9 1 
Hut crowding 1 6 10 0 
Disturbance of game/fish 1 3 1 0 
Im proved/increased access 1 3 1 0 
Access difficult/tiring 1 0 1 10 
Interpretation/information 0 1 1 3 
Expectations unfulfilled 0 0 0 6 
Other 16 12 29 30 
No dissatisfactions 7 4 6 II 

From user responses, no clear sources of dissatisfaction emerged common to all 

users. The responses of hunters and anglers tended to be similar, while the same 

can be said for trampers and tfekkers. For hunters and anglers, low game and fish 

numbers were important, although this was more pronounced for hunters. 

Behavioural problems were important, especially for ang]ers. As for hunters, high 

use levels were also important. For trampers and trekkers, the condition and route 

of the track was important, although this was more pronounced for trampers. For 

trampers, hut crowding and facilities were important, while for trekkers the 

weather and the difficulty of the walk were important. _Both expressed high 

'other' sources of dissatisfaction, although this largely comprised a 'sandflies' 

response. 

Each user-group perceived different impacts of others on their recreation 

experiences. For hunters, commercial recreation activities and general 

development of the study area were major impact sources. For anglers, pressures 

on game and fish were important. 
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Table 7.28: Sources of Perceived Impact of Others on Recreation 
Experiences (Summary of the 2 responses possible) 

PERCEIVED IMPACT SOURCES (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers T,rekkers 

Corn mercial recreation activity 23 9 11 4 
General development of study area 15 3 7 9 
Loss of solitude/wilderness feeling 11 10 10 4 
Hut crowding 9 3 3 0 
Hunting pressure 9 12 6 2 
Cattle/fences 7 3 25 29 
Angling pressure 4 28 6 2 
Damage to the environment 2 2 8 2 
Behf!viour of others 1 7 4 2 
Other 3 5 4 4 
No impacts noticed 10 16 18 40 

Trampers and trekkers tended to be most alike, with emphasis on cattle and fences 

as prominent impact sources. This emphasis was even more pronounced when the 

high proportions of those who noticed no impacts are noted. For trampers, 

commercial recreation activities and the loss of solitude/wilderness feeling were 

also important sources of impact perception. 

7.5.1 Hunter Satisfaction 

Other New Zealand hunting studies did not identify sources of hunter 

satisfaction or dissatisfaction, apart from that evident from volunteered comments. 

These tended to emphasis scenery as a major source of hunter satisfaction and 

weather as a major source of dissatisfaction (eg Groome et al 1983a&b).Lack of 

game killed or seen were major reasons found for hunter retirement in Simmons 

and Devlin (1980). 

Further insight into hunter satisfactions was gained from the 30 percent of hunters 

whose expectations were at best only achieved a little. While their sources of 

satisfaction differed little from those of other hunters, their sources of 

dissatisfaction were different. Low game/fish numbers were stated by 63 percent 

of these hunters, while the figure for all hunters was only 28 percent (Table 7.27). 

This suggests that for these hunters, success was a particularly important but 

relatively unfulfilled requirement of their hunting experiences. 

However the future use of the study area for hunting was not affected by the 

hunters' degree of expectation achievement. In both cases 88 percent of hunters 
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stated they would return to hunt in the study area. Of the 12 percent who would 

not return, only 33 percent had made previous visits (vs 54 percent overall). 

However 61 percent of these hunters had achieved success in the study area, as 

opposed to 52 percent of those who would return. And 31 percent of these 

hunters rated themselves 'very experienced', as opposed to 20 percent of those 

who would return. These results suggest these relatively nlore experienced and 

successful hunters were less satisfied with hunting experiences in the study area, 

and thus may have greater success requirements in hunting experiences. This is 

suggested by the reasons hunters gave for their future use choices. 

Table 7.29: Reasons for Hunter Choice of Future Use of the Study 
Area 

REASON (%) 

Like the area/scenery 
Depends if game numbers increase 
Trophy potential 
Good hunting 
Convenient/close to home 
Easy terrain 
Attraction of Fallow herd 
Good facilities/access 
Good fishing 
Poor hunting 
Deer numbers low 
High use levels 
Other 

Would return 
(88 percent) 

25 
17 
12 
8 
7 
5 
5 
4 
4 
o 
o 
o 
3 

Wouldn't return 
(12 percent) 

o 
17 
5 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

It 
22 
28 
16 

From user responses, those who would return would do so because they liked the 

area and scenery (25 percent), the game has trophy potential (12 percent), and the 

hunting is good (8 percent). This was qualified by 17 percent who would prefer 

increased game numbers on a return trip. Of the the 12 percent who would not 

return, 78 percent gave reasons related to game numbers. For these hunters it 

would appear that higher success rates would be the predominant requirement for 

future use. There is also an indication that the presence of others users at current 

levels is not acceptable to some hunters. 

7.5.2 AngJer Satisfactions 

Other New Zealand angling studies did not identify sources of angler 
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satisfaction, or dissatisfaction apart from those evident from volunteered comments 

(eg Groome et aI 1983b;Jellyman 1984), These emphasised scenery as being the 

most often stated source of angler satisfaction. Other apparent sources of 

satisfaction were included in 'exit-civilisation' and 'peace/solitude' dimensions. 

And as found in this study, these other studies did not find success-related 

dimensions to be a major source of satisfaction stated by users. 

When the distinction was made bet\veen the 'field' and 'local' anglers, some 

changes in satisfaction response were evident. The 'field' anglers stated relatively 

lower achievement of expectations, with 18 percent having at best achieved their 

expectations only a little (0 percent for 'locals'). Sources of satisfaction varied 

with 'field' anglers citing 'scenery' (30 percent) and 'social experiences' (16 

percent) at higher levels than 'local' anglers (21 percent;2 percent). 'Local' 

anglers cited the 'quality of the activity here' at higher levels (24 percent) than did 

'field' anglers (11 percent). Sources of dissatisfaction also varied with 'local' 

anglers citing higher levels of 'inconsiderate/illegal behaviour' (22 percent) and 

'high use levels' (12 percent) than 'field' anglers (12 percent;3 percent). However 

the major differences apparent between the 'local' and 'field' anglers, related to 

satisfaction, were in the sources of perceived impacts of others. 'Local' anglers 

cited 'angling pressure' at a higher level (32 percent) than did 'field' anglers (17 

percent). 'Local' anglers also cited higher levels of 'loss of solitude/wilderness 

feeling' and 'pollution/litter' (11 percent each) than did 'field' anglers (3 percent; 

o percent). 'Fie1d' anglers cited 'don't know' at higher levels (21 percent) than 

'local' anglers (3 percent). 

These results suggest that the satisfactions of 'local' anglers were more specific to 

the activity itself, with less emphasis on other elements of the experiences such as 

'scenery' and 'social experiences'. The 'local' anglers tended to be more 

concerned with behavioural problems, use levels and angling pressure than did the 

'field' anglers. This concern was reflected by the greater preference for increased 

fish numbers by 'local' anglers (85 percent) than 'field' anglers (75 percent). 

From anglers overalI, it was apparent that satisfactions related largely to more 

general sources (eg scenery). Dissatisfactions and impact perceptions tended to 

relate more specifically to the activity itself, and associated dimensions (eg angling 

pressure/use levels). 
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7.5.3 Tramper Satisfactions 

The pattern of expectation achievement by trampers overall reflected that of 

trampers on the Routeburn (eg Harris 1983). Within the tramper sample this 

pattern was consistent for foreigners and those with some experience of the 

Routebum. For those with no experience of the Routebum, whose use was thus 

confined to the study area itself, the proportion of those who had completely 

achieved their objectives was less (45 percent) than that for trampers overall (58 

percent). This suggested a difference in satisfaction achievement for those whose 

use was exclusive to the study area, rather than being associated with Routeburn 

use. However when the sources of satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and perceived 

impact from both groups were considered, little difference was apparent. These 

overall response patterns (Tables 7.26-28) remained consistent for trampers. 

Some New Zealand tramping studies have also attempted to identify sources of 

tramper satisfaction and dissatisfaction through open-ended questions (eg Simmons 

and Devlin 1981;Harris 1983). Others have made use of volunteered comments in 

this respect (eg Groome et al I 983a&b). Despite the varied terminologies used, 

all of these studies have tended to emphasise scenery dimensions as the most often 

stated sources of satisfaction, with dimensions related to 'natural history' also 

prominent (eg Harris 1983). The sources of dissatisfaction stated have tended to 

emphasise 'weather'. Unlike this study~ trampers in these other studies did not 

cite track related problems highly as sources of dissatisfaction. 

7.5.4 Trekker Satisfactions 

The pattern of expectation achievement by trekkers represents a lower level 

of achievement than for trekkers on the Routebum (eg Harris 1983). While 39 

percent of trekkers here completely achieved their expectations, the figure was 68 

percent for Routebum trekkers. However within the trekker sample the distinction 

between 'Tearaway-tour' participants and the other trekkers becomes apparent. 

While only 30 percent of 'Tearaway-tour' participants completely achieved their 

expectations, the figure was 60 percent for the other trekkers. However when the 

sources of satisfaction. dissatisfaction and perceived impact from both groups were 

considered there \vere few major differences. For those not 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants, the 'facilities/services' and 'social' sources of satisfaction were 

slightly more impo11ant. In their dissatisfactions the 'other' and 'track 

condition/route' were more important, although a higher proportion stated 'no 
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dissatisfactions'. And there were no differences for sources of perceived impact, 

apart from a higher proportion of 'Tearaway-tour' participants (47 percent) stating 

'no impacts noticed' than did other trekkers (23 percent). 

One New Zealand study has also attempted to identify sources of trekker 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction through open-ended questions (eg Harris 1983), 

This study found that sources of trekker satisfaction occurred in a pattern similar to 

that of trampers. This emphasised 'scenery' as most important, with 'natural 

history' and 'social experiences' also important. This response pattern was also 

found for trekkers here. For dissatisfactions in Harris(1983), over 60 percent of 

trekkers stated 'none', unlike here where a wide variety of dissatisfactions were 

evident. 

7.5.5 Summary of Satisfactions 

Apart from hunters, high levels of overall satisfaction were evident from the 

high degree of expectation achievement stated. Results from this study are 

therefore in accordance with the almost universal high satisfaction levels evident in 

other studies. However the hunters were an exception, with a relatively large 

proportion not really achieving the expectations of their visit(s). The perceived 

lack of game emerged as the prominent source of dissatisfaction, and almost 20 

percent of all hunters stated their future use of the study area was conditional on 

increased game numbers. 

The only consensus between user-groups related to satisfaction was in the 

prominence of 'scenery' as the major source of satisfaction overall. The user

groups differed in their responses to the other open-ended questions related to 

satisfaction: 

for the less prominent sources of satisfaction. hunters emphasised seeing game 
and successful hunting; anglers emphasised the quality of angling here; 
trampers indicated no particular sources apart from scenery; and trekkers 
emphasised the facilities/services and social experiences; 

for sources of dissatisfaction, hunters emphasised low game numbers, high use 
levels and negative behaviour; anglers emphasised negative behaviour and Iow 
fish numbers; trampers emphasised track condition/route~ hut crowding and 
limited facilities; and trekkers emphasised track condition/route and weather; 

and for perceived impacts of others, hunters emphasised commercial recreation 
activity~ anglers emphasised angling pressure; and both trampers and trekkers 
emphasised cattle/fences. 
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While differences in these responses were also evident within the user-groups 

themselves, this summary provides basic description of positive and negative 

aspects of experiences perceived. For positive aspects (apart from the generalised 

'scenery' response), hunters perceived aspects associated with the 'consumptive' 

orientation of their activity; anglers perceived aspects associated with 'quality' in 

their activity; trampers perceived a variety of aspects overall; and trekkers 

perceived aspects associated with the particular features of trekking opportunities. 

For negative aspects, hunters perceived aspects associated with resource, 

behavourial and commercial recreation problems; anglers perceived aspects 

associated with resource and behavioural problems; trampers perceived aspects 

associated with track, facility and pastoral-use problems; and trekkers perceived 

aspects associated with track, weather and pastoral-use problems. 

7.6 USER PREFERENCES FOR MANAGEMENT 

This section presents results related to user preferences for management in 

the study area. Summaries are presented before the preferences of each user 

group are more closely considered. 

Table 7.30: User Preferences for Developments 
(Because many cited 'No developments' as first choice. second choices were not 
included.) 

DEVELOPMENTS (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

No developments 73 64 67 79 
Increased hut size 4 3 9 2 
Game/fish regulations 4 2 0 0 
Increased game/fish numbers 3 0 0 7 
More hut facilities 2 9 8 0 
More interpretation/information J 3 4 2 
Decreased use levels I 10 3 4 
Commercial use regulation 1 0 0 0 
Other 10 8 8 5 

Preference for no further developments was strong for all users, and is strongly 

suggestive of the 'last settler syndrome' ~ in which the status quo conditions are 

considered ideal. When developments were considered in terms of preferred 

objectives for a hypothetical management fund, areas of user concern became more 

evident (refer Table 7.31 overleaf). 
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From Table 7.31, hunters and anglers tended to support objectives related to 

game/fish management and increase. Trampers and trekkers tended to support 

objectives related to hut/track maintenance and improvement and protection of the 

environment. Hunters in particular supported management/increase of game, and 

controls/limits to use by others. Anglers supported management of fish. 

Trampers supported hutltrack maintenance and more campsites/shelters. And 

trekkers supported track improvement. 

Table 7.31: Summary of Preferred Objectives for a Hypothetical Management 
Fund 

(Corn bination of 2 responses possible) 

PREFERRED OBJECTIVES (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

Game/fish management 24 21 3 0 
Increased game/fish numbers 21 16 0 8 
Maintenance of huts/tracks 12 9 26 21 
Use controls/limits 10 3 1 1 
Research 8 8 0 ) 

Control/removal of leasehold tenure 5 5 1 0 
Protection of environment 4 7 10 15 
Commercial recreation controls/limits 2 2 1 0 
I nformatio n / interpretation 2 2 6 3 
Increased hut size 1 7 9 5 
Wilderness management 0 6 0 1 
Track improvement 0 3 18 27 
H ut facilities 0 2 4 0 
Side tracks/nature trails 0 2 1 5 
Campsites/shelters 0 0 15 0 
Deer cull 0 0 0 3 
Other 6 2 3 10 

Further insight into areas of user concern can be gained from their preferences for 

different levels of management factors listed in questionnaires (see Appendix Four 

for detail of responses). In general users tended to prefer current levels of these 

factors~ again emphasising status quo preference. Examples where user 

preferences generally emphasised 'more' of a management factor included 'deer 

numbers~, 'side tracks/nature trails' and 'infolmation/publicity in huts'. Examples 

where user preferences generally emphasised 'less/none' of a management factor 

included 'hunting safaris', 'fishing safaris" 'guided wa1ks', 'domestic stock' and 

'air access'. Users were then asked which of these management factors they 

prefen-ed most urgent attention by managers (refer Table 7.32 overleaf). 
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Table 7.32: Summary of Management Factors Preferred for Attention 
(Summary of 3 responses possible) 

FACTORS FOR ATTENTION (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

Deer numbers 35 13 3 8 
Domestic stock 13 4 4 1 
Safari hunting 10 1 0 1 
Safari fishing 5 8 I 1 
Track marking 5 3 9 20 
Better road access 5 1 3 3 
Smaller huts 3 6 4 0 
Established campsites 3 3 6 5 
Air access 3 0 8 3 
Information/publicity: in huts 3 0 4 5 
Larger huts 2 11 9 0 
Track improvement 2 8 17 14 
Signposting 2 3 8 15 
Information/publicity: outside area 2 3 4 6 
Hut equipment/facilities 1 7 8 6 
Guided walks 0 3 2 0 
Side tracks/nature trails 0 1 5 1 
Bridges 0 0 3 8 
Other recreational users 0 0 0 I 
Other 3 22 3 1 

From Table 7.32, it is apparent that user-groups differed in what they considered 

required most attention by managers. For hunters the level of 'deer numbers' , the 

presence of 'domestic stock' and any possibility of 'safari hunting' all required 

particular attention. For anglers the prominence of 'other' reflects the -fish 

numbers' factor included within it (eg 18 of the 22 percent). As well as -fish 

numbers', the level of 'deer numbers' and the provision of 'larger huts' would all 

require particular attention. For trampers the 'track improvement' factor required 

most attention. And for trekkers the 'track improvement', 'track marking' and 

'signposting' factors all required particular attention. 

From Table 7.33 (overleaf), there was general consensus in preferences for 

developments to be avoided. Most users preferred that developments associated 

with 'commercialism/tourism' and 'increased use levels ~ be avoided. For anglers, 

the preferences against 'commercialism/tourism' developments were enhanced by 

additional preferences against 'hunting/fishing safaris' and 'air access' 

developments. Both hunters and anglers also preferred that developments 

associated with any 'Greenstone road' proposals be avoided. And trekkers 

preferred that any 'track improvement' developments were also to be avoided. 
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Table 7.33: Summary of User Preferences for Developments to be Avoided 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

NON-DEVELOPMENTS (%) Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

Com mercialism/tourism 34 25 29 27 
Increased use levels 14 17 14 17 
Greenstone road 14 ]8 8 8 
Hunting/fishing safaris 8 11 3 4 
Recreational hunting 5 0 2 8 
Guided walks 4 6 7 1 
Track improvement 3 4 5 15 
Hut improvement 3 3 7 8 
More huts 3 1 6 1 
Improved road access 3 0 4 0 
Air access 1 10 5 1 
Cattle/fences 0 1 2 8 
General development of area 0 0 2 ] 

Other 5 4 3 0 

This appears to conflict with previously stated trekker preferences for track and 

track-related improvements (eg Tables 7.31-32). Such inconsistency between 

preferred developments and those to be avoided is not an uncommon response 

pattern from recreationists. It highlights the need to avoid literal interpretation of 

user responses in some cases. Overall, the consistency amongst users for 

developments to be avoided suggests that these represented generally held concerns 

rather than site-specific issues. An exception was the concern by hunters and 

anglers about 'Greenstone road' proposals. 

7.6.1 Hunter Management Preferences 

These tended to reflect concern with the basic hunting resource (eg game). 

Game numbers and management were particularly emphasised. Overall, 75 

percent preferred increased game numbers while the remaining 25 percent 

preferred numbers maintained at current levels. In response to the 'deer numbers' 

management factor (refer Appendix Four)! 79 percent preferred 'more' and 21 

percent preferred 'same'. These preferences for deer numbers are similar to those 

of Blue Mountain RHA hunters (Nugent and Mawhinney 1987). 

From Table 7. 34 (overleaf) it is apparent that those preferring deer number 

increase did so because they considered hunting success insufficient due to low 

game numbers. Those preferring maintenance of deer numbers did so because 

they considered numbers were at optimum levels now for balancing environmental 

concerns, game quality and hunting success. 
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Table 7.34: Reasons for Deer Numbers Preference 

REASONS (%) Increase Numbers Maintained Numbers 

Numbers insufficient at this level 
Improve hunting success 
Will encourage the hunting experience 
Environment can sustain higher numbers 
Will improve trophy potential 
Environmental! game balanced now 
Numbers sufficient at this level 
Other 

26 
25 
20 
10 
9 
7 
o 
2 

Table 7.35: Preferred Options for Game Control 
(second preferences in brackets) 

OPTIONS (%) Fallow deer 

Recreational hunting - foot only 96 (2) 
- foot/air 3 (8) 
- guided safaris 0 (11) 

Commercial control - foot only 0 (29) 
- foot/air 0 (3) 

Government control - foot only I (31) 
- foot/air 0 (17) 
- poisoning 0 (0) 

Red deer 

91 (1) 
6 (7) 
2 (10) 
0 (25) 
0 (7) 
2 (31) 
0 (16) 
0 (0) 

7 
7 

15 
2 

14 
23 
15 
13 

Chamois 

87 (3) 
8 (3) 
3 (13) 
0 (25) 
0 (6) 
3 (22) 
0 (28) 
0 (0) 

For game control ~ recreational hunting by foot was the preferred method, as in 

other New Zealand hunting studies (eg Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 

1981a). This preference was more pronounced for hunters here than in these 

other studies. And unlike these other studies, this study also elicited secondary 

preferences for game control. Apart from control of Chamois, where the relatively 

high preference for government hunting by air reflected its more inaccessible 

alpine habitat, hunters preferred that any non-recreational game control be done 

on foot. This would put other control methods on the same terms as recreational 

hunting. 

As with other studies (eg Simmons and Devlin 1981; Groome et al 1981a), hunters 

here preferred that recreational hunting be separated in some way from other 

control methods. Preferences for management emphasised separation by different 

methods at different times (52 percent) ~ and in different areas (34 percent). A 
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similar pattern was found by Simmons and Devlin (1980) while in Groome et al 

(1983a) the emphasis was more upon seperation of methods by use of different 

areas. 

For management of recreational hunting itself, hunters here had greater preference 

for a block-hunting system with limited numbers of hunters per block (63 percent), 

than for the current open-forest system with numbers limited overall (32 percent). 

Table 7.36: Reasons for Hunting System Preferences 

REASONS (%) 

Safety 
Easier for management/control 
Reduced pressure on main areas 
Fewer other hunters encountered 
Reduced pressure on game 
Improved success 
Other 

Prefer block 
-hunting 

59 
22 

8 
4 
2 
2 
2 

Prefer open 
forest 

8 
40 

6 
]8 
6 
2 

19 

Hunters preferring a block-hunting system tended to do so because they perceived 

it as being safer, largely because the numbers of hunters present in an area would 

be known. However this was at variance with manager perceptions evident from 

interviews, which emphasised the open-forest/limited numbers system as being the 

safest. Managers also considered a block-hunting system impractical in the study 

area due to the limited size of the RHA and the uneven distribution of game 

within. Hunter preference for the open-forest system was largely due to the 

perception that it was easier for management and control. 

With regard to preferences for levels of management factors (refer Appendix One), 

hunters were distinguished from others by their preferences for 'less/none' 

signposting~ improved tracks, side walks/nature trails, hunting safaris and domestic 

stock. Only for deer numbers were hunters distinguished by preference for 

'more'. Differences were apparent from other New Zealand hunting studies where 

preferences for levels of management factors had tended to be more concerned 

with 'less' access (eg helipads. airstrips, roading, commercialism/tourism) and 

'more' track marking, signposting, campsites and small huts. 
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7.6.2 Angler Management Preferences 

These also reflected concern with the basic angling resource (eg fish). Fish 

numbers and management were particularly emphasised. OveraH, 80 percent 

preferred increased fish numbers while the remaining 20 percent preferred 

numbers maintained at current levels. Preference for increased fish numbers was 

more pronounced amongst 'local' anglers (86 percent). The preferred regulation 

of angling techniques in the study area was the current -fly-fishing only' regulation 

(83 percent). Some 15 percent preferred a combination allowing both fly-fishing 

and threadlining. The preferred catch-limit regulations were 'catch and release' 

(35 percent), a limit of less than three fish per day (32 percent) and the current 

three fish per day limit (32 percent). Further support for a 'catch and release' 

regulation was emphasised by the 63 percent who indicated they would accept it if 

such were imposed. In both cases 'local' anglers exhibited greater support for 

'catch and release' (46 percent pr~fen'ed it; 76 percent would accept it). 

Table 7.37: Reasons for Acceptance of Catch and Release 

REASONS(%) 

Maintains the resource 
Improves the fishing 
Success measured in catch 
Need exceptions for trophy 
Need exceptions for eating 
Fly techniques suit 'catch and release' 
Should allow angler discretion 
Enough fish are available 
Other 

Accept 
Regulation 

47 
14 
11 
11 
6 
6 
3 
o 
3 

Not accept 
Regulation 

o 
o 

10 
5 

15 
o 

40 
20 
10 

It is apparent from Table 7.37 that acceptance of catch and release depends upon 

two perceptions by anglers. Firstly that the angling experience need not require 

the death of all fish landed, and secondly that depletion of the resource will occur 

in the absence of imposed (or self-imposed) controls. For many anglers here~ 

'catch and release' has become a voluntary convention applied to most fish landed. 

Those that would not accept such a regulation tended to favour the concept itself, 

but considered that angler discretion should be aBowed (eg to cuB poor fish, to 

take fish that would die anyway). From Table 7.38 (overleaf) however, it was 

apparent that angler orientation toward Catch and Release reflected their success 

rates. 
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Table 7.38: Fish Numbers Landed by Anglers with Different Limit Preferences 
(in last 5 years) 

NUMBER All Prefer < 3 Would accept Specifically prefer 
(%) Anglers fish per day catch and release catch and release 

0-49 22 20 21 12 
50-99 19 13 18 18 
100-199 11 17 3 0 
150-199 9 7 9 12 
200-249 4 7 3 6 
250-299 9 13 6 0 
300+ 26 27 39 53 

Anglers more committed to a 'catch and release' philosophy were more successful 

at landing fish. This was pronounced for ~local' anglers, who did tend to be more 

committed to 'catch and release'. Those anglers who claimed to be committed to 

a 'catch and release' philosophy, confinned this by being those anglers most 

inclined to release fish caught (refer Table 7.39). 

Table 7.39: Fish (%) Kept by Anglers with Different Limit Preferences 

FISH KEPT AB 
(%) Anglers 

0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-69 
70-79 
80-89 
90-100 

15] 
21 . 50 
14 
5 
7 
2 
7 
9 
2 

18 

Prefer < 3 
fish per day 

3D 41 

6 
12 
o 
o 

12 
6 

24 

Would accept 
catch and release 

18] 29 62 
15 
4 
9 
o 
o 

12 
o 

12 

Specifically prefer 
catch and release 

29J 29 87 
29 
o 
6 
o 
o 
6 
o 
o 

Thus for many anglers in the study area, the 'catch and release' philosophy was 

already being applied on a voluntary basis. Infonnal interviews indicated that this 

was particularly so for overseas anglers (mostly North Americans), \vho generally 

considered the study area fishery as being of high qua1ity relative to their own 

livers. Many said that due to angling pressure a similar fishery at home would be 

managed as 'Catch and Release'. 
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With regard to preferences for levels of management factors (refer Appendix 

Four), anglers were distinguished from others by their preferences for 'less/none ~ 

larger huts and air access, and for 'more' deer numbers. Compared with 'field' 

anglers, the 'local' anglers had greater preferences for 'less/none' larger huts, 

signposting, track marking, improved tracks, side walks/nature trails, guided 

walks, hunting safaris, fishing safaris, domestic stock, information/publicity outside 

area, and better access roads. 'Local' anglers also had greater preferences for 

'more' deer numbers, fish numbers, and air access. 

With regard to preferences for development, 71 percent of 'local' anglers preferred 

'no developments' as opposed to 52 percent of 'field' anglers (refer table 7.30). 

When developments were interpreted in a management objective context, 'local' 

anglers cited greater preference for 'increased game/fish numbers' (32 percent) 

than did 'field' anglers (19 percent)(refer table 7.31). When developments were 

interpreted in the context of management factors requiring most attention, 'local' 

anglers cited greater preference for 'fish numbers' (35 percent) than did 'field' 

anglers (8 percent), while 'field' anglers cited greater preference for 'larger huts' 

(25 percent) than did 'local' anglers (2 percent). Preferences of 'local' anglers 

appeared more concerned with management of the fish resource and limits to 

development in the study area, while 'field' anglersappeared less opposed to 

development. However when considering developments to be avoided, the 

consensus demonstrated between user groups was also evident amongst anglers, 

with only general concerns being expressed. 

7.6.3 Tramper Management Preferences 

These tended to reflect concerns with tracks and accommodation. Track 

improvement and maintenance of huts and tracks were particularly emphasised. 

Within those concerns there did not emerge any major preferences for 

development of new or increased facilities, apart from track improvements. As 

evident from preferred developments (refer Table 7.30), the predominant 

management preference of tranlpers was for maintenance of the status quo. 

With regard to preferences for levels of management factors (refer Appendix 

Four), tt-ampers were distinguished from others by their preferences for 'less/none' 

other recreationists and safari hunting, and 'more' larger huts. established 

campsites, improved tracks, and side walks/nature trails. When the distinction was 

made between Routeburn trampers and those with use exclusive to the study area~ 
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Routebum trampers preferred 'more' smaller huts, signposting, track marking, 

improved tracks, information/publicity in huts, and 'less/none' deer number. Non

Routebum trampers cited 'comn1erciaIism/tourism' more frequently (39 percent) as 

developments to be avoided than did Routebum trampers (26 percent). 

Overall these management preferences reflect those found in other New Zealand 

studies (eg Simmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a&b;HalTis 1983). 

However as also found in these studies, the status quo represented the implicit 

management preference for most trampers. 

7.6.4 Trekker Management Preferences 

These tended to reflect concerns with track conditions only. Track 

improvement, marking and signposting, along with maintenance of huts and tracks 

were particularly emphasised. Trekkers cited the greatest preference overall for 

'no developments' (refer Table 7.30), and were also consistently high in their 

preference for the 'same' levels of management factors (refer Appendix Four). 

This suggests that for trekkers more than any other users, the status quo was the 

preferred state of the study area. 

With regard to preferences for levels of management (refer Appendix Four), 

trekkers were not only distinguished from others by their common preferences for 

'same' levels, but also by preference for 'more' bridges, signposting, track 

marking, and information/publicity in huts. When the distinction was made 

between 'Tearaway-tour' pal1icipants and other trekkers, 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants preferred 'more' blidges, si gnposting , track marking and deer 

numbers, while preferring 'less/none~ larger huts and other recreational users. 

Other trekkers preferred 'more' side tracks/nature trails, information/publicity in 

huts and outside the area, while preferring 'less/none' established campsites, 

hunting and fishing safaris, domestic stock, deer numbers and air access. Overall 

these other trekkers preferred 'same' levels more often. This reflected their higher 

preference for 'no developments' (85 percent) than 'Tearaway-tour' participants 

(77 percent) (refer table 7.30). However there were no differences for 

developments to be avoided or objectives for a management fund. 

Predominance of preference for the status-quo here was reflected in the other New 

Zealand study related to trekking (eg Hams 1983). Preference for 'more' in that 

study was only prominent for side tracks/nature trails, infom1ation/publicity, 
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improved tracks and signposting. 

7.6.5 Summary of Management Preferences 

These tended to reflect the problem-perceptions identified in Section 7.5, 

although overall they also represented an expression of the 'last settler syndrome' . 

In accordance with this concept, most users preferred the status quo. Support for 

this contention was evident from the high proportion of 'no developments ~ stated 

for preferred developments (refer Table 7.30), and from the consistent high 

preference for the 'same' levels of most listed management factors (refer Appendix 

Four). However user response to other management questions did highlight the 

established problem-perceptions of the different user-groups: 

for preferred management objectives~ hunters emphasised increased game 
numbers and management, hut/track maintenance, and more use limits; anglers 
emphasised increased fish numbers and management; trampers emphasised 
hut/track maintenance, track improvement and more campsites/shelters; and 
trekkers emphasised hut/track maintenance, track improvement and 
environment protection; 

for those management factors requInng most attention ~ hunters emphasised 
deer numbers, domestic stock and safari hunting; anglers emphasised fish 
numbers, deer numbers and larger huts; trampers emphasised track 
improvements; and trekkers emphasised track marking, signposting and track 
improvement. 

Again the reponses here emphasised game/fish resource problem-perceptions for 

hunters and anglers; track and to a lesser extent hut-related problem-perceptions 

for trampers; and track-related problem-prceptions for trekkers. The strength of 

resource concerns held by hunters and anglers was emphasised further by their 

responses to the more activity-specific questions asked them (refer Section 7.6.1 

and 7.6.2). Trampers and trekkers reflected the 'last settler syndrome' more 

strongly by their greater preference for the status quo management objective for 

hut/track maintenance (refer table 7.31). 

7.7 WHY THE STUDY AREA WAS PREFERRED 

This section presents results related to user preference for use of the study 

area rather than other areas. Differences and preferences perceived between the 

Greenstone and CapIes Valleys are also presented. 
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7.7.1 Why Preferred for Hunting 

Table 7.40: Summary of Main Hunting Areas Used 
(Combination of first 2 responses) 

AREAS USEDl 

Southland 
Other South Island 
Fiordland 
Southern Lakes 
Otago 
Other 

(%) 

28 
23 
15 
10 
9 

15 

Of the wide variety of hunting areas listed, none was used by more than five 

percent of hunters overall, apart from the Blue Mountains RHA in Southland. 

This was the main hunting area cited by 15 percent of all hunters. The location of 

hunting trips however changed for trips of different duration (refer Table 7.41). 

Table 7.41: Hunting Trip Locations for Trips of Different Duration 

LOCATIONS (%) Day Weekend Long Weekend Extended 

Southland 44 32 22 10 
Southern Lakes 12 15 24 12 
Otago 12 11 ]4 2 
Fiordland 10 19 20 18 
Other South Island 8 4 8 39 
Other 14 19 12 19 

Of all areas, only the Blue Mountains RHA in 'Southland' was consistently highly 

used. For 'day' trips it comprised 30 percent of all locations stated; for 

'weekends' 20 percent; for 'long weekends' 14 percent; and for 'extended' 

duration trips it comprised 10 percent. Clearly use of the Blue Mountains RHA 

was dominated by shorter trips, with use declining for longer trips. 

1. Areas classified on basis of Acclimatisation Society boundaries. with 
'Fiordland' being distinguished from the Southern Lakes Wildlife 
Conservancy <,Southern Lakes')(see Tierny et at 1982), 
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Stewart Island in 'other South Island' was only prominent location for 'extended' 

duration trips, where it comprised 27 percent of all locations reported. The 

Wakatipu RHA in the 'Southern Lakes' became important for 'long weekends' 

where it comprised eight percent of all locations stated, and for 'extended' 

duration trips where it comprised 10 percent. How such trips fitted into overall 

hunting participation patterns was indicated by the frequency of these varying 

duration trips shown in Table 7.42. 

Table 7.42 ~ Frequency of Trips of Different Duration 
(in the last 5 years) 

FREQUENCY (%) Day Weekend Long Weekend Extended 

1-4 27 24 34 49 
5-9 11 21 22 22 
10-14 11 26 20 18 
15-19 3 0 2 1 
20-24 9 7 0 2 
25-29 5 4 0 5 
30+ 31 11 19 1 

This shows that as trip duration increased~ frequency of such trips decreased. 

Similar patterns have been found in other New Zealand studies (eg Simmons and 

Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a). From this it is apparent that as trip length 

increased, not only did overall use of the Blue Mountains RHA decrease, but so to 

did the frequency of trips there. This supported findings in the Blue Mountains 

RHA study that hunters there tended to be locals engaged in frequent trips of 

relatively short duration (Nugent and Mawhinney 1987; Nugent pers corn). 

Stewart Island represented the single most popular location for 'extended' duration 

trips, reflecting findings of Mawhinney(1980) that trips there tended to be long 

and relatively infrequent. Use of the Wakatipu RHA for hunting was also greater 

for longer trips. This suggests the 0PPo11unity to undertake infrequent but longer 

hips was an important reason for hunter use of the study area. Such was the case 

for Stewart Island~ although to a much greater extent there. 

Reasons hunters gave for use of the study area! rather than such other areas, 

emphasised its game and Iocational features (refer Table 7.43 overleaf). The 

presence of fallow deer was the main attraction for hunting in the study area. 

Also important was the proximity of the area to home, the opportunity to visit a 

new area, the scenery in the area, and the numbers of deer in the area. 
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Table 7.43: Reasons for Use of Wakatipu RHA rather than Other Areas 

REASONS (%) First Second 

Presence of fallow deer 29 9 
New area 21 4 
Convenient/close to home 18 10 
Deer numbers 12 3 
Scenery 4 18 
Trophy potential 4 9 
Good fishing 4 9 
Good huts/facilities ] 4 
The variety of activities possible 1 4 
Low use levels 1 I 
Reputation of area 0 10 
Other 5 18 

Like the study area, other areas were used by hunters for a number of reasons .. 

In the Blue Mountains RHA the presence of fallow deer (44 percent) and closeness 

to home (36 percent) were the major reasons for hunting there. Opportunities to 

hunt in a new area (6 percent) and to experience scenery (0 percent) were stated 

much less frequently there however (eg Nugent and Mawhinney 1987). Groome 

et al(1983a) found familiarity with the area, deer numbers, and closeness to home 

were particularly important for hunter use of an area. These results suggest that 

overall hunting experiences in the study area differed little from those in other 

areas. 

However hunting experiences wi.thin the study area seemed to vary between the 

different valleys, as shown by Table 7.44 (refer p 133). The Greenstone was 

perceived as having lower game levels, whHe the Caples was perceived as having 

better scenery and hunting. Perceptions of less game in the Greenstone and better 

hunting in the Caples are emphasised further in Figures 7. 1-7 .3 (overleaf). Figure 

7.1 represents a summary of areas hunters indicated they had used for hunting. 

Figure 7.2 represents the location of game kills indicated by hunters. And figure 

7.3 represents the use of huts and campsites indicated by hunters. These showed 

hunting effort has tended to be concentrated in the Caples, with use also extending 

well into the side-valleys. 

Greater interest in the Caples by hunters was also apparent from the priority they 

gave it as the focus for any future management effort (refer Table 7.45 pI33). 

Overall, 73 percent of hunters preferred that objectives for management be applied 

first to the Caples. 
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FIGURE 7.1: HUNTING USE OF THE STUDY AREA 
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FIGURE 7.3: HUNTER USE OF HUTS/CAMPS 
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Table 7.44: Summary of Greenstone-Caples Differences Perceived by Hunters 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

DIFFERENCES (%) 

Lower game levels 
More scenic 
Easier terrain 
Better hunting 
Better fishing 
More accessible 
More cattle/fence 
More commercial development 
More remote/wilderness 

Other 

Greenstone 

11 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
o 

9 
(100%) 

Caples 

5 
20 

2 
14 
5 
4 
o 
2 
2 

Table 7.45 (below) shows the breakdown of original hypothetical management 

objectives (refer Table 7.31), on the basis of which valley hunters gave priority for 

first application of such. This shows the future managenlent tasks preferred by 

hunters for each main valley. 

Table 7.45; Summary of Priority Management Preferred for each Valley 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

MANAGEMENT TASKS (%) 

Research 
Increased game/fish numbers 
Game/fish management 
Maintenance of huts/tracks 
Commercial recreation controls/limits 
Protection of environment 
Control/removal of leasehold tenure 
Staff/services 
Increased hut size 
Wilderness management 
Information/interpretation 
Use controls/limits 
Track improvement 
H ut facilities 
Other 

For Greenstone 

18 
15 
14 
14 
13 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
o 
o 
o 

14 

For Caples 

7 
23 
23 
15 

3 
6 
4 
3 
2 
o 
o 
5 
1 
1 
6 

Hunters clearly favoured increased management effort in both valleys. Priority 

however was given to the Caples~ except for research and commercial recreation 

controls/limits which were considered to be more urgent in the Greenstone. 
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The major response emerging from Table 7.45 was the belief that game numbers 

(fish and deer) should be increased, as should the intensity of their management. 

It was also clear that hunters favoured increased management in the Caples as a 

greater priority in the CapIes than in the Greenstone. Table 7.46 shows reasons 

hunters gave for these valley management preferences. 

Table 7.46: Reasons for Respective Valley Management Preferences 

REASONS (%) 

More popular/use pressure 
Better hunting 
Greater capacity for use 
Less commercial development 
More vulnerable to impact 
More isolated/wilderness 
More scenic 
More accessible 

Other 

Greenstone 

12 
7 
5 
3 
1 
o 
o 
o 

9 
(100%) 

Caples 

3 
22 

1 
10 
4 

12 
7 
4 

The main reason hunters gave priority to the Greenstone additional nlanagenlent 

effort was because they believed it to be more popular and that it experienced 

greater general use pressure. For the Caples, the main reasons were that they 

believed it to have better hunting. less commercial development! and a greater 

feeling of isolation and wilderness. Along with the other material presented in 

previous tables, this suggests different hunting experiences between the two 

valleys, and a favouling by hunters of the CapJes. 

7.7.2 Why Preferred for Angling 

Of the wide variety of main angling areas listed (refer Table 7.47 overleaf), no 

fishery was used by more than 10 percent of anglers overall! apart from Lake 

Wakatipu itself (13 percent). 'Local' anglers generally stated greater use of Lake 

Wakatipu (21 percent), the Lochy river (18 percent) and Diamond Creek (12 

percent) in the Southern Lakes region (62 percent overal1). 'Field' anglers cited 

greater use of Southland rivers (35 percent). with the Oreti being particularly 

prominent. Overall, the Greenstone/Caples fishery was the main area used by 

on]y 11 percent of anglers. Reasons anglers gave for main river choice are shown 

in Table 7.48 (overleaf). 
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Table 7.47: Summary of Main Angling Areas Used 
(Combination of first 2 responses) 

AREAS USED (refer Table 7.40) 

Southern Lakes 
Other South Island 
Southland 
Fiordland 
Other 

(%) 

42 
24 
14 
6 
8 

Table 7.48: Reasons for Choice of Main Rivers Used 

REASONS (%) 

Convenient/close to home 
Access easy 
Near holiday location 
Remote/wilderness feeling 
Good fishing 
Scenery 
Fly-fishing conditions good 
Fish type 
Fish size 
Other 

First 

38 
13 
11 
9 
9 
6 
4 
4 
4 
2 

Second 

16 
19 
9 

14 
14 
2 
7 
5 
5 
9 

Reasons of convenience were most impo11ant for choice of the main river. 'Field' 

anglers emphasised such convenience reasons more highly than 'local' anglers, 

with 'convenient/close to home' and 'near hoJiday location' being particularly 

important. This distinction \vas reflected in use of the study area, where more 

'field' anglers had initiated their trip from a holiday location (38 percent) than did 

'local' anglers (17 percent). Only a small proportion of anglers chose the main 

river they used for reasons of fishing quality. natural settings and scenery. These 

reasons were more important for the main rivers chosen by 'locaf anglers. How 

the main rivers used were perceived to differ from those in the study area is shown 

in table 7.49 (overleaf). The main rivers used by anglers were perceived by them 

to be generally more accessible~ less remote/wilderness, and representing different 

angling conditions and experiences relative to study area rivers. These perceptions 

of difference were more characteristic of 'field' anglers, suggesting that for them, 

experiences in the study area differed more from usual experiences than did those 

of 'local' anglers. 
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Table 7.49: How Main Rivers were Perceived to Differ from Study Area Rivers 

DIFFERENCES (%) First Second 

Habitat/waterflow different 24 II 
Access eas ier 15 21 
Less remote/wilderness feeling 13 14 
Closer to home 13 0 
Different angling experiences 6 18 
Higher use levels 6 7 
Lower use levels 4 11 
Worse fly-fishing conditions 4 4 
More fish 4 0 
Other 11 14 

Such differences between main rivers and study area rivers were further 

emphasised in Table 7.50, where perceived features of angling in the study area 

are shown. 

Table 7.50: Features of Angling Trips to the Study Area 

FEATURES(%) First Second 

Scenery 22 18 
Quality Fly-fishing experience 20 18 
Quality fly-fishing conditions 18 12 
Remote/wilderness feeling 11 18 
Natural environment setting 7 12 
Size/quality of fish 4 9 
Challenge [of fishing 4 3 
Other 14 10 

The features of angling trips expressed here were different from the reasons given 

for main river choice (Table 7.48), and reflected the perceived differences between 

main rivers and study area rivers (Table 7.49). Here a high proportion of anglers 

stated features of trips to the study areas as being fishing quality, natural settings, 

and scenery. It was features such as these which distinguished angHng 

opportunities available here from those in other rivers. Clearly for most anglers, 

the features of angling in the study area were not representative of the reasoris 

they chose their main rivers. 'Convenience' type reasons gave way to reasons of 

angling quality and wilderness angling experiences inthe study area. Use of the 

study area for angling thus represents a unique angling experience for most 

anglers. 
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When anglers were asked whether they knew of any other rivers providing angling 

experiences similar to thos~. in the study area, 65 percent overall listed other 

rivers. Of these, the Lochy river was the most common example (25 percent). 

Also prominent were the Eglinton (19 percent), Worsely (19 percent), Hunter (13 

percent) and Von rivers (13 percent). 'Locar anglers indicated greater knowledge 

of similar experiences (72 percent) than 'field' anglers (55 percent). The Lochy 

(43 percent) was the most common example given by 'local' anglers of sinlilar 

experiences. However the Lochy's potential as a substitute is limited by its 

different access requirements (eg requires boat). 

When asked to rate the Greenstone versus other areas, 58 percent of anglers rated 

it 'better' (37 percent 'neutral'; 6 percent 'worse'). When asked to rate the 

Caples versus other areas, 49 percent rated it 'better' (45 percent 'neutral'; 6 

percent 'worse'). These ratings differed little between 'field' and 'local' anglers. 

The reasons given for these ratings are shown in Table 7.51 . 

Table 7.5 I : Summary of Reasons for Rating 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

REASONS (%) 

More scenic 
Better fishing 
Different angling experiences 
River more accessible 
More remote/wilderness feeling 
Lower use levels 
River less accessible 
Higher use level 

Other 

Greenstone 

27 
17 
9 
9 
7 
4 
3 
1 

10 
(100%) 

Caples 

o 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
I 
3 

The Greenstone received its ratings largely for the better scenery and fishing 

perceived there by anglers. Few reasons were cited for their Caples ratings. 

Greater prominence of scenery for the Greenstone represented an unusual result, 

as better scenery was an attribute usually associated with the Caples by other 

users. These results begin to suggest that angling experiences also vary between 

the two main valleys. Angler perceptions of such differences are shown in Table 

7.52 (overleaf). 
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Table 7.52: Summary of Greenstone-Caples Differences Perceived by Anglers 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

DIFFERENCES (%) 

More fish 
Better fly-fishing conditions 
More accessible 
Lower use level 
More scenic 
Bigger fish 
More fishable water 
Less commercial development 

Other 

Greenstone 

24 
12 
3 
2 
1 
o 
o 
o 

4 
(100%) 

Caples 

o 
2 

12 
7 
7 

17 
5 
4 

The Greenstone was perceived as having more fish and better fly-fishing 

conditions, while the Caples was perceived as having bigger fish and being more 

accessible. The perception of more fish in the Greenstone but bigger fish in the 

Caples was supported in both informal and semi-formal interviews (eg 

McDonald;Marquand;Moss pers corn). 

While the distribution of angler use was not evident from these responses~ it was 

apparent from Figures 7.4 -7.6 (see overleaf). Figure 7.4 represents a summary of 

areas all anglers indicated they had used. Use of the Greenstone as shown here 

was more pronounced for 'local' than for 'field' anglers, whose use was more 

evenly distributed between the two main valleys. Figure 7.5 represents a summary 

of areas perceived by all anglers as being under angling pressure. 'Local' anglers 

perceived greater pressure in the Greenstone while 'field' anglers perceived 

pressure as being more evenly distributed. The pressure evident from the river 

mouth to the lower CapIes reflects the greater use by day-users. The CapIes is 

more accessible for such use, and some day-users penetrated further than Mid

Caples hut. The lack of day-users contacted in the sample suggests that angling 

use and pressure on the lower reaches of both rivers is likely to be greater than 

indicated in Figures 7.4-7.5. Figure 7.6 represents a summary of hut and 

campsite use indicated by anglers throughout the study area. Hut use was largely 

concentrated on the Mid Greenstone and Mid Caples huts, with few anglers 

camping out. Use of these two huts in particular was more pronounced for 'local' 

anglers. 
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FIGURE 7.4: ANGLING USE OF THE STUDY AREA 
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FIGURE 7.5: PERCEIVED ANGLING PRESSURE 
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FIGURE 7.6: ANGLER USE OF HUTS/CAMPS 
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'Field' anglers were more inclined to use all four main huts. This reflected the 

greater proportion of 'field' anglers whose angling trip to the study area was 

combined with tramping (refer Section 7.3.2). 

Greater interest in the Greenstone by anglers was also apparent from the priority 

they gave it as the focus for any future management effort. Overall, 56 percent of 

anglers preferred that objectives for management be applied first to the 

Greenstone. This preference was stronger for 'local' anglers (60 percent) than 

'field' anglers (38 percent). Table 7.52 shows the breakdown of original 

hypothetical management objectives (refer Table 7.31), on the basis of which 

valley hunters gave priority for first application of such. This shows the future 

management tasks prefelTed by anglers for each main valley. 

Table 7.53: Summary of Priority Management Preferred for each Valley 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

MANAGEMENT TASKS (%) 

Game!fish management 
Increased game/fish numbers 
Maintenance of huts/tracks 
Increased hut size 
Commercial recreation controlsllimits 
Wilderness management 
Hut faci lities 
Track improvement 
Use controls/limits 
Research 
Protection of environment 
Side tracks/nature trails 
Staff! services 
Control/removal of leasehold tenure 
Information/interpretation 
Other 

For Greenstone 

21 
19 
13 
8 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
o 
2 

For Caples 

13 
1l 
2 

11 
2 
5 
2 
2 
o 

19 
11 
2 
2 
2 
5 
7 

Increase in the numbers and management of game/fish, and maintenance of huts 

and tracks were the dominant objectives for anglers preferdng objectives be 

applied first to the Greenstone. Research, protection of the environnlent, and to a 

lesser extent increase in the number and management of game/fish~ were the 

dominant objectives for anglers preferring objectives be applied first to the Caples. 

The objectives here emphasise concerns with fish numbers in the Greenstone. This 

concern was particularly pronounced from responses of 'local' anglers, whose 

activity concentrated in the Greenstone. 
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These results highlight angler interest in the Greenstone, which was further evident 

from the reasons anglers gave for preferring a particular valley for priority 

objective application (refer Table 7.54), Here most reasons related to the 

Greenstone, emphasising its preference by anglers. 

Table 7.54: Reasons for Respective Valley Management Preferences 

REASONS (%) 

More popular/use pressure 
More vulnerable to impact 
Greater use capacity 
Better angling 
High game/fish numbers 
More scenic 
More accessible 
Low game/fish numbers 
Less commercial development 

Other 

Greenstone 

20 
15 
8 
4 
3 
1 
o 
o 
o 

15 
(100%) 

CapJes 

8 
9 
o 
8 
o 
o 
4 
3 
2 

The main reasons anglers gave priority to the Greenstone for additional 

management effort was because they beHeved it to be receiving high levels of use, 

and that these would deplete the angHng resource. For the CapIes the same 

perceptions were apparent, but were less pronounced. Along with the other 

material presented in previous tables, this suggests different angling experiences 

between the two valleys, and a favouling by anglers of the Greenstone. This was 

particularly true for 'local' anglers. When a meeting of Wakatipu Angling Club 

members was asked which valley \vas most important for their use, preference for 

the Greenstone was emphasised. 

suppo11ed this preference. 

7.7.3 Why Preferred for Tramping 

Infolmal and semi-formal interviews also 

Because it was expected that a high proportion of trampers would be from 

overseas, and that use would be closely integrated with the Routeburn, questions 

compming the study area to other areas largely referred to the Routebum. 

Trampers with some experience of the Routeburn track (78 percent) were asked to 

respond to a series of statements comparing the Routebum to the study area. The 
responses to these statements are presented below. 
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0% JOO% 

(Key) 

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE 

(a) The Routeburn is more weIJ known than the Greenstone and Caples Valleys 

(b) The Routeburn is more physically demanding than this track. 

(c) Walking the Routebum track was my main reason for coming on this trip. 

(d) There is more evidence of development and human impact on the 

Routebum track. 

(e) The Routeburn is more crowded than this vaHey. 

(f) Provision of facilities and the level of track developments is greater on the 

Routeburn track. ..: 
(g) There is a greater variety of recreation opportunities in this valley than in 

the Routebum. 

(h) I would prefer lower levels of development and facilities if given the 

choice. 

-',' 
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(i) I would like to see this track upgraded to a standard sinliJar to the 

Routeburn. .. . '. 

. . 

The Routeburn was clearly more well known, and 54 percent of trampers agreed 

that the opportunity to walk it was their main reason for coming on this trip (30 

percent disagreed). Perceptions of the Routeburn were that human developments 

and impacts, crowding, and facility provision were aU much greater than in the 

study area. The study area was perceived as having a greater variety of recreation 

opportunities, although was not considered any more physically demanding. Most 

trampers (53 percent) agreed they would prefer lower levels of developments and 

facilities (2 I percent disagreed), and only 18 percent agreed that the track here 

should be upgraded to Routeburn standards (70 percent disagreed). The 

differences perceived by trampers between the Routeburn and the study area are 

summarised in Table 7.55. 

Table 7.55; Summary of Perceived Differences - Routeburn and Study Area 
(Summary of 3 responses possible) 

DIFFERENCES 

Routeburn more developed 
Routeburn more crowded 
Routeburn more scenic 
More recreation variety here 
Difference recreation experiences 
Routeburn more regulated 
Routeburn more demanding 
More cattle/fences here 
Other 

(%) 

27 
24 
14 
10 
6 
5 
4 
4 
6 

Again the predominant differences between the Routebum and the study area \vere 

that the Routeburn was perceived as being more developed and crowded. Other 

pronlinent perceptions were that the Routeburn was more scenic and that there was 

more recreation variety possible in the study area. These themes of greater 

crowding and development on the Routebum were reflected in the objectives 

preferred for management of the Routeburn (refer Table7.56 overleaf). 
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Table 7.56: Summary of Priority Management Preferred for Routeburn 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

OBJECTIVES (%) For Routeburn For Study Area (from 
Table 7.31) 

Use controls/limits 
Increased hut size 
Maintenance of huts/tracks 
Protection of environment 
Information/interpretation 
Staff/ services 
Track improvement 
Campsites/shelters 
Hut facilities 
Game/fish management 
Other 

18 1 
15 9 
14 26 
13 10 
9 6 
5 3 
4 18 
3 15 
2 4 
I 3 

13 5 

The pattern of objectives preferred for the Routeburn by trampers was different 

from objectives preferred for the study area (refer Table 7.31). Routebum 

objectives placed greater emphasis on use controls/limits and increasing hut sizes. 

The neutral 'status quo' objective of hut/track maintenance was emphasised less 

for the Routebum. So too were the track improvement and campsites/shelters 

objectives. Routeburn objectives appeared to be concerned largely with managing 

the impacts of high use levels, while a development tendency was apparent in 

study area objectives. Objectives for the study area did not differ between 

trampers with Routebum experience and those without it. When asked to rate the 

Greenstone versus other areas, 22 percent rated it 'better' (65 percent 'neutral'; 13· 

percent 'worse'). For the CapIes, 32 percent rated it 'better' (57 percent 

'neutral'; 10 percent 'worse'). The high occurrence of 'neutral' ratings 

represented an unwillingness to rate one area versus another, as became apparent 

in the reasons given for rating choices. Of the tramper sample, 35 percent did not 

respond at all. Of those that did. 21 percent considered different areas couldn't be 

compared, and 10 percent felt that the study area and other areas were all similar. 

Table 7.57 (overleaf) presents the reasons of the remaining trampers gave for their 

ratings. The Greenstone received its ratings largely for the lesser scenery and easy 

terrain perceived there by trampers. The Caples received its ratings largely for the 

better scenery perceived there by trampers, and also the perception of less 

commercial development. 
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Table 7.57: Summary of Reasons for Rating 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

REASONS (%) 

Less scenic 
Easy terrainlless demanding 
More scenic 
Different tramping experiences 
High use levels 
Rough tracks 
Less commercial development 
Good fishi ng 

Other 

Greenstone 

13 
I 
5 
4 
3 
3 
1 
o 

10 
(100%) 

Caples 

7 
2 

17 
2 
7 
2 

11 
2 

Generally these results suggest that tramping experiences also vary between the 

two main valleys. The differences trampers perceived between the two valleys are 

shown in table 7.58. 

Table 7.58: Summary of Greenstone-Caples Differences Perceived by 
Trampers 
(Summary of 2 responses possible) 

DIFFERENCES (%) 

Easy terrain/less demanding 
Rough track 
More scenic 
Less corn mercial development 
Less cattle/fences 
More remote/wilderness feeling 
Lower use levels 

Other 

Greenstone 

16 
5 
4 
1 
1 
o 
o 

18 
(100%) 

Caples 

1 
3 

37 
2 
2 
6 
4 

The Greenstone was perceived as having relatively easy terrain and being less 

demanding than the Caples, \vhich was perceived as being more scenic. The 

Caples was also attributed more 'wilderness' type feelings in infotmal interviews. 

However no other major differences were stated by trampers between the two 

valleys. A major point to note here however was that only 27 percent of the 

overall tramper sample cited any difference at all. The remaining 73 percent had 

no experience of both valleys. 
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This point reflected the high proportion of trampers whose use of the study area 

was based upon a round-trip from the Routeburn. Figure 7.7 (overleaf) illustrates 

the flow of trampers through the study area. This shows clearly the concentration 

of tramper use in the main valleys, the close integration with the Routeburn~ the 

relative lack of back-country use, and the heavier use of the CapIes. The following 

tables (7.59-63)2 show how the overall flows of trampers in Figure 7.7 broke 

down into particular trip patterns. Here each specified trip is shown with the 

frequency it was undertaken by itself only (eg specific frequency), and the total 

frequency it was indicated; including larger trips that incorporated other parts of 

the study area (eg cumulative frequency). 

Table 7.59; Overall Use of the Caples ValIey 

TRIP TYPE (%) 

Caples: Down-valley 
Caples: Up-valley 

TOTAL 

Specific Frequency % 

2 
1 

3 

Cumulative frequency % 

59 
14 

73 

This table shows that 3 percent of trampers used the CapIes only, with 2 percent 

doing a down-valley trip. Overall 73 percent of trampers incorporated use of the 

Caples into a larger trip, with 59 percent going down-vaHey. The CapIes Valley 

experienced the highest use-levels in the study area overal1. 

Table 7.60: Overall Use of the Greenstone Valley 

TRIP TYPE (%) Specific Frequency % 

Greenstone: Down-valley 3 
Greenstone: Up-valley 2 

TOTAL 5 

Cumulative frequency % 

40 
12 

52 

2. The percentage figures in these tables represent the cumulative 
frequency with with the particular trip types were cited. These 
percentages were always calculated in relation to the total tramper 
sample (n = 342). 
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FIGURE 7.7: TRAMPER USE OF DIFFERENT VALLEYS 
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This table shows that 5 percent of trampers used the Greenstone only, and 52 

percent incorporated it into a larger trip. Again the main flow was down-valley 

(40 percent). 

Table 7.61: The Greenstone-Caples Round-Trip Breakdown 

TRIP TYPE (%) 

Greenstone/Caples (start at carpark) 
Greenstone/CapJes (start at Divide) 
Caples/Greenstone (start at carpark) 
Caples/Greenstone (start at Divide) 

TOTAL 

Specific 
Frequency % 

8 
3 
7 
2 

20 

Cumulative 
Frequency % 

12 
5 
9 
3 

29 

This table shows that 20 percent of trampers did a simple Greenstone-Caples 

round-trip only, with a further nine percent incorporating it into a larger trip. It 

also shows that round-trips in either direction started at the carpark (Queenstown) 

end more often than at the Divide (Milford) end. The low numbers using the 

study area only (eg 20 % ) reflects its main tramping role as Routeburn 

complement. 

Table 7.62: The Routeburn-Caples Round-Trip Breakdown 

TRIP TYPE (%) 

Routeburn/Caples (start at carpark) 
Routeburn/Caples (start at Divide) 
Caples/Routeburn (start at carpark) 
Caples/Routeburn (start at Divide) 

TOTAL 

Specific 
Frequency % 

22 
2 
3 
2 

29 

Cumulative 
Frequency % 

35 
3 
5 
2 

49 

This table shows that 29 percent of trampers did a simple Routebum-Caples round 

trip only, with a further 20 percent incorporating it into a larger trip. Such larger 

trips most often involved some use of the Greenstone Valley. The Routeburn

Caples round-hip originating at the Routebum carpark was the major type of 

round-trip (22 percent). 
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Table 7.63: The Routeburn-Greenstone Round-Trip Breakdown 

TRIP TYPE (%) 

Routeburn/Greenstone (start at cal'park) 
Routeburn/Greenstone (start at Divide) 
Greenstone/Routeburn (start at carpark) 
Greenstone/Routeburn (start at Divide) 

TOTAL 

Specific 
Frequency % 

8 
o 
4 
o 

12 

Cumulative 
Frequency % 

11 
2 
5 
1 

26 

This table shows that 12 percent of trampers did a simple Routeburn-Greenstone 

round-trip only with a further 14 percent incorporating it into a larger trip. Such 

larger trips most often involved use of the CapIes Valley. 

Overall, 64 percent of trampers were using the Routebum as part of this sampled 

trip to the study area. This figure was exceeded by the sum of 

Routeburn/Greenstone and Routeburn/Caples round-trips, because some of these 

involved use of both valleys in the study area, and were therefore counted twice. 

Other parts of the study area were not used by many trampers. Day-trips were 

undertaken by 1 J percent of trampers on their trip. Key Summit and the Divide 

were visited by four percent on day-trips. This reflected Routebum use, as did the 

eight percent who incorporated a side-trip to Milford Sound into their trip. Use of 

more remote parts of the study area was lo\v, with almost all trampers using the 

main-valley tracks only. Back-country areas used included Emily Pass (5 percent); 

Kay Creek (3 percent; Steel Creek (2 percent; and Fraser Creek (1 percent). Only 

one percent of trampers used the Passbum route as part of their trip (refer Figure 

7.7). 

Figure 7.8 shows the pattern of hut use by trampers (see overleaf). The Upper 

Caples and Mid Greenstone huts were those most used by trampers. The next 

most used hut was McKenzie hut on the Routebum. Its high use relative to Falls 

and Flats huts, suggests that many of those doing a Routebum round-trip skip 

these huts and use McKenzie. The high use of Upper Caples hut reflects the 

greater use of the Caples Valley ~ and also its location. It represents the first hut 

after Mackellar Saddle on do\vn-valley trips, and is also used by those who skip 

Mid Caples hut on up-valley trips. Camping was also most often observed near 

Upper CapIes hut. 
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FIGURE 7.8: TRAMPER USE OF HUTS/CAMPS 
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In the Greenstone, hut use was more evenly distributed, reflecting the strategic 

location of the huts. Traversing the whole valley in one day involved more hours 

walking than most tI"ampers were inclined to do. Use of Howden hut was 

distinguished by the relatively high proportion of trampers staying 2 nights. This 

reflected day-trips in the Key Summit/Divide area, and also day-trips from the 

Divide to Milford Sound by bus. Overall, almost all trampers stayed in huts one 

night, with none staying more than three nights. This reflects the tramping role of 

the study area as a through route off the Routebum. 

While many trampers did not have experience of both valleys, of those that could 

make comparative judgements, 60 percent prefen"ed that additional management 

effort be applied first to the Greenstone (refer Table 7.31). 

Table 7.64: Summary of Priority Management Preferred for each Valley 
(Combination of 2 responses possible) 

MANAGEMENT TASKS (%) 

Maintenance of huts/tracks 
Track improvement 
Increased hut size 
Information! interpretation 
Hut facilities 
Game/fish management 
Protection of environment 
Commercial recreation controls!limits 
Side tracks/nature trails 
Other 

Greenstone 

26 
20 

8 
8 
7 
7 
5 
3 
2 

14 

Caples 

21 
15 
9 
8 
8 
6 

16 
o 
3 

12 

Maintenance of huts and tracks, and track improvement were the key management 

tasks identified for both the Greenstone and the Caples. For both valleys, 

respondents tended to emphasise the 'status quo' maintenance of huts and tracks, 

although with a prominent exception of track improvement. In the Greenstone the 

track improvement objective may reflect problems with recent track reaHgnnlent, 

while in the CapIes, the condition of the track over Mackellar Saddle may be 

important. This was a major concern evident from infonnal interviews. 

Perception of greater physical impact on the CapIes was inlplied by the t 6 percent 

who preferred environmental protection management as a priority there first. This 

perception was reflected in reasons trampers gave for preferring a paliicular vailey 

for priority management (refer Table 7.65 overleaf). 
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Table 7.65: Reasons Valley Management Preferences 

REASONS (%) 

More popular/use pressure 
More vulnerable to impact 
Greater capacity for use 
More scenic 
Better angling 
More remote/wilderness feeling 
Less commercial development 
Better hunting 
More accessible 

Other 

Greenstone 

20 
9 
8 
3 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 

8 
(100%) 

Caples 

4 
14 
o 

]9 
o 
5 
3 
3 
2 

The main reasons trampers gave priority to the Greenstone for was because they 

believe it to be receiving high levels of use, (although eight percent considered the 

Greenstone had greater capacity to support use). For the Caples~ the main reasons 

were the perceptions that it was more scenic, and that it was more vulnerable to 

impact than was the Greenstone. Along with the other material presented in 

previous tables, this suggests that for trampers, the tramping experiences obtained 

in the two main valleys differed little. 

7.7.4 Why Preferred for Trekking 

When asked, 65 percent of trekkers knew of other guided treks in the local 

region. The Milford track was the most well known of these, which a10ng with 

the Routebum accounted for 76 percent of other treks known. However only nine 

percent of 'Tearaway-tour' participants had done a trek before, as opposed to 78 

percent of other trekkers. Most of these other trekkers (n=23) had done the 

Milford, Routebum, and to a lesser extent, the Hollyford tracks. For 83 percent 

of these other trekkers. this trip was their first choice. Of the remaining 17 

percent for whom this trip was second choice~ most had wanted to do the Milford 

walk. For 'Tearaway-tour' trekkers. it is apparent from Table 7.66 (overleaf) that 

this trek was the only one availabJe. 

'Tearaway-tour' participants have undertaken this trip predominantly because it 

was an optional part of their overall tour package. For 63 percent, their choice 

was directly attdbuted to tour participation. The other tfekkers, who had 

generally chosen to do this trip in particular! did so mainly because they wanted to 

visit a new area. 
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Table 7.66: Why this Trek was First Choice 

REASONS (%) 

Part of Tearaway-tour 
Wanted to visit this area 
Publicity on Tearaway-tour bus 
Shorter time required for trip 
Activity with social group 
Easy walking trip 
All organised for us 
Have done others in region 
Other 

<Tearaway-tour' Other Trekkers 
Participants 

49 0 
12 28 
14 0 
6 9 
6 0 
2 20 
2 10 
o 18 
9 14 

For 28 percent, the reason was specifically to visit the study area, while another 

18 percent had done the other treks in the region. For 20 percent the easy 

walking here was impo11ant. Clearly those trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants had made a considered selection of this trip in particular from the 

range of other hips available. However for 'Tearaway-tour' participants~ the 

decision to do the trip was more spontaneous, and in effect was motivationally 

'subsidised' by involvement in, and influence of, the 'Tearaway-tour'. 

7.7.5 Summary: Why the Study Area was Preferred 

For hunters, visits to the study area tended to represent 'holiday-type' trips 

that were the exception rather than the rule within their overall recreation 

behaviour patterns. Trips here tended to be infrequent and relatively longer than 

those elsewhere. Few hunters could be considered regular users of the area (refer 

Table 7.10). Presence of Fallow deer~ and the 'new area' role of the study area 

were important reasons for preference. Within the study area itself, the pattern of 

use suggested greater preference for the CapIes. Relative to the Greenstone, the 

Caples was perceived as having better scenery, better hunting, greater 

wilderness/solitude feeling, and less commercial development. Hunters also 

tended to make more use of the back-country areas than did other user-groups. 

For anglers, visits to the study area represented on1y a small proportion of trips 

unde11aken within their overall recreation behaviour patterns. which usually 

included a wide variety of rivers. The main rivers used by anglers tended to be 

those close to home and having easy access. Compared with the study area, these 

livers were generally perceived to be more accessible and having less 
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remote/wilderness feeling. Scenery. angling quality, and the natural settings were 

prominent reasons for use of the study area rivers rather than the main rivers of 

anglers, which were selected for convenience. Only a few other rivers were 

considered to provide similar experiences to those in the study area (eg Lochy, 

Eglinton, Worsely, Hunter, Van), and each of these have their own particular 

differences in accessibility and attributes relative to the study area rivers. Within 

the study area itself, the pattern of use suggested greater preference for the 

Greenstone, especially in the middle reaches. Relative to the Caples, the 

Greenstone was perceived as having better scenery, better angling, more but 

smaller fish, and greater angling pressure. 

For trampers, visits to the study area tended to be first-time visits largely 

associated with use of the Routebum. Relative to the study area, the Routeburn 

was perceived as being more developed, crowded and well known. Most trampers 

cited preference for Jower levels of development and facilities if given the choice, 

and that tracks here tend not to be upgraded to Routebum standards. 

Management preferred for the Routebum emphasised use controls and hut-size 

increases more highly than for the study area. Within the study area itself, the 

pattern of use highlighted the Routebum's influence with the flow of trampers 

being mainly down-valley. Use was concentrated to main-valley huts and tracks~ 

with the Caples being more heavily used. For those fe\v with experience of both 

valleys, the Ca pIes was perceived as being more scenic, while the Greenstone was 

perceived as being easier. This reflected the advice given to trampers by 

Routebum hut-wardens, that the Caples was more scenic but the Greenstone was 

easier. For many trampers informally interviewed. this advice represented their 

main source of information about the study area and which valley to use. These 

interviews also indicated that for those using the Caples, the Mackellor Saddle was 

often found to be much harder, and the track condition worse than was expected. 

Concern with track conditions was prominent for both vaHeys, reflecting their 

current respective physical impact problems. 

For trekkers~ a distinct division occurred in reasons for doing this trek in 

particular. For 'Tearaway-tour~ participants. this reflected their participation in 

the tour and its influence on their decision to either do the trek option! or to spend 

the time in Queensto\vn. For those not 'Teara\vay-tour' participants, who can be 

considered as representing the more 'typical/traditional' types of trekkers, this trip 
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was chosen Jargely because the opportunity to visit new areas was available and 

the trip route was relatively easy. For most of these trekkers, this was not their 

first trek. This suggests that at present, trekkers -choosing this trip do so because it 

is a new opportunity rather than for its unique features (eg an all season, easy 

'valley-walk' route). 

7.8 ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS ABOUT HUNTING 

This section presents results related to user attitudes and beliefs about 

recreational hunting. While the study area was being managed as an RHA, 

awareness of this amongst users varied. 

Table 7.67: Awareness of the RHA 

AWARENESS (%) 

Knew about RHA 
Didn't know about RHA 

Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

100 82 26 15 
o 18 73 85 

Trampers and trekkers both had little prior knowledge of the study area as an 

RHA, while most anglers were aware of it. Such lack of knowledge reflects the 

degree of contact users had with hunting, as sho\vn in Table 7.68: 

Table 7.68: User Contact with Hunting 

CONTACT LEVEL (%) Hunters Trampers Trekkers 

Current hunter 100 11 12 
Ex-hunter 0 12 9 
Friends go hunting 0 28 IT 
Would like to try hunting 0 4 7 
No interest in hunting 0 41 53 
Other 0 5 8 

Trampers tended to have greater contact with hunting than trekkers. This 

difference was especially pronounced 'when those trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants were considered. For these other trekkers, 68 percent stated they had 

no interest in hunting. And in most cases, 'other' represented anti-hunting 

responses. 
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Users were asked to indicate their level of agreement/disagreement 
with a number of hypothetical statenlents related to hunting; 
responses to which are below. 

0% 100% 

(Key) 

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE 

(a) I would like to see deer on a trip 

Trampers 
, . -.-----------Trekkers .. 

(b) Browsing animals have caused irreparable danlage to native forests. 

Hunters 

Trampers 

Trekkers 

(c) Recreational hunting can control wild animals in recreational hunting areas. 

Hunters 

Trampers 

Trekkers 

(d) Recreational hunting should be encouraged. 

Hunters 

Trampers 

Trekkers 
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(e) Guided safari hunting should be encouraged. 

Hunters • ' ' ,:,"--
. - . - . ----------Trampers - ' ----------

Trekkers 

(f) Hunting is not compatible with other back-country recreation. 

Hunters 

Trampers 

Trekkers 

(g) Hunters pose a safety threat to other user groups. 

Hunters 

Trampers 

Trekkers 

(h) Hunting should be in different parts of the area from other user-groups. 

Hunters 

Trampers 

Trekkers 

(i) Hunting should be at different times from other recr~ational activities. 

Hunters 

Trampers 

Trekkers 
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(j) I would avoid using areas where there are large numbers of hunters. 

Hunters 

Trampers 

Trekkers 

(k) I would be happy to share a hut or campsite with hunters. 

Hunters 

Trampers • ----------- . 

(I) Someday I would like to do a guided hunting trip. 

Hunters 

Trampers 

Trekkers 

User response to these hypothetical statements indicated hunter attitudes and 

beliefs were different from those of other users. The only.statement to which all 

response was similar, was the preferred avoidance of areas where there were large 

numbers of hunters (statement j). Hunters gave the most opinionated responses to 

statements, as evident from their relatively Jow 'neutral' responses. 

Hunters agreed most strongly (in order of decreasing magnitude) that they would 

avoid large numbers of hunters 0); that recreational hunting should be encouraged 

(d); that it can control animals in RHA's (c); and that they would be happy to 

share huts/campsites with hunters (k). They disagreed most strongly that safari 

h~nting should be encouraged (e); that they would like to do a safari trip (J); that 

hunting is not compatible with other recreation (f); that hunters pose a safety 

threat (g); that browsing animals have caused irreparable forest damage (b); and 

that hunting should be in different areas (h). 

Trampers agreed most strongly that they would like to see deer (a); that hunters 

pose a safety threat (g); that hunting should be at different times (i); that 
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recreational hunting can control animals (c); that hunting is not compatible with 

other recreation (t); and that browsing animals have caused irreparable forest 

damage (b). Trampers disagreed most strongly that they would like to do a safari 

trip (I); that safari hunting should be encouraged (e); that recreational hunting 

should be encouraged (d); and that hunting is not compatible with other recreation 

(f). 

Trekker responses generally represented those of trampers, although they agreed 

more that they' would like to do a safari trip (1); and disagreed less that safari trips 

should be encouraged (e). However when those trekkers not part of a 'Tearaway

tour' were distinguished, their responses to these hypothetical statements were 

different from trekkers overall. A summary of these differences is presented 

below. 

Table 7.69 Selected Responses from Trekkers not on 'Tearaway-tour' 
(bracketed figures are for aU Trekkers) 

STATEMENTS (%) Agree Neutral Disagree 

(a) Like to see deer on trip 50 (74) 25 (15) 25 (I]) 
(b) Browsing causes forest damage 42 (28) 37 (31) 22 (40) 
(c) Hunting can control wild animals 32 (43) 26 (31) 42 (27) 
(e) Safaris should be encouraged 5 (22) 35 (34) 60 (42) 
(t) Recreational hunting is incompatible 53 (49) 32 (25) 16 (26) 
(h) Hunting should be in different areas 67 (75) 14 (15) 20 (10) 
(i) Hunting should be at different times 53 (65) 26 (21) 22 (14) 
(I) I would like to do a safari trip 10 (20) 10 (11) 81 (69) 

These responses showed that trekkers not on the 'Tearaway-tour' only agreed more 

strongly than trekkers overall, that browsing has damaged forests. They disagreed 

more strongly for all other statements included in Tble 7.69. Thus these trekkers 

were also distinguished from 'Tearaway-tour' participants by their attitudes and 

beliefs about hunting, and the greater incompatibility with hunting they perceived. 

7.8. 1 Summary of Attitudes and Beliefs about Hunting 

The high proportion of trampers and trekkers who considered hunting was 

incompatible with other recreation exceeded that of non-hunters in other studies 

(eg Sirnmons and Devlin 1980;Groome et a1 1983a). Non-hunters here were much 

less inclined to share a hut/campsite with hunters, and only a small proportion 

agreed that recreational hunting should be encouraged. Non-hunters here also felt 
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more strongly that hunting should occur in different areas from other recreation. 

All users here, and in these other studies, would prefer to avoid areas where there 

were large numbers of hunters. These results suggest that the generally positive 

attitude towards compatibility with hunting observed in other studies (eg Simmons 

and Devlin 1980;Groome et al 1983a) is less pronounced. This may reflect the 

relatively lower hunting contact (as expressed in Table 7.68) of users relative to 

users in these other studies. 

7.9 THE INFLUENCE OF EXPERIENCE 

This section summarises results related to the influence of users' experience 

on their perceptions. It was expected that differences in experience would reflect 

levels of activity specialisation! and thus result in differences in attitudes and 

behaviour. 

7.9.1 Hunters - influence of previous experience here 

When the 48 percent of hunters with previous experience of the study area 

were compared over a range of variables to those hunters without it, no major 

differences were evident. A tendency for greater concern with game numbers and 

use pressure was evident from preferred priorities for management effort. 

Objectives preferred more by hunters with previous experience were 'increased 

game/fish numbers' (30 vs 16 percent)! 'maintenance of huts and tracks' (17 vs 6 

percent) and' use controlsl1imits' (14 vs 4 percent). Generally however, the 

similarities between hunters with and without previous experience far exceeded any 

differences. 

7.9.2 Hunters - influence of rated experience 

When hunters' experience (self-rated) was cross-tabulated with other 

variables, some new information emerged.As rated experience increased: 

Hunters preferred more management for increased deer numbers. 

Hunters agreed more that browsing animals damage forest. 

Hunters agreed more that recreational hunting should be encouraged. 

Hunters disagreed more that hunting was incompatible with other use. 

Hunters disagreed more that hunters posed a safety threat. 

Hunters disagreed more that hunting should be in different areas. 

Hunters disagreed more that hunting should be at different times. 
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These results show that as hunter experience increased, hunters increasingly felt 

that hunting was safe and not incompatible with other recreation. 

7.9.3 Hunters - whose expectations were not achieved 

When the 30 percent of hunters whose expectations had not been achieved 

(refer Table 7.25) were compared over a range of variables to those hunters whose 

had, they could not be differentiated on the basis of experience. However the 

differences that did arise emphasised the importance of game numbers to hunters. 

For first source of dissatisfaction, 'non-achieving' hunters stated 'low game/fish 

numbers' more than did 'achieving' hunters (79 vs 14 percent). 'Deer numbers' 

was a greater preferred priority for management effort by 'non-achieving' hunters 

(52 vs 36 percent). Preference for 'more' deer numbers was also greater for 'non

achieving' hunters (86 vs 73 percent). And a greater proportion of 'non

achieving' hunters preferred management to increase deer numbers (84 vs 68 

percent). However as hunter achievement of expectations increased, 'low 

game/fish numbers' became a less important source of dissatisfaction, while 'high 

use levels' and 'inconsiderate/illegal' behaviour became more important. 

'Achieving' hunters also favoured increased management for less other users (72 vs 

55 percent) and guided walks (36 vs ~ I percent). Thus as achievement of 

expectations increased, hunter concern shifted from a game numbers emphasis to 

behavioral and use level concerns. This shows that basic success requirements 

underly hunter achievement of expectations. 

7.9.4 Anglers - influence of previous experience here 

When the 63 percent of anglers with previous experience of the study area 

were compared over a range of variables to those anglers without it, a variety of 

differences were evident. These differences reflected the influence of 'local' 

anglers, who comprised 72 percent of 'previous' anglers. For example, like 

'local' anglers, the rated experience of 'previous' anglers was higher than that of 

the 'new-area' anglers (32 vs 19 percent 'very' experienced). 

Previous' anglers indicated complete achievement of expectations more than did 

'new-area' anglers (55 vs 26 percent). whi1e 'new-area' anglers indicated greater 

non-achievement of expectations (33 vs 3 percent). No differences were apparent 

for satisfactions, but for first source of dissatisfaction, 'previous' anglers stated 
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inconsiderate/illegal behaviour (27 percent); 'low game/fish numbers' (20 percent); 

and 'hut crowding' (10 percent) more highly than 'new-area' anglers (16; 17; and 5 

percent). As in Section 7.5.2, the major differences were in perceived impacts of 

other users. ~Previous' anglers stated 'angling pressure' more than did 'new area' 

anglers (38 vs 14 percent), and 'no impacts noticed' at lower levels 96 vs 22 

percent). 

There were no differences apparent for preferred developments or developments to 

be avoided. However, for preferred priorities for management effort, 'previous' 

anglers stated 'game/fish management' (36 percent) and 'increased game/fish 

numbers' (28 percent) more than did 'new area' anglers (16;17 percent). 

'Previous' anglers had greater preference for first application of these to the 

Greenstone. They considered the Greenstone 'more popular/use pressure' (29 

percent), and 'more vulnerable to impact' (25 percent), more than did 'new area' 

anglers (18; 13 percent). 

For preferred levels of management, 'previous' anglers preferred lower levels of 

'large huts' (34 percent); 'signposting' (30 percent); 'track marking' (27 percent); 

and improved tracks (25 percent) than 'new area' anglers (18;18;12;13 percent). 

Only for 'deer numbers' did 'previous' anglers prefer 'more' at higher levels than 

'new area' anglers (70 vs 47 percent). 

There were no differences in perceived features of angling trips to the study area, 

but a higher proportion of 'previous' anglers knew of similar experiences 

elsewhere (74 vs 56 percent). The Lochy river in particular was given more often 

as an example by 'previous' anglers (35 vs 18 percent). For preferred angling 

technique regulation, 'previous' anglers preferred 'fly-fishing only' more highly _ 

(94 vs 76 percent). Catch and release was also more preferred as a catch-limit 

regulation by 'previous' anglers (39 vs 28 percent). And a higher proportion of 

'previous' than 'new area' anglers were prepared to accept a catch and release 

regulation if such were imposed (73 vs 56 percent). 

These results show that 'previous' anglers were a more experienced and specialised 

angling user-group than were 'new-area' anglers. Here it is important to re

emphasise that most 'previous' anglers were 'local'. The 'local' anglers at any 

one time comprise a small minority of all anglers present in the study area. Thus 

most anglers in the study area at anyone time would be the less specialised 'new

area'anglers, who consequently comprised the bulk of 'field' anglers in this study. 
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1.n this context the perceptions of 'previous' anglers emphasising resource 

depletion and behavioural problems, and their management preferences 

emphasising less development were not surprising. 

7.9.5 Anglers - influence of rated experience 

When anglers' experience (self-rated) was cross-tabulated with other 

variables, considerable new information emerged. As levels of experience 

increased: 

Anglers kept a smaller proportion of fish landed. 

Anglers had made more previous visits to the study area. 

Anglers rated the Greenstone more highly. 

Anglers preferred 'Fly-only' regulations more highly. 

Anglers preferred lower catch limits more highly. 

Anglers were more inclined to accept catch and release. 

Anglers preferred 'less/none' improved road access more highly. 

Anglers preferred 'more' deer numbers more highly, 

Anglers achieved expectations more highly. 

Anglers stated 'angling pressure' more as an impact of others. 

Anglers stated 'scenery' and 'quality of activity here' more as satisfactions. 

Anglers increasingly chose a technique because it was 'challenging/difficult'; it 

aIJowed 'observation and stalk of individual fish'; and was 'relaxing'. 

Anglers decreasingly chose a technique because it was 'easy'. 

Anglers decreasingly chose their main river because it was 'close to home' 

These results show that as angler experience increased, their responses reflected 

increasing activity specialisation. The 'consumptive' orientation of the activi ty 

decreased, with emphasis shifting to the challenge and aesthetics of the activity 

itself. This was reflected by the responses of those anglers preferring 'Catch and 

Release' below. 

7.9.6 Anglers - those preferring 'Catch and Release' 

When the 35 percent of anglers who preferred the catch and release 

regulation were compared over a range of variables to those anglers who did not! 

differences arose that emphasised the extreme of angling experience and 

specialisation these anglers represented. The 63 percent of anglers who indicated 

they would 'accept' a catch and release regulation if such was imposed~ more 

closely represented the overall angler sample. 
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As shown in Section 7.6.2, anglers preferring catch and release not only had the 

highest total catch of fish overall, but also were the most likely to voluntalily 

release them. Relative to anglers who didn~t prefer catch and release, the 'catch 

and release' anglers demonstrated greater angling experience in a variety of ways. 

'Catch and release' anglers rated themselves 'very' experienced more than did 

remaining anglers (45 vs 20 percent). They had a greater proportion who 

undertook over 50 trips per year (34 vs 18 percent). And they had a greater 

proportion who knew of similar experiences elsewhere (79 vs 56 percent). 

For motivations, 'catch and release' anglers stated 'relaxation/peacefulness' (24 

percent) and 'experience nature/scenery' (18 percent) more than did other anglers 

(11;8 percent). 'Catch and release' anglers also stated 'challenging/difficult~ (35 

percent) and 'habitat of fish' (18 percent) as more important reasons for their 

choice of fish species than did other anglers (25;8 percent). This suggests a 

greater interest in angling for Brown trout, which were generally preferred because 

they were 'challenging/difficult'. 

However, for achievement of expectations, 'catch and release' anglers stated 

complete achievement of objectives less than did other anglers (29 vs 52 percent). 

Sources of satisfaction varied little, but for dissatisfactions the 'catch and release' 

anglers stated 'low game/fish numbers' (25 percent) and 'inconsiderate/illegal 

behaviour' (20 percent) more than did the other anglers (10;5 percent). This theme 

continued for the sources of perceived impact of others, where 'catch and release' 

anglers stated 'angling pressure' more than did the other anglers (32 vs 22 

percent). 

These results suggest that while 'catch and release' anglers were generally more 

experienced and successful than the other anglers, their perception of the angling 

experience emphasised problems with low game/fish nunlbers and inappropriate 

behaviour of others(eg high rates of fish kept). Low achievement of expectations 

by 'catch and release' anglers suggests that for them, these concerns were 

particu1arly important. 

In this context it is w011h briefly noting the responses of those 'consumptive' 

anglers who stated they kept 90-100 percent of fish landed. Despite low response 

frequencies, it was apparent that these anglers had relatively less experience. They 
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had a lower proportion than the other anglers of those with greater than 30 years 

experience (10 vs 37 percent); a lower proportion rating themselves 'very 

experienced' (0 vs 34 percent); a lower proportion who had undertaken more than 

25 trips per year (0 vs 36 percent); and a lower proportion who had caught more 

than 100 fish in the last five years (0 vs 72 percent). Acceptance of a catch and 

release regulation by these anglers was also much lower (40 vs 67 percent).Such 

'consumptive' anglers were those the least experienced and specialised. They were 

also more highly represented amongst 'field' anglers. Thus as more 'field' anglers 

use the study area, the number of 'consumptive' anglers will increase. This has an 

obvious implication for future use by more specialised anglers. 

7.9.7 Trampers - influence of previous experience here 

When the 13 percent of trampers who had previous experience of the study 

area were compared over a range of variables to those trampers without it, some 

small differences were evident. 

For rated experience, there was little difference between 'previous' trampers and 

the other trampers. However for 'previous' trampers a greater proportion of this 

experience represented trips to other areas in the local region (93 vs 64 percent). 

For their first motivation, 'previous' trampers stated 'exit from civilisation' (32 

percent) and 'experience nature/scenery' (20 percent) more than the other 

trampers (6;6 percent). they also cited 'simple activity participation' (10 percent); 

'round-trip' (ID percent); and 'new area' (7 percent) less than the other trampers 

(20; 18; 16 percent). 

'Previous' trampers stated 'complete' achievement of expectations more than did 

the other trampers (66 vs 56 percent). For their first choice of sources of 

satisfaction, 'previous' trampers stated 'scenery' less (29 vs 38 percent). There 

were no major differences in dissatisfactions or the perceptions of impact by other. 

There were also few differences for preferred levels of management, apart from 

'previous' trampers preferring 'more' information/publicity in huts' (64 percent)! 

'deer numbers' (54 percent), and 'larger huts' (51 percent) at higher levels than 

the other trampers (39;39;38 percent). There were no major differences for 

preferred developments, and the only preferred development to be avoided stated 

more by 'previous' trampers was the 'Greenstone road' (19 vs 8 percent). There 

were no major differences in prefen-ed priorities of management. 
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However relative to other trampers, 'previous' trampers included a greater 

proportion aware the study area was on RHA (58 vs 21 percent)~ and had greater 

levels of contact with hunting. More 'previous' tt"ampers were current hunters (21 

vs 9 percent), and fewer had 'no interest' in hunting (26 vs 44 percent)" For 

responses to hypothetical hunting statements, 'previous' trampers were more 

inclined to agree that hunting could control animals, recreational hunting should 

be encouraged, and that they would be happy to share a hut/campsite with 

hunters. They were more inclined to disagree that hunting was not compatible 

with other recreation, safaris should be encouraged, hunters posed a safety threat, 

and that they would like to do a safari trip someday. Apart from these hunting 

perceptions, there was little difference between trampers with or without previous 

experience in the study area. 

7.9.8 Trampers - influence of rated experience 

When tt"ampers' experience (self-rated) was cross-tabulated with other 

variables, considerable new information emerged.As levels of experience increased: 

Trampers preferred 'more' 'side walks/nature trails' and 'information/publicity 

in huts'. 

Trampers preferred 'less/none' 'larger huts\ 'track marking', 'improved 

tracks', 'signposting' and 'safaris'. 

Trampers agreed more that recreational hunting could control animals. 

Trampers disagreed more that hunting was incompatible with other recreation. 

Trampers perceived 'cattle/fences' and 'loss of solitude/wilderness feeling' 

more as impacts of others. 

Trampers stated 'track conditionlroute' less as a source of dissatisfaction. 

Trampers stated 'new area' more as a motivation. 

Trampers indicated greater use of other areas in the region. 

These results show that as tramper experience increased, attitudes shifted toward 

more 'wilderness-purist' orientation. Also apparent was greater perception of 

compatibility with hunting. Cross-tabulation of hunting contact and responses to 

hypothetical hunting statements by tramper resulted in some significant 

associations. As degree of hunting contact increased: 

more trampers agreed that hunting can control animals. 
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more trampers agreed that hunting should be encouraged. 

more trampers agreed that they would be happy to share a hut/campsite with 

hunters. 

more trampers disagreed that hunting was not compatible with other 

recreation. 

more trampers disagreed that hunting posed a safety threat. 

These results show that as tramper contact, knowledge and experience of hunting 

increased! there was increased perception of compatibility with hunting. There are 

implications here for the role of information/interpretation/education in minimising 

hunter-based use conflicts. However responses from the 12 percent of trampers 

who stated they were ex-hunters tended to contradict the trends noted above. 

7.9.9 Trampers - those who are ex-hunters 

In general these 'ex-hunter' trampers differed little from those trampers 

who stated they were hunters. But in response to hypothetical hunting statements 

their responses did differ, with many now holding negative attitudes toward 

hunting. These 'ex-hunter' trampers agreed strongly that browsing damaged 

forests; that hunting was an incompatible use; and that it was a safety threat. They 

disagreed strongly that hunting could control game; that it should be encouraged; 

and that they would be happy to share a hut/camp with hunters.For some of these 

statements the 'ex-hunter' trampers exhibited the most anti-hunting responses of 

all trampers (eg statements b; c; and k - refer Section 7.8). 

7.9.10 Trekkers - with previous experience of trekking 

No trekkers had previous experience of study area. But when the 29 

percent of trekkers with previous experience of trekking were compared over a 

range of variables to those who had none, the differences occurring reflected the 

influence of those trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' participants. These comprised 83 

percent of 'previous' trekkers. This was reflected particularly by the greater 

propoliion of 'previous' trekkers whose age exceeded 35 years (70 vs 25 percent). 

For rated experience at tramping/hiking. 'previous' trekkers stated 'quite' (43 

percent) and 'very' (10 percent) experienced more than did the other trekkers (24; 

5 percent). Expedence of trekking itself was mostly on the Milford and Routebum 

tracks (refer Section 7. 7 . 7). 
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For first choice of motivation, 'previous' trekkers stated 'new area' (24 percent) 

and 'exit from civilisation' (15 percent) more than other trekkers (9;2 percent). 

For second choice, 'previous' trekkers stated 'exercise/fitness/health' (30 percent) 

more than other trekkers (6 percent). In response to motivation statements related 

to doing a trekking trip, differences were also apparent (refer Section 7.4.4). 

'Previous' trekkers disagreed more than other trekkers that they lacked sufficient 

experienced for doing an independent trip (35 vs 26 percent); that they did not 

have enough time to organise a tri p themselves (44 vs 26 percent); and that they 

did not have the equipment necessary for a trip (50 vs 28 percent). They agreed 

more that guides provided information and interpretation (73 vs 64 percent). 

When asked which of the trekking statements were most important, 'previous' 

trekkers stated the 'lack of fitness/prefer security of guides' statement more than 

the other trekkers (24 vs 3 percent), and the 'challenge/adventure opportunities' 

less (24 vs 42 percent). These results suggest that while 'previous' trekkers felt 

they had the experience and equipment necessary for independent trips~ their 

physical limitations (eg age) meant trekking opportunities were preferred. 

For achievement of expectations, 'previous' trekkers stated 'complete' achievement 

more than did other trekkers (45 vs 35 percent). For their first choice sources of 

satisfaction, 'previous" trekkers stated 'scenery' (52 percent) and 'ease of 

access/terrain '(12 percent) more than did the other trekkers (36;0 percent). For 

second choice, 'previous' trekkers stated 'facilities/services' more (36 vs 19 

percent). For their first choice sources of dissatisfaction, 'previous' trekkers 

stated 'track condition/route' (26 percent); 'weather' (21 percent) and 'other' (37 

percent) more than other trekkers (4; 14;20 percent). For the sources of impact by 

other users, no differences were evident apat1 from 'previous' trekkers stating 'no 

impacts noticed' less (26 vs 47 percent). 

For preferred levels of management factors, 'previous' trekkers stated 'more' for 

'side walks/nature trails' (53 percent); 'guided walks'(35 percent); 

'information/publicity in huts' (63 percent); and 'information/publicity outside 

area' (50 percent), more highly than did other trekkers (46; 10;42;35 percent). 

They also stated 'less/none' for 'safari hunting' (88 percent); ·safari fishing' (44 

percent); 'domestic stock' (53 percent); and 'air access' (58 percent), more than 

did other trekkers (43;33;32;9 percent). There were no major differences in 

preferred developments, but there were for developments to be avoided.' 
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'Previous' trekkers preferred that developments associated with 

'commercialism/tourism' (47 percent) and 'increased use levels' (20 percent) be 

avoided more than did other trekkers (32;6 percent). For preferred priolities for 

management, 'previous' trekkers stated 'track improvement' (42 percent) and 

'protection of environment' (42 percent) more than did other trekkers (19;11 

percent). 

There was no difference amongst trekkers for knowledge of the RHA and hunting 

contact. With regard to responses to hypothetical hunting statements, 'previous' 

trekkers were more inclined to agree that browsing animals cause forest damage, 

and more inclined to disagree that they would 1ike to see deer, that hunting could 

control animals, that safaris should be encouraged, and that they would like to do 

a safali tri p . 

Overall, 'previous' trekkers represented a distinct group amongst trekkers, largely 

corresponding to those not 'Tearaway-tour' participants. 

7.9. 11 Trekkers - influence of rated experience 

When trekkers' experience (self-rated) was cross-tabulated with other 

variables, a few differences were evident.As rated experience increased: 

Trekkers tended to achieve expectations more highly. 

Trekkers disagreed more that they did not have the equipment necessary. 

Trekkers disagreed more that they did not have the expelience necessary 

Trekkers disagreed that security/safety reasons were important reasons. 

These results suggest that some trekkers felt they had the means and ability to do 

independent hips. Such trekkers may have gained experience in their youth but 

are now content to do treks. 

7.9.12 Summary of the Influence of Experience 

The comparison of hunters who had made previous visits with those who 

had not, showed no major differences in responses overall. When rated experience 

was the basis of distinction, a tendency emerged where as the rated experience 

increased~ so too did preference for increased deer numbers and attitudes that 

hunting was compatible with other recreation. For hunters whose expectations 
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were not achieved, the responses emphasised concerns with low game numbers, 

while no other major differences were apparent. 

The comparison of anglers who had made previous visits with those who 

had not, showed a tendency to reflect responses of 'local' anglers amongst 

'previous' anglers. Overall, 'previous' anglers tended to be 'local' anglers; be 

more experienced; achieved expectations more; be more concerned with angling 

pressure/fish numbers; preferred less development; and favoured more 

conservation-oriented regulations than 'first-time' anglers. When rated experience 

was the basis of distinction, a tendency emerged whereby as the rated experience 

increased, so to did preferences for conservation-oriented regulations and practices; 

achievement of expectations; concerns with angling pressure/fish numbers; non

consumptive motivations and satisfactions; and technique preferences due to 

dimensions of challenge. Anglers who specifically preferred 'catch and release' 

regulations tended to be more experienced in a variety of ways and stated non

consumptive motivations and satisfactions more. These 'catch and release' anglers 

had greater perceptions of angling pressure/fish numbers than others, and cited 

lower achievement of expectations. 

The comparison of trampers who had made previous visits with those who 

had not, showed no major differences overall. 'Previous' trampers did tend to 

have done more trips elsewhere in the region; and more often stated the 

Greenstone road as development to be avoided. When rated experience was the 

basis of distinction, a tendency emerged whereby as the rated experience 

increased, so too did preferences for interpretive developments; preferences for 

'less/none' management factors; and support for hunting as a compatible use. 

This latter point was further enlphasised when the degree of hunting contact was 

the basis of distinction. Trampers who were ex-hunters tended to state more anti

hunting sentiments but were otherwise little different from other trampers. 

For trekkers, additional results related to the influence of previous experience at 

trekking and rated expelience at tramping/hiking. The distinction of trekkers who 

had done previous treks from those who had not, reflected strongly the distinction 

amongst trekkers based on 'Tearaway-tour' participation. Almost all 'previous' 

trekkers were those not 'Tearaway-tour' participants. This was reflected in greater 

age and experience; motivation statements responses; motivation and satisfaction 

responses; dissatisfaction responses; management factor preferences; and in 
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preferences for management objectives. Overall, 'previous' trekkers tended to be 

more aware of impacts and generally stated preferences for less future 

development. When rated experience was the basis for distinction, a tendency 

emerged where as rated experience increased, so too did achievement of 

expectations and disagreement with motivation statements related to lack of 

equipment or ability. 

This section has shown that increasing experience led to perceptions of greater 

compatibility of other activities with hunting (eg hunters,trampers); greater 

'wilderness-purist' attitudes (eg trampers); and greater conservation-oriented 

attitudes and behaviour (eg anglers). However not all outdoor users have great 

experience and this can lead to conflict perceptions between users and with 

management. To encourage the appropriate attitudes and behaviour from less 

experienced users, may require that education~ information and interpretation be 

used to provide them with a substitute for the insights gained through actual 

experience. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter discusses research results as they relate to the overall aims of this 

study, beginning with a brief summary. 

8.1 RESEARCH RESULTS SUMMARY 

The socio-demographic characteristics of user-groups in the study area 

(Greenstone/Caples Valleys) were, apart from trekkers, generally characteristic of 

respective user-groups in other studies. Trekkers here represented a more 

'youthful' group due to the high proportion of distinctive 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants. The characteristics of the 'Tearaway-tour participants led to the 

overall similarity of trekkers to trampers. Trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' 

participants were more 'mature' like hunters and anglers. 

From experience variables (refer Section 7.3), anglers were the most experienced 

group present, ahead of hunters, trampers and trekkers. For anglers and to a 

lesser extent hunters, the study area presented opportunities for the more 

experienced participant. This was particularly so amongst the 'local' anglers 

(sample from Queenstown and region, refer Section 6.3.2). 

Hunters tended to incorporate angling. and 'field' anglers particular tended to 

incorporate tramping, into their trips to the study area ('field' angler sample was 

gathered in the study area, refer Section 6.3.2). In re1ation to overall trip patterns 

hunters came to the study area specifical1y to hunt, unlike most of their other 

outdoor trips where other activities were more important (eg tramping). Anglers 

came to the study area specificaUy to fish. For 'local' anglers angling was equal1y 

important on all outdoor trips. \vhile for 'field' anglers most outdoor trips 

emphasised other activities as equally important to angling (eg tramping). 

Tramper activities differed little between the study area and other areas, as did 

activities of those trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' participants. For most 'Tearaway

tour' participants, trekking represented opportunities for completely new types of 

recreation experience. 
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The motivations of hunters and anglers appeared more specific to activity and 

setting attributes than were those of trampers and trellers. For anglers the 

attributes of 'wilderness' angling opportunities appeared particularly important (eg 

natural setting; low angling levels; fly-fishing only; catch and release) along with 

the implicit challenge attributes of the activity. For hunters also the chaUenge 

dimensions were important, but like other motivations were qualified by a basic 

hunting-success requirement. Motivations of trampers and trekkers tended to be 

less specific to the study area. The study area's role as an adjunct or complement 

to the Routebum was emphasised in tram per motivations, while trekker 

motivations were not particularly associated with any of its setting or Iocational 

features. 

Hunters did not cite high achievement of trip expectations, mainly for reasons 

related to low game numbers/hunting success. For all user-groups 'scenery' was 

the most important positive dimension of recreation experiences. Less important 

were: 'success-related' dimensions stated by hunters; 'quality of angling' 

dimensions stated by anglers; and dimensions related to the features of trekking 

opportunities for trekkers. Scenery was the only important dimension stated by 

trampers. Negative aspects stated by user-groups emphasised resource and 

behavioural dimensions for hunters and anglers (eg lack of game/fish; 

illegal/inconsiderate/ignorant use). While trampers and trekkers emphasised track 

and pastoral-use dimensions (eg track route/condition; presence of stock). Overall 

no particular negative dimensions were prominent apart from those related to 

game numbers and success in hunting. 'Local' anglers did emphasise the resource 

and behavioural problem dimensions more than did 'field' anglers. 

Overall management preferences emphasised preference for the status-quo. 

However the resource concerns of hunters and anglers suggest that they regard the 

status-quo as representing a Hmit to any further deterioration of conditions, rather 

than as the optimum state of conditions. Hunter preferences emphasised a want 

for increased game numbers in particular. Angler preferences emphasised 

management for improving angling quality rather than simply increasing success 

rates. 'Local' anglers in particular emphasised preferences for increased game/fish 

numbers and decreased use-levels and development. For trampers and trekkers, 

only improvement of tracks emerged as an important preference. 
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For hunters the opportunities to engage in extended trips, to hunt Fallow deer ~ and 

to use a new area were important reasons for coming to the study area for 

recreation, rather than going elsewhere. Such use was more concentrated in the 

Caples and included back-country areas. For ang1ers the opportunities to achieve 

more 'wilderness' angling experiences were important. Use tended to be more 

concentrated in the Greenstone, particularly for 'local' anglers. Use of the Caples 

and lower reaches of the catchment emphasised greater tramping-related and day

trip angling than in the Greenstone. For trampers the round-trip and extended-trip 

opportunities associated with the Routebum were important. Use was 

concentrated in main-valley tracks and huts, with the CapIes being more heavily 

used. Its more scenic reputation appeared in important component· of this 

preference. For those trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' participants the new area and 

easy-walking opportunities were important. 'Tearaway-tour' trekkers had no 

alternative options to choose from in their tour. Attitudes and beliefs about 

recreational hunting tended to indicate greater perceptions of incompatibiHty by 

non-hunters than in other studies. Preferences of most non-hunters were that 

hunting activity should not be encouraged, that it was incompatible with other 

recreation, and that it should therefore be separated in space and/or time from 

other recreation. 

, 
Results related to the influence of exped~ce suggested that experience both in the 

study area and in the activity increased, 'users perceived greater compatibility of 

hunting with other activities (eg hunters, trampers), greater 'wilderness-purist' type 

attitudes (eg trampers), and greater conservation-oriented attitudes and behaviour 

(eg anglers). 

8.2 UNIQUENESS OF RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES 

The uniqueness of recreation opportunities refers to the role they play in 

overall recreation participation by users. The study area provides unique 

recreation opportunities due to the diversity of activities possible there. And each 

of the four main activity opportunities available is unique in its respective regional 

opportunity spectrum. 

8.2. 1 Hunting 0ppol1unities 

The uniqueness of hunting oppOl1unities in the study area is apparent in a 

number of ways. Firstly ~ hunters come to the study area specifically to hunt. 

Their emphasis on hunting participation was greater in the study area than on 

recreation trips to other areas. where other activities were more important (eg 

tramping). Many hunters in the study area also took the opportunity to 
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incorporate angling into their hunting trips. 

While the main dimensions of nlotivation and satisfaction emphasised hunting 

success, extra challenge dimensions were added by the perceived difficulty of 

hunting Fallow deer and the 'stag-only' hunting regulation. Given the greater 

challenge presented by hunting opportunities in the study area, the relatively 

greater experience of hunters here compared with those in other studies is not 

surprising. 

Trips to the study area could also be distinguished from most hunting trips of 

hunters by the emphasis on infrequent extended-duration trips here. On most 

hunting trips~ hunters concentrated use in frequent short trips to convenient 

locations. Thus for many hunters the opportunity to make occasional extended 

trips to a new area was important. 

Hunting experiences also varied \vithin the study area itself. Hunters perceived 

differences between experiences in the Greenstone and CapIes. The Caples was 

perceived as having better hunting. better scenery, and being less developed/more 

remote. The Greenstone was perceived as having lower levels of hunting but 

higher levels of other use. Generally the CapIes was preferred for hunting in the 

study area, and for the focus for any game management and increase. This 

reflects the historically more prominent reputation of hunting in the CapIes. 

The uniqueness of hunting opportunities in the study area is further emphasised by 

the diffedng characteristics of potential substitute areas. While the Blue 

Mountains RHA is the only other RHA nearby, and also has a Fallow deer herd, it 

differs from the study area in a number of ways: large areas are exotic forest, few 

non-hunting activity opportunities are available, and it tends to be used for 

frequent short trips by local hunters. Stewart Island was the predominant location 

hunters used for infrequent-extended trips, but it differed fron1 the study in a 

number of ways: it is relatively inaccessjble~ it lacks a Fallow herd but has a 

Whitetail herd, and different non-hunting activity opportunities are available (eg 

diving, sea-fishing). 

8.2.2 Angling Opportunities 

The uniqueness of angling opportunities in the study area is apparent in a 

number of ways. Firstly, anglers come to the study area specifically to fish. Their 

/ 
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emphasis on angling participation in the study area was greater than on recreation 

trips to other areas. While participation in angling was consistently important for. 

'local' anglers on aH recreation trips, 'field' anglers tended to be more involved in 

tramping than angling on trips outside the study area. 'Field' anglers also took 

the opportunity to participate in tramping on their angling trip to the study area. 

For many of these 'field' anglers~ both tramping and angling were equally 

important activities here. 

The main dimensions of Il)otivation and satisfaction emphasised attributes of 

quality angHng in wilderness fisheries. The natural settings and the process of 

landing fish were important. The limited important of 'consumptive' harvest of 

fish (eg keeping fish landed) was emphasised by preferences for challenging 

angling techniques, lower catch limits, and release of fish landed. These are 

characteristic of the more specialist anglers and thus it was not surprising that 

anglers here had relatively greater age and experience than those in other studies. 

Angling experiences also varied within the study area itself. Anglers perceived 

differences between experiences in the Greenstone and Caples. The Greenstone 

was perceived as having more fish, better quality angling and better scenery. The 

Capies was perceived as having fewer but bigger fish, and being relatively more 

accessible. Generally the Greenstone was preferred for angling in the study area 

and as a focus for any fish management and increase. This reflected the 

perception of anglers that angling pressure and use was greater in the Greenstone. 

These perceptions and preferences were all more pronounced for 'local' anglers. 

The uniqueness of angling opportunities in the study area is further emphasised by 

the differing characteristics of the main angling areas used by anglers, and the 

potential substitute areas. The wide variety of main rivers used by anglers were 

largely prefelTed for reasons of convenience (eg close to home). However angling 

use of the study area was based more upon attributes of a wilderness fishery. This 

suggests that for most anglers, use of the study area represents an infrequent and 

unique rather than regular use. Of the rivers cited as providing similar experiences 

to the study area none combined the wilderness fishery attributes, the variety of 

other activity opportunities, and the access attributes of the study area. The Lochy 

and Worsely livers require either boat or prolonged foot access, while the Eglinton 

river valley is roaded. 
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8.2.3 Tramping Opportunities 

The tramping opportunities in the study area are not in themselves unique, 

but are important for their convenience as a round-trip with the Routebum. 

Activities of trampers in the study area differed little from those undertaken on 

trips to other recreation areas, and the only additional activity cited frequently was 

sightseeing. Few differences were apparent between trampers whose use of the 

study area incorporated the Routebum, and those whose use was confined to the 

study area only. The only major difference was that the proportion of foreigners 

was much lower amongst trampers using the study area only. 

Tramping experiences did vary within the study area itself. While few trampers 

had experienced both the Greenstone and CapIes, differences in perceptions of 

them were evident. The CapIes was perceived as being more scenic while the 

Greenstone was perceived as being easier. No other major differences in 

perception were evident. 

Further indication of the lack of tramping opportunity uniqueness was evident from 

comparison with the Routebum. Although many trampers considered the 

Routebum more developed, crowded and scenic, their tramping activity-pattern 

reflected that of the Routebum. The through-valley use concentrated on main huts 

and tracks, short stays in huts, and little use of the back-country opportunities 

available. Thus the tramping use-pattern of the study area largely represented a 

continuation of that on the RoutebulTI. In this sense few potential substitutes for 

the tramping opportunities here exist, since they are largely based upon a 

convenience relationship with the Routebum. 

The back-country opportunities available in the study area are based upon the 

Upper CapIes and its tributaries (eg Kay & Fraser creeks). These areas are 

relatively undeveloped ~ accessible and un-demanding. In a regional context these 

opportunities are unique given the extensive recreation development in most 

nearby areas that combine similar ease of access and terrain (eg Routeburn, 

HolIyford, Dart, Rees, Eglinton Valleys - refer Figure 2.2). 

8.2.4 Trekking Opportunities 

At present, trekking opportunities in the study area appear only unique as 

opportunities to do a new trek. Most trekkers not 'Tearaway-tour' participants 

had already done other treks in the region. Few of these trekkers chose this trek 

for reasons other than those related to its 'new area' role. As the trek becomes 
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more well known and the proportion of participants on their first-ever trek 

increases, its unique opportunities may become more prominent factors (eg 

opportunities for all-season easy valley walking). For 'Tearaway-tour' participants 

the trekking opportunity represented no more than an optional part of an overall 

tour package. 

8.3 CONFLICT/CROWDING PERCEPTIONS 

From the open-ended questions used, it was expected that any major 

negative evaluations of interaction between users (or between management and 

users) that occurred, would establish the major issues in conflict/crowding 

perceptions. However from user response to these (and other) types of question, it 

became apparent that high levels of user satisfaction were occurring, and that there 

was a corresponding preference for the status-quo in use and management. 

8.3. 1 Status-Quo Preference 

This became apparent in a number of ways. For most users the 'same' 

levels 9f management factors were preferred with few users preferring increase 

(refer Appendix Four). Most users also preferred that there be no further 

development in the study area. Trampers and trekkers in particular stated 

preference for management objectives, and perceived impacts, that emphasised the 

status-quo (eg 'hut and track maintenance', 'no impacts noticed'). Thus there was 

strong preference against change in the study area. 

These results plus the high levels of first-time use were suggestive of the -last

settler' syndrome being in operation. This involves high levels of user satisfaction 

which are maintained despite changing use conditions. However these results also 

indicated that despite high user satisfaction, areas of problem-perception were 

apparent which may have affected present use and which may affect that in the 

future. These concerns are presented in the context of potential conflict/crowding 

perceptions of specific user-groups. 

8.3.2 Potential Conflict/Crowding Perceptions: Hunters 

The most likely sources of major conflict/crowding perceptions by hunters 

are related to hunting success and game numbers. Such dimensions are central to 

hunting experiences, and have been emphasised throughout the results presented 

here. Hunters who did not achieve their expectations placed particular emphasis 

on these dimensions. However, as stated achievement_ of expectations increased, 

hunters tended to state 'high use levels' and 'inconsiderate/il1egal behaviour' more 
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highly as sources of dissatisfaction. This suggests that as achievement of 

expectations increases (eg success), the focus of hunter concern shifts away from. 

game numbers and toward other attributes of hunting experiences. Hunters also 

emphasised themes of 'commercialism/tourism' and 'increased use-levels' as 

developments to be avoided. 

However at this point it must be remembered that hunters are not in the study area 

during the peak summer period when overall use-levels are much higher. This 

affects hunting-related perceptions in two ways. Firstly the perceptions of hunters 

toward other users, and secondly the perceptions of other users toward hunting. 

Since the hunting season occurs during off-peak periods (apart from Easter), and 

hunter numbers are regulated, hunter perceptions relate to much lower overall use 

levels than for other users. Thus their negative evaluations of other users represent 

general concerns rather than specific problem-perceptions. This is particularly 

apparent from their negative attitudes toward 'safari-hunting', which does not 

occur in the study area. However the existence of such concerns suggests potential 

for conflict/crowding perceptions by hunters. This is most likely if hunters 

perceive that changing conditions involving other uses are having negative impacts 

on game numbers and hunting viability. 

And since responses from other users were gathered in the absence of hunters, 

negative evaluations of hunting also reflected general concerns rather than specific 

problem-perceptions .. However the potential for conflict to arise was apparent 

from observations made during the field-trip undertaken in Easter 1987. Here the 

focus of user perceptions of hunting was the presence of rifles. Some trampers 

expressed surprise at rifles being present. and concerns at the safety of these in 

huts. Hunters in turn expressed frustration at the lack of other users' awareness of 

the normal safety procedures. This suggests that if user awareness and 

understanding of hunting is not improved, two-way conflict perceptions may arise. 

8.3.3 Potential Conflict/Crowding Perceptions: Anglers 

The most likely sources of maj?r conflict/crowding perceptions by anglers 

relate to angling pressure and perceptions of inappropriate behaviour by others. 

The perceptions of inappropriate behaviour concerned the iHegal techniques 

sometimes used (usually in ignorance of regulations), the high proportions of fish 

kept by some anglers, and the presence of noisy hut users. These concerns 
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reflected the relatively greater vulnerability of specialised anglers to 

conflict/crowding perceptions, due to the more specific requirements of their 

angling experiences. These requirements related to the process of landing a 

quality fish in a wildemess-type setting using challenging techniques, more than 

simply the number of fish harvested. 

These perceptions of resource-depletion and inappropriate behaviour were 

pronounced for 'local' anglers who overall represented a more specialised anglers 

than most 'field' anglers. Their attitudes and behaviour emphasised greater 

concern for conservation of angling resources and experiences, and preference for 

less development. They also had greater perception of the vulnerability of the fish 

population to over-fishing. 

While these differences between 'local' and 'field' anglers may reflect a possessive 

attitude by locals toward use of local areas by visitors, the bulk of anglers who had 

made previous visits to the study area were 'local' anglers. The attitudes, 

perceptions and behaviour of these 'previous' anglers were characteristic of 'local' 

anglers. Thus the responses characteristic of 'local' anglers represented those of 

anglers who had experienced the changes in angling in the study area due to 

changing-use conditions. These anglers developed their experience-expectation 

norms on the basis of earlier use, and now perceive increasing use by less

specialised anglers. Few 'field' anglers were from local areas, with most from 

farther afield. They represented the more numerous recent anglers that are using 

the study area for angling in association with tramping. Given this distinction, 

further increase in tramper numbers through improved access or publicity about 

the area is likely to increase use by less specialised anglers. For some anglers this 

would be seen as a decline of the study area as a quality wilderness fishery, due to 

reduced seasonal fish numbers, higher numbers of anglers present, and manifest 

differences in activity nOlms (eg catch philosophy and behaviour, equipment and 

technique use. 

OcculTence of scape-goating within such negative evaluations of interaction is 

possible, especially against overseas anglers and/or guided anglers. However 

extensive interviews indicated overseas anglers were generally more conservation

oriented toward angling that were most New Zealand anglers. Guided angling . 

parties using helicopter access focus attention on themselves by using a 

mechanised means of transport that is traditionally considered inappropriate in 
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wilderness areas. In their actual angling behaviour the appropriateness of catch 

philosophy and techniques used is usually maintained by the guides. However 

such constraint is not possible for private unguided anglers using helicopters. 

8.3.4 Potential Conflict/Crowding Perceptions: Trampers 

Trampers demonstrated a strong preference for maintenance of the status

quo in the study area. This reflected the high proportion of first-time users. No 

major conflict/crowding perceptions were evident between trampers and others. 

Rather than concern with too many users, trampers emphasised the poor track 

conditions that arose from either the vulnerable wetlands traversed (eg Mackellar 

Saddle) or the extensive recent realignment of tracks (eg mid-upper Green stone ). 

Some concern was expressed regarding user numbers in huts, but most trampers 

had aJready tolerated the higher numbers in Routebum huts. Given the similarities 

between tramper use and perceptions of the Routeburn and study area, it is likely 

that any major conflict/crowding perceptions potentially affecting trampers in the 

study area would be apparent on the Routebum first. 

An exception to this would be perceptions of hunting. Trampers in the study area 

generally considered hunting incompatible with their use. But as demonstrated 

previously t this represented a general concern rather than real problem-perceptions 

since hunters were not actual1y present in the study area at the same time. The 

positive influence that familiarity with hunting has on such perceptions was evident 

from the greater compatibility with hunting perceived by trampers with greater 

contact with hunting, with greater overall experience, and with greater previous 

experience in the study area. 

8.3.5 Potential Conflict/Crowding Perceptions: Trekkers 

Trekkers also demonstrated a strong preference for maintenance of the 

status-quo in the study area. This reflected the first-time use by all trekkers. No 

major conflict/crowding perceptions were evident between trekkers and other users. 

The main concerns cited by trekkers related to the track route and condition. Like 

trampers, this concern did not arise from perceptions of over-use, but from poor 

track conditions in parts of the Greenstone due to extensive realignment. 

Although these concerns were expressed more strongly by those trekkers not 

'Tearaway-tour' participants, it was the 'Tearaway-tour' participants that favoured 

track-related improvements. 
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Trekkers generally considered hunting incompatible with their use. But as with 

trampers, these perceptions represented only general concerns since hunters were 

not actually present in the study area at the same time. However unlike trampers~ 

the increasing recreation experience and hunting contact of trekkers did not lead to 

greater perceptions of compatibility with hunting. 

8.4 MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

The management implications arising from this study relate to the overall 

management approach, and to specific user-groups management within this. 

8.4.1 Overall Management Approach 

The main management implication of this study has been that a change in 

management approach for the study area and surrounding region is required. 

Given recent consolidation of the various management agencies concerned into the 
-..... ~.--. - ~ -

Department of Conservation, the framework for such a change is now available. 

While hunting and angling in the study area have been managed by respective 

agencies in a manner appropriate to their particular resource limitations and 

experience characteristics, management of tramping has been based upon manager 

perception of increasing use-levels. Management response to their perceptions of 

increased use has represented the reactive 'Jnicro-shift' type of opportunity shift 

described in Section 5. 1. Such response in the study area has involved provision 

and improvement of huts and tracks. These types of 'demand driven' development 

have often attracted further use, thus often compounding the original manager 

problem-perceptions of use levels that prompted such development. 

As well as compounding original problem-perceptions, an additional effect of such 

cumulative change is to reduce the overall range of opportunities available. This 

occurs since some recreational opportunities are more susceptible to adverse 

impacts from changing conditions than are others. Since the incremental 

development approach evident here has been characteristic of many New Zea]and 

outdoor recreation areas, some users have been systematicaHy deprived of their 

preferred recreation experiences over a variety of areas. In the study area (and 

surrounding region), continuance of such management would represent a 

progressive standardising of diverse and unique recreation opportunities to a 

common denominator of through-valley tramping on main tracks. 
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This reflects a management approach based largely upon manager perceptions of 

user numbers rather than who users are, what experiences they are trying to 

obtain, whether the setting can or should provide for such experiences, and what 

other opportunities are available for obtaining such experiences. The Recreation 

Opportunity Spectrum (ROS)(refer Sections 5.3.3-5.3.4) provides a management 

approach which addresses these concerns, emphasises provision of a diversity of 

opportunities for recreation experiences and thus tends to focus attention on those 

opportunities and experiences most susceptible to impact. For these reasons the 

ROS concept appears to represent the management approach most appropriate for 

the study area. 

Application of the ROS concept to the study area represents on1y part of a broader 

application on a regional basis. The ROS approach does not require each area to 

be everything for everybody, but rather that its pm1icular opportunities contribute 

to the broader regional ROS framework. The study area fulfils this role 

particularly well by providing distinct and unique opportunities within the regional 

spectrums of hunting, angling, tramping and trekking (refer Section 8.2). No 

other single area in the region contributes as much to the framework of the 

regional ROS. The management implications discussed for each user-group relate 

their recreation opportunities to possible application of the ROS approach to the 

study area and the region. 

8.4.2 Management Implications - Hunting 

The hunting opportunities in the study area are unique from their 

combination of extended trip potential, new area attributes, natural setting, Fallow 

deer, and additional activity opportunities. Within the study area itself, there are 

also differences in the hunting opportunities available, with the Caples Valley 

perceived as providing better hunting and a more scenic remote-experience setting. 

Use of the 'back-country' hunting opportunities available in the Upper Caples and 

its tributaries also distinguish it. These feature combine to make hunting 

opportunities in the study area important in the regional ROS. 

Potential for conflict/crowding perceptions with other users of the study area is 

minimised by the off-peak hunting season! the limited number of hunters present 

at anyone time, the short period of overlap between hunting and angling seasons, 

the concentration of hunting activity at dawn and dusk (when most users are in 

huts or camps), and the concentration of most other users on main-valley huts, 
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tracks and rivers. Such potential may be further reduced by greater public 

awareness of the study area's role as a RHA. This study suggested that greater 

user experience and awareness of hunting resulted in less negative attitudes toward 

it. Negative attitudes towards hunting were apparent~ but these were not specific 

problems. 

,he management implication here is that for hunting opportunities, the current 

management practices are appropriate. The hunting season coincides with those 

months most preferred by hunters, the limited numbers of hunters permitted 

reduces hunting pressure and potential safety threat, as does the open-forest 

(limited-numbers) hunting system. And the 'stag-only' hunting regulation reduces 

hunting pressure by effectively limiting the population of viable game animals in 

the study area. Informal interviews with hunters indicated that while deer were 

often seen, few of these were stags. If overall deer numbers increase as a result of 

the 'stag-only' regulation, it may be necessary to ease this regulation at some 

future time to balance the requirements of hunting opportunities and wild animal 

control. Hunters strongly indicated that recreational hunting should be the main 

management method for any further wild animal control. 

8.4.3 Management Implications - Angling 

The angling opportunities in the study area are unique for their 

combination of wilderness-fishing attributes and additional activity opportunities. 

Within the study area itself there are also differences in the angling opportunities 

available, with the Greenstone being perceived as providing better fishing quality. 

This perception was more pronounced for the more experienced anglers, who also 

perceived it as being under greater angling pressure. 

Potential for conflict/crowding perceptions with other users of the study area was 

minimised by the concentration of angling activity on the rivers, the short period 

of overlap between hunting and angling seasons, angling management which 

encouraged only experienced anglers, and the low numbers of anglers present. 

Apart from major increases in angler numbers, the most likely sources of 

conflict/crowding perceptions relate to the differing 'consumptive' orientations of 

anglers. The 'field' anglers were generally characteristic of first-visit anglers 

whose activity was part of a tramping trip. Overall, 'field' anglers tended to be 

less specialised in angling and exhibited less conservation-oriented attitudes and 
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behaviour than 'local' anglers. 'Local' anglers have had greater experience of the 

study area overall, and have greater perception of its vulnerability to over-fishing. 

If angler numbers increase in the study area, the less-specialised activity norms of 

'field' anglers will become more pronounced. To nlaintain the quality of the 

wilderness-fishing opportunity, management has a number of interrelated options. 

The first is to do nothing. This option would leave angling open to the type of 

incremental 0ppo11unity shift that comes from unplanned management actions, and 

as such would run counter to the ROS approach. Another would be to use 

wardens and other field staff to police angling regulations more rigorously than has 

been the case. This could limit iHegal angling behaviour and in a positive sense 

promote more conservation-oriented behaviour. Prominent display of information 

regarding the population dynamics of the fishery and the merits of self-regulated 

angling behaviour would assist in this. Reduction in catch limits is also an 

available tool. Even if it was not possible to proper1y enforce such a reduction, 

the existence of such a regulation would send a strong conservation message to 

anglers. Many anglers already voluntarily apply a 'catch and release' philosophy 

to their activity. Given the low fish productivity of the Greenstone/Caples fishery, 

its 'wildellless fishery' status, and the greater use of its lower reaches by less

specialised day-trip anglers, the application of a 'catch and release' regulation to 

those lower reaches may be necessary to maintain it. 

8.4.4 Management Implications - Tramping 

The tramping opportunities in the study area are unique largely because of 

their integration with the Routebulll. Within the study area itself, there are 

differences in the tramping opportunities available. The Greenstone represents an 

easy all-weather route, while the Caples represents a more scenic valley with 

considerable potential for more 'remote experience' opportunities in its tributary 

valleys. 

Potential for conflict/crowding perceptions with other users of the study area was 

minimised by the concentration of use on main-val1ey huts and tracks, the first

time nature of most visits~ the desensitising effect of experiencing the Routebum 

first, the predominantly down-valley flow of trip and the off-peak timing of the 

hunting season. Because of the combined effect of these factors, it is unlikely that 

major conflict/cro\vding perceptions will occur unless there are drastic changes in 

the tramping opportunities. This is due to the operation of the last settler 
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syndrome in the study area and the likelihood that any major problems would 

become apparent first on the Routeburn. 

Management perceptions of problems (eg hut crowding, track over-use) on the 

Routebum have led to suggestions (in inteIViews) that the study area be developed 

to reduce such problems (eg a Routebum/Caples track via Fraser creek). However 

this study has shown that tramping opportunities in the study area complement 

those on the Routeburn rather than provide substitutes for them. At best, all such 

an approach would achieve would be a greater proportion of Routebum trampers 

undertaking a round trip. Other possible consequences would include attraction of 

greater use to the whole area (including the Routebum). Such an approach would 

be inappropriate in the context of the regional ROS, since the uniqueness of other 

opportunities in the study area would be compromised. The perceived problems 

of the Routebum should be dealt with in situ rather than initiating adverse impacts 

on other opportunities. 

The management implications of this study for tramping opportunities deal 

particularly with differences between the Greenstone and Caples vaHeys. In both, 

the flow of use is predominantly down-valley from the Routebuffi, with the Caples 

tending to receive the heavier use. Problems with this emphasis include the 

trampers experiencing a harder track over Mackellar Saddle than expected, the 

physical impacts of use on Mackellar Saddle itself, and the implications of greater 

use for the more 'remote experience' opportunities in the Upper Caples and 

tributaries. Improvement of the Mackellar Saddle track will contribute to greater 

use of the Caples, while leaving it as is may reduce its use as the relative difficu1ty 

becomes well known through word of mouth. In tenns of the regional ROS 

approach, enhancing the remote experience opportunities in the Caples by not 

encouraging increased use in it would be appropriate. Such opportunities have 

tended to be progressively diminished throughout the region. However this would 

not preclude board-walking the track on the Saddle itself to protect the vulnerable 

alpine wetland there. In accordance with this approach, no further development of 

the Kay and Fraser valleys would be appropriate. The tramping routes through 

these .valleys should be described on maps as such, thus minimising 

misinterpretation of them as being developed tracks like those in the main valleys. 

Should such manipulative management result in decreasing tramper use of the 

CapIes ~ consideration could be given to removal of the Upper Caples hut. 
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Management action outside the study area may also be usefu1 in achieving 

appropriate use of the study area. Wardens on the Routeburn can play an 

important role in the information they give to trampers about the study area. 

Tramping use of the whole study area could also be effectively reduced by an 

extension of the Routeburn track along Key Summit and descending to the Milford 

Road via Cascade Creek (refer Figure 2.2). This would provide a good 

complement to the scenic alpine tramping opportunities on the Routeburn. In this 

context it could provide an alternative finish to the Routebum, rather than through 

the study area where other recreation opportunities are important. 

8.4.5 Management Implications - Trekking 

The trekking opportunities in the Greenstone are unique from those in 

other areas by their combination of new area attributes, easy valley walking, and 

all-season operation. The potential for conflict/crowding perceptions by trekkers is 

minimal due to the controlled nature of their experience. However they may be 

the subject of conflict/crowding perceptions because their participation does not 

conform to traditional outdoor recreation norms. The management implications of 

this are that to minimise such negative perceptions by others, trekkers should be 

made less distinctive in appearance and behaviour. Large parties with uniform 

packs and parkas, but without 'normal' clothing and footwear, were particularly 

noticed by other users. However trekking parties can be more readily managed 

than other users and when the trekking operation is compatible with management 

objectives, conflict/crowding perceptions will be minimised. For example, if 

trekkers were permitted to incorporate angling on their trip, more stringent 

regulation may be required to minimise any localised impacts on fish populations 

or conflicts with anglers (eg catch and release~ limited numbers allowed to include 

angling). These and other regulations could be readily policed via the trekking 

operators. 

A distinction must be made between the trekking opportunities in the Greenstone 

and CapIes valleys. Both are appropriate to the types of recreation opportunities 

in their respective valleys. The Greenstone Walk exploits the easy terrain and all 

weather access available, while the Challenge Walk exploits the more remote 

experience opportunities in the CapJes. The management convention of only 

allowing one walking concession in any valley at one time is appropriate in this 

context. The CapIes is one of the few major developed valleys without a major 
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concession operation in it, and in the context of the regional ROS should remain 

that way. 

8.4.6 Summary of Management Implications 

Development of a management strategy for the study area (and surrounding 

region) based upon the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum is appropriate since at 

the least it maintains the diversity of recreation opportunities. In the study area 

the opportunities requiring particular management attention are those of angling, 

hunting and 'back-country' tramping. These are emphasised because these 

opportunities are more resource-dependent and subject to negative effects of 

changing conditions than are opportunities for tramping and trekking on main

valley tracks. The ROS approach emphasises the unique opportunities in an area 

rather than allowing them to be compromised by numerically predominant 

opportunities. Tramping can continue to be managed as a complement to 

Routebum opportunities, but problems with use of the Routebum should not 

prompt inappropriate changes in the study area. 

Within the study area itself both main valleys require different objectives for 

management. The Greenstone in particular requires management to maintain 

wilderness angling opportunities. It should also be providing complementary 

opportunities for the majority of Routeburn round-trip trampers rather than the 

Cap1es. The Caples in particular requires management for hunting opportunities. 

It should also be providing the 'remote-experience' opportunities in the study area, 

especially in the Upper Caples and the Kay and Fraser Creeks. 

While all activities would still be possible over the whole study area, management 

that promoted the pattern of opportunities suggested would represent the most 

effective contribution to a regional spectrum of recreation opportunities. 

8.5 MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH NEEDS 

To maintain the diversity of recreation opportunities in the Queenstown/Te 

Anau/Milford region in the face of its increasing intensity of public and 

commercial use for recreation~ managers must develop a regional strategy for the 

planned allocation of recreation resources. The ROS approach provides a 

conceptual means and the creation of the Department of Conservation provides a 

practical means. In a regional ROS! the ideal recreation resource allocation for 

opportunity diversity must be reconciled with: the existing recreation use types and 

patterns, non-recreation use (eg pastoral land) and non-recreation objectives for 
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land management (eg soil, water, vegetation and wildlife conservation, agricultural 

production). 

In simple terms, the management needs anslng from such a process are an 

inventory of potential and existing recreation opportunities. With this, managers 

must determine appropriate allocations of recreation opportunities and set 

corresponding management objectives. When actual conditions present, or 

changes that are occurring conflict with management objectives, management 

action through direct or indirect means will be required. Research can contribute 

to this process by addressing a number of questions that warrant further attention. 

In no order of priority, the questions that should be asked include: 

what was the role of day-trip andlor fringe-use of the study area? 

Day users were not included in this study, but given their potential impact should 
road access be improved, their role may become most important for management 
in the future. For example, what implications arise from day-trip angling pressure 
on the Caples river and the lower Greenstone river and mouth. 

how did anglers' perception of fishery vulnerabHity affect their angling 
atti tudes and behaviour? 

This would have implications for the effectiveness of indirect management by 
education/informationlinterpretation. If greater awareness of fishery and angling 
experience vulnerability did not promote more conservation-oriented behaviour, 
then indirect techniques would have to be replaced by direct use controls. 

would more conservation-oriented angling regulations alienate anglers or 
convey to them a positive message for self regulation? 

If catch limits were 10wered, would anglers tend to release more fish landed? 
Would anglers accept a 'Catch-and-Release' regulation for areas accessible to day
trip anglers, where angling pressure is greatest? 

could the types of messages conveyed to potential users by word-of-mouth be 
manipulated by managers to achieve management objectives? 

This is already done in some places vvhere managers direct hunters to areas where 
game numbers are excessive. Word-of-mouth could be used directly by 
management (eg advice from wardens, field-staff), or indirectly through a negative 
feedback mechanism amongst users (eg 'don"t visit the Routebum, ifs too 
crowded"). Could managers allow adverse conditions in an area to exist so that 
negative feedback amongst users would encourage changed use patterns? Would 
such changed use patterns occur? 
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how effective would information in huts, on maps, and on signs be for 
encouraging user behaviour appropriate to management objectives? 

This question suggests that management could provide much more than basic 
descriptive information through such mediums. Overseas studies have indicated 
that such information can be an effective manipulative management tool (eg Brown 
and Hunt 1968;Lucas 1981;Roggenbuck and Berrier 1982;Hudgins and Davies 
1984;Huffman and WiHiams 1986). 

do foreign users rely more heavily on publicity and management information 
(eg brochures, advice, information in huts, maps, signs) in determining their 
use patterns and behaviour than New Zealanders? 

This study showed foreign users to be represented more highly in the more well 
known and publicised areas (eg Routeburn round-trip) than those less so- (eg the 
study area only). This question suggests that changes in the information made 
available could be used to indirectly manipulate foreign users use patterns and 
behaviour. 

are use patterns and user types different during off-peak periods, or are they 
the same but just at lower levels? 

Apart from the hunter survey, this study dealt with peak-use during the summer 
period. This question relates to any differences in recreation opportunities in peak 
and off-peak periods. How would management based upon peak use affect off
peak use? 

what differences are there for perceptions of hunting and hunters between 
hunting-season users (when hunters are present) and non-hunting season users? 

This question asks what the real conflict/crowding perceptions arising from contact 
with hunters are. Users san1pled .in this study stated indirect concerns about 
hunting rather than direct problem-perceptions. 

why did both hunters and anglers state 'research' as a preferred management 
objective more highly for their less favoured valleys? 

Tables 7.45 and 7.52 showed this response. Hunters gave priority for 'research' 
in Greenstone, while anglers gave it priority in the CapIes. this was an unusual 
result for which no explanation was apparent. 

how win demographic trends in New Zealand affect continued increase in 
recreation use levels? 

Expectations of increasing use-levels are almost universal amongst managers. Yet 
demographic trends show the proportions of younger age groups is ditninishing! 
while that of older age-groups is increasing. Wi1l this mean fewer trampers in the 
future? Will pal1icipation in more 'mature' activities (eg angling. hunting, 
trekking) increase? Or will more older people go tramping in the future? Such 
questions will require attention. 
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does the under-representation of younger age-groups in hunting samples 
represent a lack of recruitment and thus herald potential decline of the activity, 
or do these deer-hunter samples reflect a more specialised form of hunting to 
which novices are not introduced at young ages? 

If the relative under-representation of hunters represents a future decline in hunter 
numbers, there are implications for recreational hunting as a game control method. 
However, should game nunlbers rise, participation in hunting may increase in 
response to greater success potential. 

what levels of deer population are acceptable for the water, soil, vegetation, 
and wildlife conservation objectives of management? 

This question relates to the capacity of the environment to cope with deer 
numbers. If preservation objectives are high, the acceptable deer population may 
be low. Such decisions determine the viability of recreational hunting 
opportunities in an area. 

leasehold management? 

This study did not deal with issues related to the role of pastoral leasehold land in 
the study area. However difficulties have occurred and may occur again. 
Managers must determine the real limits to the rights of leasehold tenure, this will 
prevent short and long-term management objectives from being compromised in 
the future. 

As well as referring to research dealing with such questions, management can also 

improve its decision-making basis by promoting its own monitoring/observation 

role. This can be undertaken largely as an jnformal interview and observation 

role, but formal data collection may be required as a check on manager 

perceptions of user behaviour~ attitudes and perceptions. For example, if 

managers perceive hut crowding is occurring and propose major changes as a 

result (eg on the Routebum) , more specific examination of user perceptions of 

crowding and how these really affect experiences is necessary. Management action 

in the past may only have attracted more users (eg building Upper Caples hut), 

while implementation of a 'do-nothing' approach to a problem may have allowed 

users to self-regulate through their own negative feedback mechanisms (eg word

of-mouth, management infolmation). In such a 'do-nothing' option, a form of 

'positive displacemenf may occur where users are discouraged from visiting an 

area, and thus relieve some of the use pressure on it. Examples of possible 

subjects for closer investigation through a management monitoring, observation 

and interview role include: 

activities and behaviour of day-trip and ftinge-area users. 
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hunter/non-hunter interactions. 

variations in angling behaviour (eg catch rates~release rates). 

how users obtain information which has influenced their use. 

characteristics of users (eg age, sex, nationality, party type and size, 
activities). 

any problems or concerns expressed consistently by users. 

checks on the validity of problems perceived by managers (eg crowding). 

changes in use over time (eg seasonal, progressive). 

8.6 CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

This study has shown that in the Greenstone and Caples Valleys a diversity 

of unique recreation experiences are achieved; that current users expressed no 

major conflict/crowding perceptions; but that the potential exists for depletion of 

these unique experiences through the lack of a structured regional approach to 

recreation management. Such an approach requires that manager attention be 

focussed less upon site-specific user expressions of wants, desires and demand-for 

recreation, and more upon the maintenance of a regional range of recreation 

opportunities. This approach requires a more dominant role for managers in 

resource allocation and the determination of recreation opportunities 'appropriate' 

to particular areas. The onus is upon users to make choices about activities and 

areas used on such a basis. This approach takes account of both the diversity of 

equally valid recreation ~xperiences desired by users, and the need to reconcile 

recreational use with other objectives for land management (eg preservation, 

production). While recreational llse of the outdoors may be considered a right for 

all New Zealanders (and visitors), this cannot be a right exercised by all people for 

all activities in all areas. 
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APPENDIX ONE 

THE W AKA TIPU RHA (refer to Slater 1982b) 

Those parts of the study area covered by forest were administered by the NZ 

Forest Service. In 1981 these areas were gazetted as the Wakatipu RHA. Figure 

A.I.] shows the extent of the Wakatipu RHA, and the other land tenures in and 

around the study area. The criteria for setting aside RHA's are that they have the 

following qualities: (refer Hammond 1980;Slater 1982b) 

(a) They are accessible to a significant large urban population. 

(b) They are distinctive because of the species, trophy quality or recreational 
values of the wild animals therein. 

(c) They have pleasant or challenging topography, vegetation, climate or other 
natural features; or attractions with particularly stable landforms. 

(d) They contain recreational hunting values so great that they should be 
catered for, following zoning if necessary, to provide a national 
recreational hunting area. 

(e) They are not subject to stringent controls on recreational hunter use, or 
conflict with production values which cannot be overcome by zoning, 
though land areas available may be subject to limitations on the time they 
are available to hunters and under set conditions of use. 

In accordance with the Wild Animal Control Act (1977) and the NZ Forest Service 

policy, the objectives for managing the Wakatipu RHA were (in order of priority): 

(refer Slater 1982b) 

- to ensure the protection of water and soil values and to maintain healthy 
regenerating vegetation. 

- to preserve the scenic, floristic and faunal values. 

- to manage for recreational hunting the wild animals present within the Wakatipu 
RHA, to maintain adequate control of the population by recreational hunting, 
and to ensure continuing public access. 

- to provide appropriate recreational facilities to enable the public to enjoy the 
attractions and activities of the area which are compatible with recreational 
hunting, especially activities such as tramping and fishing. 

- and to manage for the improvement of the hunting and trophy potential of the 
Fallow deer herd. 
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In accordance with these objectives the administration of hunting in the RHA was 

defined in a Wild Animal Control Plan (eg Slater 1982b). Some of the more 

salient management requirements included in this Plan were: (refer Slater 1982b) 

- implementation of an open-forest system. 

- hunting by permit only. 

- limits to the number of permits issued (current regulations allow no more than 
six rifles per valley, although this can be changed). 

- limits to the extent of the permit period (current regulations allow no more than 
seven consecutive days per permit, although this too can be changed). 

- no hunting to occur within 100 metres of main valley tracks. 

- no hunting to occur on leasehold or other tenure land. 

- an additional requirement implemented after this Plan was to allow only antlered 
stags to be hunted. 

These requirements were all subject to change in accordance with changing 

conditions of deer population, hunting pressure, soil-water-vegetation quality, and 

other recreation uses. 
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Figure A. 1: Land Tenure in Study Area 
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Weekday Trips 
Extended Tripo __________ __ 

Cb) If you do extended trips,what month~ do you prefer 
to hunt,and why thene months? ________________ _ 

Q4(a). Slnce you otarted 

been: (tlcl: box) 

hunt!n..::.has your huntlne c:q:crience 

8 Continuous 

: In terr\\l'teJ (~. br~~,I~ of OV'lr 
a year) 

Cb) If ycu haye had a break from huntlnG or no longar 

hunt as regularly 113 before,can you 3ta~e ":hi'? 

(c) How experienced would JOu 3ay :rou are at huntin~? 
(t!cl~ box), 

1/0 !lot much O\Jite '{er'! 
e:cp.erip.ncc exp~rience p.r.perlenc~d exp'l'rlence<i 

0 0 0 0 

0([1 ce 
us" 

only W 

B 
pj 

:I: 
c::: 

0 z ..., 
tTl 
tt' 

0 ,() 
c::: 

0 tTl 
Cl) 00 ..., d -0 

~ 
> 

Z ~ 

Z ~ 

;l> ~ tJ:j 

~ 
- ,0 Z 
G; d ~ < -tJ:j ~ 

00 1-3 1-3 - ::c: 
0 ~ 
Z tJ:j 
Z tJ:j 

0 
2:: 
~ 
tJ:j 
00 

0 

o 

0 



'15. 

(1) 

(2 ) 

0) 
(4 ) 

Q6{a) 

(b) 

Li~t in order of import3nce -yollr 4 mo:.! t I"'portan t 

rea::on:;(moti 'la tion:;) Cor soing ou t hun t.J ng ,- I-"'r~. 

R"nlt the ~mo~t important recrAntion.'l activi ties 

undcrt,11:cn Ut you A: On trips to the~ _'121l")I'S 

D: en ~()"t'J"ur tnp;!! 

(n'lnl: 1.2,3:",!th '1' the mo~t important) 
A D 

H~n tin~ 

lra/)\p! Poil 

<:aml'ing 

Fiohing 

Cl1mhine 
Fhotocranhy 

Wa~er s~oIts/4ctlvities 

Picnics 

Iluntinz 'Prip" 

5iro:ht:Jeeing/Viewlnt; scenery 

!)'1 t.ure Study 
Cther(;FecifY~) _____________ L __ .J 

Oth"r Trips 

~nich activities ~e~ides huntin~ we~e you doin Q on 
,{ollr tr1p to t.he !ilaJ<atlpu Il,H.A~ __________ _ 

oericf 
\J!:iC 

only 

DO 

3. 

Section B 

This section Invelltt/Zates the type of anlm<llo you prefer to 

hunt and why you uoed the Wakatlpu R.H.l. 

Q7. When hl'n Ung, wha t. Is your first and second choice 

Q3(n) 
(b) 

(c) 

Q9. 

of game? 
(1) _______ _ (2) _______ _ 

What. type o~ deer do you prefer to hunt! __________ __ 
Why do you prefer thio type? _______________ __ 

Would you 

obtlllnlng 

be satisfied with ~hootin6 

a trophy?( tick box) 8, a deer bu t n'lt 

Yes 

110 

What do you normal] y do VIi th -an animal you hnve 

killed? (tick bOld 

Take meat only 

Take meat & byproducts( ieSJ:in) 

T3kc whole carcass 

TaJ(e tro phy ,only 

Take meat & trophl 

First an-lmal Further 

anll'1al~ 

Other( spec if.r ) ___________ _ 

Ql0(a) Had you vioited the Wakatipu R.H.~ ~ applying 

to hunt there?(ticl( bo:c) 8' Yes 
110 

(b)H ~ to 10(a) - ho., tn!ll'1)' im~g't ___________ __ 
- what acti'fit:r ? ____________ __ 

Ql1(a} Apart from the W~kat1?u R.H.A,Whnt are the ~ 
hunt1h8 are"s- you use~ _________________ _ 

(b) What ~ere your,moin reaSons for huntlng in the 

101akiltipu R.P-.A rother thnn these other area5? ______ _ 

O-Hice 
usc 

00 
o 
OD 
o 

DJ 

o 
I I 



4. 

Q11Cc) ~ill you 

C tick box) 

hunt. In the lI'akatipu R.H.A In the fut'Jre? 

8 Yea 

110 
(Give rCllllonD [or 2I1I::;wer) ________________ _ 

q12. Indicate on the map attached: 

Ca) Area" you have hunted in the last 5 YC".,.l:(dr.u'l linc:) 
aro'tnd your "'ain hunting area,,) 

Cb) Where you camped,mark with a circle,and include tt~ 

nllmber of ni.:;llts ycu spent there. ec-® 3niEhtc spent 

here. 

(c) ~,ere 'Juu were ~ucceszful 1n killing a dQ~r(m~rk X) 

SQctlon C 

T.hli1 section investigate" hllnting sati::[iOcticn and .ycIJr 

.pre!erences [or <!evelop;nent in the W'1katipu R.Il.A. 

q1~. Overall, to what extent woul<l you say that .'f0ur 

elq2ectatior.s in the R.H.A were achieved?(tick box) 

O Not achieved 

. at all. O Only .. chieved 

,a little. 

o Mostlr achieved O Completely 

.ach ieved 

Q14(a) ~Iat ~ things ctand cut as having Iliven you the 
l'\c:;t e!lJcyment on your trip? 
(1) ________________________________________ _ 

(2i ________________________________________ _ 

(b) What two thing~ wOl/ld rou t ... y ~Ioat \,ou we,e mD);t 
di$sah~flcd ;ri th on )"our trip? 
(1) ____________________________________ ___ 

(21 ______________________________________ __ 

I;)H1ce 
U:fe 

only 

o 
B 

o 
B 
B 

RO~C110 

: 
I 

: 
I , 
.~ 
I.) 
I, 
I. 

: l 
ilL , 
\ 

• LIT aONPlANQ 
2.HBrn 

• BOLD P~"K 
2121m 

• C.rp",-4 t<GY 
1:t H.t 

)( P""j 
" 8n<1j~ 
--- T"",4 -w 
-- ~."v<r 
® 8,~--,,:, 

take Wakallp: 

< 



6. 

Ql5.l'1ould ycu prefer more,the zame,less,or ncne of the 
tol]owing(tlck appropriate boxe3): 

larger hutz(more than E bunks) 
Smalle r hu to (le ss than 6 uunks) 
Established ca~ping site5 

(lefircplace,toilet,lltt.er hole.) 

DridBes 
SIE;nl'olltin& 
Track n:arkinc 
Improved tracl::! 
Short side tracks/nature traIls 

Other recreational users 
COUln:ercial recrea tion: guided wall:s 

:safari hunting 
:safarL fishing 

Deer nUr.lberll 
Dcmestic stock ee cattle 

Intornaticn/Puulici t:r:in huts 

Setter access road!n~ 
Air access 

:outside the area 

Hut c'!uipnent(zpec1fy) 
Other{speci£y) ---------------

More S"-"Il· 1" Sf: I1cnc 

Qlf{a)~ oC the above require the mon~ urient att2n~icr.1 
(1) {ccm~ntG), ____________________ _ 

(2) ________________________ (ccmment~), ____________________ ___ 

(~) ______________________ ~(ccmment3) ____________________ _ 

Cfl"ice 
u:;c 

only 

§§ 

Q 16(b)~ in P3rticular is this attention required? 

(for( 1 ) above) 
( fore 2) above) 
(for(3)above) 

Q 17(a)Are there any additional faclli ties or devel?rments 
you would like to gee7 

(b)IUh3t s!,ecific development:. do you £eel :ohould be 
avoided'? 

Ql /l. It you have used both the Greenstone and the CapIes 
v/hat differences are there be twecn th~m for your use'? 

ection n 

Th .is ::ection asts questions to deter:nine how much your 
creational use ot the Greenstone/Caples area is worth to re 

I magine that distancQ and other costs make a trip to tfl!J 

a 

Q 

rea more expensive tor you to do. 

19. . How much ~ over and above wh::lt t tal readz c.es t.;! 

ycu would you be wlllin~ to P'lY r2. <tne r. tllan f"t"a:~ the 
A experience ot a huntins trip to t~e areenst.Qne/Capl.s 

area1(t1ck apprcpriate box). 
$ 
5 
10 

15 

20 
25 
15 
so 
75(more71 

you 

",oult! no t paye plen:;e p,i \"e reason ). ____________ _ 

UUlce 

U~~ 

only 

§ 

CD 

o 
CD 



8. 

,Q20. Ima~ine a ma~agemcnt fund wa~ creatad for the Grcen~tone 
/Caple~ area:what ~main management objectives Vlould 
l0U prefer such a fund to be used ~or7 
( 1) ____________________ _ 

(2) _________ , ____________________________ _ 

(3) ______________________________________ __ 

Q21. It these thre~ manacdment ob1ectlves could only apply to 
one valley at"";;"tlme,uhlch valley would you pre{er that 
each objective applied to?(lndlcate choice with a tick for 
each objective) 

ObjectiYe (1) 
Objective(2) 
ObJcctive(g: 

1"''1' (why .hi. ,h,l" " .. ll.y) 

Q22. Do you tnlnk that theae objectlvcu 3hould a~ply to: 
(Uck bOX)8 The Wakatlpu n.H.A only1 

Other \llIntlng areas al:;o"( 
(alvo reascn~ for an:;wer) _______________________________ 1 

Sectio~ E 

fhi3 section inveatigates attitudes towa~d~ hunting as a U~e 
ot the Greenstone/r.aples area,and your preferences .for 
l!Ianagement ot the 'ilakatil'u ,R.H.A 

Q23. Indicate how much yeu agree or dlsa~re w~h the 
(ollowin& statemerts ot common opinions relatln~ to 
recreational huntlng,by putting a Circle ~r~lnd the 
appropriate number closest to your view. 

(a)lh'ov/cJne :.1"11'1;113 have ca""ed 
irreparll!:lc tjil",ag~ to ~aUve 
fcrest::! • 

Strongly 
01.sa~re \! 

! 2 '3 

(b)Recre~t1cnal hunting can control 1 2 3 

wlld ani~alu 1n recrcaticnnl 
bunting areas. 

tleu tral S t ronely 
A'i;r~e 

4 5 6 7 

4 5 6. 7 

Office 

use 
only 

B 

o 
o 

(c)~ecreational hunting should 
be enc'ouraSed 

(d )Gulde'd safari ~untlng should 
be ,encouraged 

(e)\luntins ls not compatible 
, . 

with other back-countrJ 
recraatlon 

(f) Hunters pose a safety threat 
to other user-groups 

Stron,ly Heutrar Stronll~ 

Dinagree: Agr~e 

1 234 567 

234 567 

234 5 6 7 

234567 

(g)Huntine should be ,at ,different'12 ,3 4 5 6 7 

times rrom other, recrea'tlonal 
activities 

(:h)Huntine should be in d1!'ferent1 2 '3 4 5 6 7 
parts of the area from other 
recreational activities 

(i)I would be harpy to share a 
hut or campsite'with other 
u:.ers 

214 5 6 7 

(j)I would avoid using areas where! 2 3,4 5 6 7 
there are largo numbers of hunters 

(k)If hunting success was creater1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I would become more interested 1n the 

challenge of obtaining a trophy. 

(l)Somoday I \'/ol,ld like tc eo 234 5 ~ 7 
on a guided safari hunting trip 

Q24. Do you think ,deer numbers should be:(tick box) o Increased 0 \{aintaincd ,DJ Cccre'lced 
(Give re'a~ons for 'answer) 1 

-------------------------1 

Office 
use 

rJ 
o o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
B 

< 



o. 

Q 25 (a)'I,'hlch option !!I. comb lna ti on o( optlonn would you pre re r 
(or eontrolllne e:uhc in the Vlakatipu R.H.A(inrllc<ltc with 

a 'l'!or m<!!n pre!ercnce,2.3 c tc lfa combinntion) 

F'~I" ~ C~i;i 
necre~ tion:tl-foo t only i-- I-- I---
flUn t!rq:; -loot and hellcepter 

I--- - I---
-ru {ded 011 (a:-10 

Commcrclal --root only 
l- f---- -u'ntinr -Coot and hcllcepter h 

Govern::!!!n t: -foot 
t- f---- I--

control -helicopter 
I-- I--- I--

-poIson '-- <---... '---
(b) tr a ccmbination includes recreational hunti;IG'.hol'l 

shculd it be manae.ed1{ tick appropr1il te boy.) 

Recreational hun tine & other method:J in e---
lJ.'lj:C a:-ea 

P.ecre.aticnal huntir.g ar.d otheZ". mc'Hlocls f----
in differont ~t"C&=-. 

Recreational huntinG ar.d other rnethilri,; I---
at the :HI • .'!Ie time 

Recreational huntinr; ar:d other method!; I--

at dl£rercnt time.dgi'/e re'!.son fcr .lr.:;'::!!,:" } 
'--

Q2~. ::::. gr;~e:"e.l NO\llj Y'u prefer: (ti.d: t.OX) 

~ 
-OFen (orest zys r;.';::l (:-:0 l!::;i';; cn :u:::tcer:; : 

-Qpen fOt''!st :::ystnm(li:nited nu:n~~rr. ) 

-:!lec!': hllntir.e :>:t:> tr::d Umi. tl'ld mmJ'C;:!'t> ,e r I1J,(:V) 

-Ct~.!lr{ SPec l!y) 

C1ve rea:!CH'\ fcr ;)r:~wct" I 

, 
SQcu.:n , 
"rh10 ccction aoklJs {Ol;" i~f.nnllhor: .. bout you ztnd yout" fad.y. 
"this infer:::ation Yl1l1 be ce:-r.t'Uer.t1al. 

Q2a. Are you'?(Uck app':"r.lp:-!at~ br..!<e)-Male 0 ti.og!o 0 
-ft!/I'1alp. 0 M'al"'rta,JO 

\lfC!.c 
u=c 

only 

r--
I---
i--

i--

I---
t--
I---
'---

o 
o 
o o 

0 o 

'1'1 • 

Q29. 'l1,Jch ase Broup?(tick box} 

, 0 'H4 0 ~5-34 035-44 o 45-54 

0 55- 64 065p1U. 

Q30. Uhat oooupatlon(please be speol£ie)' __________________ -" __ 

QJ1. fJhich ot the follolY1nC 

By yoursel! 

heat de3crlbe3 y~ur hClmll situ"ltion? 

Shareo! aecomodll tion 
Live with porenta 
Couple with no children 

Couple witl:a children no lanCer at home 

Parent \vith pre-schoal children at home 

Parent "dth primary school children at home 
Pnrent with hiah .:Ichool children at homo 

Parent vlith Ylorklng/fJtudent children at home 

',-
r
t
t
t-
r
r
r
t-
I---o ther( .pecity)' __________________ -'-_..J 

Q33.I\'hat level of education( tick boy.}? 

Primnry 0 secondal.'yD "'rade '1uallficrl;!t3r. o Pol:(technic 0 University 0 
Q34(a)How did you travel to the Wakatlpu 

00 Bie:rcle o 
(b)If you moved to a home further 3\'m;r 

many extra km would you he prcp:l!:'ed 
;).ren. Cor r'Jcr'lation? (tick bo:c) 

cO 100250500'000'50p1U.O 

R.H.A?(tlck bo:c} 

lH tchh1ked A! r o 0 
frem tr.e a~e'a. hoy, 
to t.r!l'lel to use th~ 

, 

OrCic:~ 

use only 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

Q'55{a)No.~" man:, people do you usually 60 Imn1:1n$ l'/ith? B 
-in party trRvelllng to base cnmp' ____________________ __ 
-on actual hunt' ______________ __ 

(b)Wlth IIIhorn 110 :rOU IH:uall.1 go on huntitl{; tripe?( tick llo:("!s, 

Glull rrl~"d:; f1'OlTllly !lg.htJ!fa:; ~elr 

.;..1n party t.r:\"Telling to 
htu::c cAmp 
-on :te tunl hun t If-----!--I -l-t---+-II I B 



t2. 

Q36 .What do you seeare the mai~ impacts of ~ U~e of the 
Greer.:Jtone/Caple s on YO"r recral> ticnal ac ti'/i tie:; he r~? 

Please feel free to make any additional ccmment3. 

Office 

only 

EJ 
o )( 



T~.e following ques~!ol"_"lail'e has been pr~pare..j to sample the activ.i;ti~:S 

e:r.pe:::'iences,a.!:d opinions of rec!'eatio:::al. a::'lglers ill the Greenstohe. 

~~~ Caples Valleys. 

~hose who canag~ areas whe:::,e people like you enjoy outdoor 

recreational act1viUes :ee1. clear a..'1.d acc-.:=ate 1n!c:tliaHon 

i£ these are3.S ate to be managed in ways wr.ich will re t!!.t.n the!.r 
!'ill ra.."'1.g2 ot ·:recrea.tioncU. oppor-:U!':it12s • .I..s a.n;le:::'s ycur vie'/l'9 are 
mo,,"!; i.!:::portar:.t 1Il st:.a!'1ng the !u':Urs ::car.agernent of these areas (a::.d 

tbe region) for r~creztional use. 

To assist 1n this 'lie 'u9uld welccme your co-cFe!":;!.t:ic~ by completion. 

c:l'this quesHcQ..'la!re and its return i.jl the en'lelc!le p:::,o.,i.ded as S<lcn 

as Foss1ble.Th13 :ep=esents the !irsi researc~ c~ried oui on anglin; 
i.!l tb2 Greens"tcne a:::d Caples Valleys,and "Ne hope tha.t with yeur 

assistcmce \"le will obtair: a..") accurate acceunt ol ;vh!.~ a..'"l.gLers want 

tor this !i3h~rJ ~escurce. 

.,ll rep!.1es will 'ce shictly con!Ueniid with resulh ce.i.T.Ig 
;:e~eded !..o S\m!ll!'ry fOt!! only. 

Gord~n cessterd 
liS.:: st-ad.~!"\"t ir. ?a:r~5 E. neCl"eaUo~ 

r,lnl:e~n -1:::;He[5e 

Ur. Cl. • Martin 

O:!'!.1c~= in C}lar;e(Iakes Section) 
l!.t?-.l ~ !ltt.!:!L.D ... '=~ ~J2 .e. rvic e 

Sectic:: .4. 

Til.1:l secho:l. e:Ci!1li:!.elll your previous angl!ng- e!q::e:r!::1Ce. 

~ Q1)I.! :!r~sh~'1ata:- a=gl.L'1.;" you!' !!I.a!.!!. t-.r;e o! f!~h!.=:g(t:·..t.C!( box) 

B ::~It N'o,then. what tn:e1) ___________ _ 

(b)?c'H ex;:e:-hnced "IIcuId you say yeu a::"~ at: cs-l.in;'? 

No Not :ruch Qui te Ve t7 

exp~ence e~Qe!"1'nee e~l,~ced eX?e~i:=ce~ 

(o}en·aver?."'e how m2r.'p ar.- 1-. t- 4 ." on 
I -5 - __ .. 5 'IICU.L:1 1eU r:.on~ 

~ake per Yea:1 _________________________________ _ 

no~al17 go a!te: 
"3 s;ec!es(!l:!or::!er /:It" D"!""!(are!l·celdo 

.~d. :'I"h7 do you prefar tt-ase1 
(1) ____ (""7) _____________ __ 

(2) (""7) _____ -'--_______ _ 

(,) (~7) __________ '__ 

~(a)Row ~a:::I7 !.i3n :tculd tou ~st1.l!late you have ~ Ln tbe 
last;: :rears"? ,a.n6 "o.st11 o' .h., '? j. .. spec .. elll ___ _ 

(b)Ot the li.3h 1eu ~ve la.n::!!d,bo\T can!/" would yol.! :H!=e.te 

you have kept1 acd at the.se,~0~~11 of 

what 3FecLe51 _____ ~------------------_____ __ 

(c)I£ ycu ~a?e ke~t Cl.sh,wt:.at ha3 usually :ee= ycur =a~ 
=~a.scr:. tor ~olJtg so~ _________________________ _ 

COD~S 

Cf!ice IIse 
Cn.!7 

B 
00 
o 

o 
o 

00 

00 

o 

w 
er 
;J> 
Z 
0 
r 
tIl 
::0 
,0 
c::: 
tIl 
C/) ..., -0 
Z 
Z 
;J> 

)( -::0 
tIl 



(j5(~Hc Column ~. .'tlu.k ~l:e -f~):lo·:I!~g a!"l~!lns. ma\:/!cds [!"Q!'ltll 

:0': :<cu~ ~ !tI. H:o~ 3 (an7'<'\le =. i "-'"':1 2."1.4-.5. Eo !'~i:"" 'Ic .. .,; 1 ~ 53 

\!s~d t"et~ods(hn.1: '.2.).?;.") 

D:-y n~ 
l1e t 717 

IT]11pr. 

'tht":ad!1.c~ F1 sr..in~ 

Ii"" !lai t 

E 

a tbr{~.?eci!11 ____________ _ 

(~II!l Collm:n 3 , !.ajicah tl:e de~e. oC difficult7 of- tt-ase 

~~tbcd3 ~i;b ~ '1' !e= th2 har123~,~nd2,3,4 etc [O~ ihe 
ea,!',!" :e thcd.s. 

(c)'m:y da lcU ?~f~: ~ par~!.cula: [tain it~thQd (2.3 lac!.:,ate!! 
1:1 Sea) ";:,7 'I 'I! _________________ _ 

~E)~1": ar~ the thr~~ !'!ve!":I(or !'a.k~3)Y'·:ru ncrmalI.y 'l3e COT .a.n~!.i!ti 

(Uf"h:o=),!.Jl naer • ken r..i~~;e~ u:e-::! to lDwer uHd r1V~t"~ b, ;reu; 
(\;;1!1)' tr.ese rL".r3?) 

cd (I) ----------------------------C
2

l _________ (21 ________________ ___ 

O.l {g ~'--_______________________ _ 

07(;l)~"J dt.l the~e n.-era(or !a!{e'l~ {roa: -t~ ~ce~,,;:l-4f1! dt\4 

ta;zb~ rt.""~rs tor ,/Oll= recreahol:ll u3e? __________ _ 

(~)O~ 7~kr:sc<» ;!~ ne\wnu H.ay p" .... l!c ~ sur.tl .. r ~ngtictg 
tr.;lertenee ~~ ~b-/: e.nl.t.~bl~ ~~ ~ile areendztu ani ,,,,~t'H 

rl"G"":r~( ~i~= C:x;? 

O.-':"u 
U 110 

(i! ;~5."'!UC:' or:u:; ---------------------------

~ 
a£!i.ce 

od,/ 

I 

I 

CD 

IT] 

00 

~ 
Seei!o~ a C!!!C3 
t~iS 3ect!o~ 1n.7:5-t!~2::es 1:lur use oC tr..e Cir~e~.3to~tI Ct!'ac! Ca"pl~s G\"21' 

va!.l~Y's. 

08 (!. )O'l'e:-a.!.l, hew n:iu~~r t=1?3 hnv! you- oo.de to the: 
-f,=e~~st:::t~ '7alls:'~ _________ _ 
-C.a.11s s 7a11e;r? ___________ _ 

(b )R2!t .. k tbe !h!:.!L ~C'~t 1:11';C:-tar.t re creatie::.al acti·ri ti!s 

un1ertaken b,/ i'0u:A-C·n t=1p{s)to ~val~::'s 
:!!-On~ outdoo::- t::-ip3 

(RaJ'.!/: 1,2,1 o~.l:r,~/1t!:. 'I' 10:- tl:e ::los"t !.a!rcr~ard) 

Hur..-=ing 

'rt:a::1l1:;g 
C=jlir:g 
F!.5'~i.t16 

Cl~b1::g

lbotce=ap~,. 

Water sports/activities 
Hc:::!.cs 

Sl~!l': see !.ng/'1!.:',~!r:S sca::e::r 

.l 3 

Cih'r($;e~i!:r) ____________________________ ~__J 

as(l)Fl~' 7~ 1:::. ~1 et th"s activ!~ies er: 1~i.l 10 ;t~!:

a:r~!.-:r !r.. t~e :-e£!.o=~(ti::!: '::o:c) n y!S 

~:U~(l! '8:',0 t= atO) 
It Y,s,s;ec:!.!y a=ti7i~:!.es a:1 i~:as ~g $i;~~~ealnq-~11~Q~. 
t1Jh!~s-!gtir:1:n) ___________________________ _ 

(!l )liQW "/e~l.i ye\! ra l:a ~!:.e C:oer.s hr:e ar.:i/ er Cal'l't S !Qt" l'~"..Ir 

r:~cr~a!ic~al ace:.nt:.as ee~Far~..f· with th'!;!~ ot!-.~~ el"~z.!" 

(=~ t4 !;l': ar,a3 !'OU h~'rs I.:se·! t llill..t ch~i::) 

Caj!lt~ fT3 e·~h'r ~n8~ 

l'-')e~ ""~!!" M"t!ch ~.J.I...~ 
'Z "3 4- :s 
Z ; 4-- " (Reason: 10r choiQe) __ ~--------____________________________ __ 
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Q1Q) i! 7:U i:.~7e u~ad both th! Cr~~r.s Io;Ci!.! a~i ':h~ C~p!.! 3, '.R~?. t 

d!!f:!:':t:.:e3(i~ l..:r;) ~:r~ U·~=== ~e~r.e~::t :t.ea:? __ --------

~ ~rez~ 

~~h~ 

-:li1c=~ 1CU 

:ir:~lin.ij t~e 

:Jl:;-:nt -er.ere. 

7Cll "':I-a !!l"'''' '" ,," C.., .... t-1..oQ ",!,,""f~r" C7' c.r'!.w!.~g; a ~ 

.,T;:::~·;~~2.~~ ~~:c;.:, -:s:·~=-
t:t'7e :s~ai"ed Q""~:n.:!.~h-:: .I:il~ or. ~7:;,ur ~rlrJ, ':.., 
1"<2~~O,.:.Jnnd lnc:!.utle the nm:locr of nights you. 

-H~rh: r/1t~t C:-C5:se5 ef;~·n·.o:!e reache!5 o! ~i:.~ :i'Te:-s yc."* :c-r..":'" 

~Ue= ar~ un:!.!r tr.~ ~u·~est. !1.Sb!..~ .. r,"e!"\!r~ .. 

Sedten C 
Tbil le :-t! .. ~n 1.l1v~ s t!.'ea ta 5 yell;' r= aSGOS fcc ::J~.ir.~ to. ~n=$e 

valLe7l,t~e de5~e~ o! ~a1!'!~C~!o~ you h2~~ ~C~i~T~dta~i JC~: 

p=~!:r:n=es !~= =~~as!=!~t a:.d d~velo~=~t. 

QIZ)Pl=?~. !!5t.!r. .or:':, 'l·r 1.!::>J'0di!ne~ 70U: [~'.1.:r ~o~t lmporh.:::t 

01)';;2-

JH<:e 
c,,17· 

BD 
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o o 
D 

~i-J-Cn-J-l-r-.c-~-t--.~-.t-l-0-U-'-)!-o-r--S-OL-r-.~--c_r, __ ~~_ .• _i_i_n_;_~_-_i_P_s __ ~_~_r_"· ___________ I! ~ 

(4i _____________________________________________________ 
i 

t=i 
<:iT:!)C·"-:=ll.~: :;bo; ~;:~~~1; ",odd you S27 'tj,:;.~ th:sa ~:q>:cta·b:::l 

'~ 1:b,..·.d =:: tn;: ta thh""J.Lars!( 1-HI{ bC>lt) 

U Not acb.l!".d d ;.11 U Q:>l)' acbi:v.c! a lLttl. o H:ltl;r aChH?d 0' C4:!l?l.e~~!.1 .chH·te-:! 

Ql+r~)ii1h~t {-:10 ~b.::;;~ ji=d 0:.<0: H b?l<:!; ,L·T.n ·-tb most <lnpr
n::!I~t ~ 7~';= ir~pi~, ·b ·~b <;=e.::5';:r.,/C,,\?L~3 a,ca? 
(11 ____________________ _ 
C~ _____________________________________ ___ 

[1::)';1!tlt +:00 -:!an;~ wouLd yO'.1. Hr you Wen lZlo:f HH2,hafL.J 
""Lt!:. en p.:r iri.,{~) to ~he Cn."shndCapLes area? 
(1) __________________ 1 
1~ ____________________________ \ 
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(e)'1\:ai do you .e ... n t!le :oz.!:: l:i:1'''c~s(, (-.reet')a! oth",~s~ of 

the Cr:.:>,to"e/C"1'1:3 a:." or. 'feu: r.c::atJ.c;:"l ac1;l'rdte.1 

Qj5)i'lotlld 70U !'::. E.:: a:o~, tl:e 3zae ,le.H 0:: na::eof' tr.: £,,11:'1I1::g1. 

(hel! "?!,:::~::!.~ te box •• ) ",0 •• s.,me , le,," ;R".mr. y 
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Cc~e::ctal Recr.a!lon:gu!ded walk. 

Dee:- :.u:ber~ 

n.t. n=ben 

: .atarl l:un-tlng 
: lata:'!. !!.!:!r.& 
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0::.17 
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'--
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Lincoln Collece 
CUlltcrhury 
New Zeulund 

UNlVEJL~!TY COI.LEGE QV AGIIICULTUIIE 

New Zealand Forest Service 

GREEUSTOUE/CAPLES RECREATION STUDY (SUMMER 1985/86) 

USER qUESTIONNAIRE 

CluU"'"UC" 2H IJ I 

The following questionnaire has been prepared to sample the 
activities. experiences andopin1cn.s of recreational users of 
the Greenstone and Caples Valleys. 

Those who manage areas where people like you enjoy outdoor 
recreational activities. need clcar and accurate information 
If these areas are to be man.ged in WdYS which wi 11 retain 
their full range of recrcational opportunities. As current 
users your views are most Important In shaping the future 
management of these areas (and the region) for recreational 
us. 

To assist In this we would welcome your co-operation by 
your completion of this questionnaire. While it appears 
to be long. it should only take about 20 minutes of your 
time to complete. If you have any problems understanding 
some of the questions or completing the questionnaire. 
please seek assistance from the surveyor. 

All replies will be strictly confidential with results 
being presented in summary form only. 

Thank you for your help. 

Gordon Cessford 
MSc student in Parks ~ Recreation 
Lincoln Coll(:,,~ 

Hr R"Hartin 
Officer in Charge (La,es $ectlon) 
New Zealand Forest Service 
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USER QuESTIOlllIAIRE 

SECTIOII A 

This section Investigates your previous experience and the 
recreation~1 ac(lvltlc~ you arc ~ngag~d in. 

QI. Have you ever visited the Greenslone/Caples area 

before this tripl (tiEr~:S(1f no. go to Q3.) 

(If Yos, how many tlmcsl) 

Q2. Ca) ~'hot were your IWO l!!Jl..i.n. aCIlvltle. nn Ihe •• pr<viou. 
trlp.l 

(I) 

(2 ) 

Cb) Vhy did you choose this area for .uch oCIlvllle.l 

Q3. Indicate on the .... p attached: 

Ca) The route your trip I. taking by drawing a line .• from 
beginning 10 cnd, Including any day trips (sho" tpp direction). 

(b) Place. ~here you camped (or plan 10 camp) by marking 
,clrc.le • and incluce the number of nights spent 
Ihere .. ilhin. (eg. 3 fer three.nights.) 

Arc y~u on • round trip Including a walk of the 
P.outoburn Track, O. hQva pc"viou.<lv wdlk.,.-I It? Itic~ box I 

8 Ye. 

110 (If no, go 10 Q7.) 

~1--

Of fi cc 
U~e 

(lnly 

o 
CD 

CD 

o 

QS. 

06 

Indicate how much you agree or dls.gree with the following 
opinion statements by putting a circle aCQtlorl the appropriate 
~ cl.osest to your view. 

Ca) The Routeburn Is more well 
known that the Creenstonc 
and Caples Valley •• 

(b) The Routeburn Is more physically 
demanding than this track. 

(c) lIalklng the Routeburn track was 
my main reaSon for ,oming on 
thl~lp. 

(d) There Is more evidence of 
development and human Impact 
on the Routeburn track. 

(e: The Routeburn I s more crowded 
than this valley. 

(f) ProvIsion of facIlIties and the 
level of track development Is 
greater on the Routeburn track. 

(g) There Is a greater variety of 
recreation opportunities 
available In this valley than 
In the Routeburn. 

(h) I would prefer lower levels of 
development and facilities If 
given the choice. 

(1) I \'ould like to see this track 
upgraded to ./1 star]dard sW la.: 
tn the Rou teburn. 

Strongly 
Di sagree 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

'2 '3 

tleutral 

5 

SIrongly 
Aqree 

6 7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

6 

7 

h'hat were three I1\IIjor differences you noticed oot" ...... ""n the 
Routeburn and this valley for your recreational U$c? 

·1. 

2. 

J. 

COOES 
Otf tce 
usa only 

o 
o 
o 
o o o 
o 
o 
o 



Q7. (a) Rank the three most Important recreational 
undertake~you: A:On thIn trip only 

B: On Gtht:r c;utdo(,r 

(Rank 1,2,3- with 11' the mo~t important) 

Hunt Ing 

Tramping/Hiking 

Camping 

Fls~.lng 

Climbing 

Photography 

Water spor~s/~rtivitics 

Picnics 

Sightseeing/Viewing Scenery 

lIa ture Study 

Other (spoci fy) 

activities 

trir.:; 
A U 

This Oth.:!,r; 

(b) \/hat Is your level of eKporience In your m.lln activity 
on t hi. t rip (t i c k bo.) 

Q8. (a) 

No Not much Quite' Very 

eXlerielce eX1erielce exp~cOd exr.rijnced 

Have you dene any of the •• actlvitie. on trips to ~ 

"' .. '0 .. ' "Er :~:'(~: ::" ,. os ..... "I 
(if Yes, specify ~ctiYities and areas 
eg. sisntse.ing - l\il(oro,-~rJmping Rout.burn etcJ 

IlGVI "vulJ you [,d:" tL~ f> .. cC,,~tc"le "r"'/"c-IC~r~i!:S 
far you:, :-e~r2trL{1(l*1 ri.(.t'J'Ilt!g.S cCr:?ftl.!!:C ... ,. 
tI)<;;~ ~ <.c~.;.,? 

(rate for oalllys you have u5~d. circle choice) 
MtJC h t-1'.It It 

Creen~tone vs other area 
Caples vS o[h~r area~ 

·,,:c("~c.! tl'!t~t"!'r 

(llea:!lVJ'l!l' foc choicd 

------------------------------------------------------

~ 

Office 
us~ only 

=\ 
I 

o 
o 
CD 

o o 
CD 

Q9. If you have used both the Creenstone and the Caples, 
what dIfferences (if any) are there between theml 

SECTION B 

ThIs sectIon InvestIgates your reasons for comIng on thIs trIp, 
the degree of satIsfactIon you have achreved, and the 
preferences you may have for management_and development. 

(lIO. Please lIst In order of Importance your four most 
Important reasons (motIvation.) for comIng on this 
trIp to the Greenstone and/or Caples Valleys. 

(I) 

(2) 

0) 

(~ ) 

QII. Overall, to what extent would you say that these expectatIons 
were achieved on thiS trip? ~ bo,,) 

~ Not achIeved at all ~OnlY achieved a little 

~HostlY achieved ~completelY achIeved 

Q12. (a) Uhat two thIngs stand out as havIng gIven you the mo.t 
enjoyment on your trip? 

(I) 

(2) 

(b) Uhat two thIngs would you say you were most ~issatlsfied wIth 
on your trip1 

le) 

(I) 

(2) 

{-'''.It cia VoU see ate thi! roin 1r:;""cts·of ot~"r use of th~ 
~1I.~tHHac~c/C6pleti on E:: tt!cre.:ltlorul cl~tles her.:!? 

CODES 

Off!ee 
Use Only 

CD 

o 
EJ 

B 

>< 
< 



Oll hbuld you prefer ncre, the salre, lesli pr .none "f the 

Ol( 

tollowir.g:· (tick ar_[Orcpri"te t.cxes) • 

Larger huts (IlOre than 6 bW1ks) 

SlTo&ller huts (less than 6 bW1ks) 

Est4ulishco carr.pinq sites 
e.g: fiwplace, toilet, litter hole 

Bridgeli 

S1g"po~ting 

'l'taCk ·/I.arkir.Cj 

lrrproved tracks 

Short side tracks/n3(Ure trails 

Utl':er rl:creaticna I users 

Crnnerclal rccrcuticn ; guid~~ w~)k" 

: ~.'t;.ri huntlng 

:' Lof",ri tl:..hJng 

[)aer nurrt.ers 

DcrreStlC stoCk e.g. cattle 

----------------1--.· -' 
Ir.forrr.;tlcn/Pub)lCity in huts 

cutside the area 

DetLer a-;cess rcadir.g 

But equ!pent (Sr":'-Clty) 

Other (specify) ---------

(a) ~ of the WN'/e rC'<juires the erose urg.:!nt auentlcn? 

(1) (coml>!nts) 

(21 _____________________ _ 
(cCITJr£!ntsl 

nl1nl,; 

III __________ _ tcocrrrents) . ______ -,_ 

(bl ~ in piJrtieular is this attention rL'<"juirLod? 

(for (11 ate'Je I 

(fer (2) o!:G'Jel 

Ifor (3) ate ... .;) 

COOf:S 
OiflCl~ 
uoe only 

015 (al Are there any additional developrrents or facilitie~' you 
would l~e to ~ee? 

(bl What specific developrrents do you feel should be avoided? 

SOC'\'ION 0 

This section asks questions_to. determine.how.rruch your recreational 
use of the Greenstone/Caples area is worth to .you •. IlI\3gine ,that : 
distance and other costs wake the trip rrore' ~nsive foC' you to do, 

016 How rruch ~ over and above what it'has ah:eady cost you would 
you be willing to piJy rather· 'than forgo !;he ~rience ot a trip 
to the Greenstone/Caples area? n'ick appropriate box) 

$ 

.. le 

15 

2Il 

25 

35 

50 
75 (more?1 

t'obuld.not Il3Y (please give .reason) 

Ol? Imagine a managerrent: fund was created tor the Gl'l:enstcr:.!/C"ples 
areal what three "",in lIWlagerrent: object~ves loJOuld }'ou pr,,6.:r ;uch 
a fund t.o be used for? 

(1) . ____________________ _ 

(2) ________________ ----__________ --~ __ 

(3) _______ --~ __________________________ __ 

COOf:$ 
Office 
use only 
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QIB. (a) If the.e three management objectives could only apply to 
one vallcy--a-c-a time, which valley would you prefer thelt 
each cbjectlve applied tal (Indicate choice with a tick for 
each ob j cC t Ive) . 

Grecn.tone Caple. (Why tbis choice of valley) 

Objective (Il 88-
Objective (2) __________ _ 

ObJeetlve 0) __________ _ 

(b) If you have walked the Routeburn track, which three management 
objective> do you think should be applied there-l--

(1) __________________________________ __ 

(2) 

0) ____________________ _ 

This section Investigates attitudes towards recreational hunting as a 
USe of the Greenstone/~aples arca. 

Before you came on this trip, were you aware that this valley 
is part of the ~akatipu Recreational Hunting area? 

8:':5 
(If Yes, he>w did you find out) ____________ _ 

Recreational Hunting Areas arc areas of land where wild animals ego 
deer, pigs. goats arc to be controlled mostly by recrcatlonal hunting, 
so long as soil, water and vegetation values arc not threatened. 

Q'o. Indicate the extent to which you agree or disJgrec with the 
follo~ing $t.te~~nts of ccrrmon opinicn$ relating to recreational 
hun t i 09 I b'r' pu t t i n9 a c; re I,~ , ((""'!ld the appropr i ale ~ 
clo~~st to your view. 

(.:d 1 ... vuld 1 ikc to !tee deer on ., trip. 

(b) arG~~ir.9 Jni~~ls have '~u~cd 
irre~airab'~ ~~~aqe to n~tivc 
forc!. t ~. 

Id ~<creat lenol hunt i ng cln cc,n t rol 
""il.: .. ni~ll\ in rctrcJti. ... nJI 
huntir.g ar&:JS. 

Stroo91y flc.:utrJl 
lii ~':HJrcu 

6 

5 6 

6 

CCAlES 
Onlc~ 
U$e only 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

Q20.(d) Recreational hunting should be 

Strongly 
Ol.agree 

encoura~ed. 2 

(e) Guided Safari huntl~g should be 
encouraged.' 2 

(f) Hunting I. not compatible with other 
back country recreation. 2 

(g)' Hunters pose a safety threat to 
other user-groups. 

(h) Hunting should be 'In different parts 
of the area from other user-group" 

(I) Hunting Should be at different times 
from other recreational activities. 

(J) I would avoid using areas where there 
are large numbers of hunters. 

(k) I would be happy to share a hut or 
campsite with hunters. 

(I) Someday I would like to do a guided 
hunting trip. 

Q21. What Is your level of hunting cont.ctl 
(tick box!. 

SECTION 

Ex-hunter 

Current hunter 

lIever hunted but would like to 

lIever hunted but good friends do hunt 

Ho Interest In hunting 

Other (specl fy) 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Heutra I 

5 

.5 

5 

5 

Stro"gly 
Agree 

6 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 

This section asks for Information about you and your party. This 
Information will rem.ln confidential. 

QU. 

Q23. 

How many In your party? 

~hat Is the nature of your party1 (tick bofl--, 

DAlone Oramll Y OFamllY/frlendsurrlendS 

OCOUPleOClUb OOther (specify) 

ccm:s 
ut!ice 
use only 
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o 
o 
o 

)c 
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:!2S. 

Q26. 

Q27. 

Q28. 

Q29. 

Q30. 

VI'dch of tne fol1O\<log best describes your home 
sltuatlon7 (tick bo~ related to youngest child) 

By yourse I' 

Shared .• cconvnodat I on I.c. , la t 

Livc wl th parcnts 

Couple with no children 

Co~ple with children no longer at home 

Parent with pre-school children at home 

Parent with' prlm4ry school children at home 

Parent with high school children at home 

Parent with working/student children at home 
Other (specify) ____________ _ 

Vhat occupatlon7 (please be specl'lc) _____ ~====----

Arc you: (tIck boxes) male 0 single 0 
female 0 marrledO 

Vhat level of education have you achieved (or are still 
~(tICk bOh 

Uprimary USeCOndary Drrade qual i ficat Ion 

OpOIYleChnic Ouniversity 

How did vou travel to the Greenstone/Caples .re.1 
Itick box) 

Oeus De.r 

OHltCh-hi~ed 

OHotorcycle 

OAlr 

OUlcvcle 

OOther' (speel fV) 

Old you travel to the are.: (tlc~ 

directly 'rom hc~.el U 
froll sc~ .. holiday locatlon7 0 (T",II_h_e_r..,.e_ll ________________ _ 

£CIlFS 

CHic" use 
·only 

o 
o 
o 
DD 

o 
o 
DD 

Q31. Howmany.days will your trip to the area 10517 _______ _ 

Q32. Vhat nat I onall ty7L ________________ _ 

Q33. {a} If New Zealand, what tOl<n7 

prov I nCe 7 _____________ __ 

(b) If you moved to a home further away from the area, how 
many extra km would you be prepared to travel to USe the 
area for recreatlon7 {tick boxl o '00100250500100 0 150+ . 

Please fpel frpe to makt> any ~ddftlQnal 'coqments 

Nany thanks for your contribution to this study. 

(((,is 

Ot'lce 
use only 

o 
o o o 
o 



Uncoln Colle~e 
C.nlcrbury 
New Zeol.nd 

Service 

GREENSTOHE/CAPLES RECREATION STUDY (SUMMER 1985/86) 
GUIDED USER QUESTIDlltlAIRE 

The following questionnaire has been prepared to sample the 
activities. experiences and opinionc of recreational users of 
the Greenstone and.Caples valleys. 

OIIlmluutll U1 UI 

Those who manage areas where people like you enjoy outdoor 
recreational activities. need clear and accurate informaticn 
if these areas are to be managed in·ways which will retain their 
full range of recreational opportunities: 

As guided walkers your views are most important in shaping the 
future management of these areas (and the region) for recreational 
use. Also. your views will help the operators of this trip 
provide a more enjoyable recreational experience for future 
walkers. 

To assist in this we would welcome your co-operation by your 
completion of this questionnaire. While it appears to be long 
it should only take about 20 minutes of your time to complete. 
If you have any problems understanding some of the questions or 
completing the questionnaire. please seek assistance from the 
surveyor. 

All replies will be strictly confidential. with results being 
presented in sUffimary form only. 

Thank you for your help. 

Gordon Ces~ford 
MSc student in Parks & Recreation 
Lincoln Colle~l..!:. 

Mr R Hartin 
Officer in Charge (Lakes Section) 
"tw Zealand Forest Service 

CUIDED USER QUESTIONNAIRE 

SECTION A 

ThIs section InvestIgates your prevIous experience of outdoor 
recreation actIvities. 

QI. 

Q2. (a) 

How dId you fIrst find out about this trIp (tIck box). 
and whIch has been the .II!Il.1.n..source of Information In 
you~ planning to do this t~lp (tick box 11). 

(I) 
first 

(11 ) 
·maln 

Source source 
liON .of mouth 

Travel .g~nts/Tourlsm offices 
Tour operators 

NZFS booklet/brochure 

Newspaper 

Other publication (specify) --_._--
Other (specify) --------
Have you ever done 
(tick box) 

this sort of guided trip before? 

BvesOf Yes. spec I fy trip) 
No 

(b) IIhat was your experience of trampIng/hiking before this 
trip? (tick box) 

ONO experience Duot much experience 

OQUI t. experienced 0 Very experienced 

Q3. (a) \lhat MW sorts of outdoor recreation have you done? 

(b) How experIenced would you say you were at your main outdoor 
recreation activity? (tick box) 

ONO experience ONot much experience 

OQulte experienced Overyexperlenced 

(nr-=Cify this main activitYI ___________ _ 
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QS. 

\/hat "re the three "",In r.creatlonal activities you are 
doing on.l.hi.l tripl (~nJlcale In order of ImportJnc!Ol. 

(1), ________________________________ ___ 

(2) __________ _ 

01 _______________ _ 

Ple.se list In nr~"r nf IFoQ[t~our four m~in reasons 
(notlvHlon) ("r ccmina on this tri~l 

(11 ________________ _ 

(2) _________________________ __ 

(J) ___________________ _ 

(4) __________________ _ 

SfCTION 8 

Thl. section Investigate. why you came on a guided trip, why you 
.elected this particular trip, and the degree of satisfacticn you 
Achieved. 

Q6. 

h) 

(cl 

(d) 

Ccl 

Indicate ho.r many you agree or di sagree lot I th the following 
sutcfT.ent50 of c,..plnicn for wh" yuu can.e en cl lJuided trip, 
by ~ the o.u:...!.t!:..: that clcsest rr.eets your vie'n. 

I'm not experienced enowJh to do 
such .. tr ip a~ an indt:t-t:tldcnt 
~.Ikt:r. 

It ... .1$ not possible [oorl')anise 
~~ idepenaent trip in t~( ti~c 

.v.il.~I •• 

1 h~ve not got the eQu i pn:en t 

"eCCS sa ry to do an indc:~c:nCcnt 

~Ik. 

Cui des can give informat ien 
thil infcrms m • about the !;r:w 

2.::. hoc nuura I .:nvi ron"'.ent 
.ndwildlitc (h.it I ".c.u IIJ 
olherwi se. mi $io cut on. 

At my I cvcl of fltnes. 1 prefer 
the secur i t't and s. f <ty pro" i deJ 
byexperientcd 9uid~s. 

$(rcngi y l,\.!utrclI 
Di ~J~rc!e 

1 

~(runC] I Y 
ACJ(l.!c 

6 

6 

6 

COf1f:S 
O{tlCe 
use only 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Q6. Ifl 

Cg) 

Qa. 

Q9. 

Ql0. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

QIl. 

Strongly lIeutral Strongl 
01 sa~ree Agree 

I came because It Is • good way to 
meet people In a natural environment 
setting. ,I 2 '3 ~ S 6 7 
I came because of the challenge and 
adventure opportunities offered 
by this trip. t 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 

\lhlch ~ of the ~ statements are most Important to youl 
(Indicate the ~ for each statement chosen) 

(I) (letter) (Conmen t s l ---
(2 ) (letter) (CotMIen t s) ---
Do you know of any other guided waa ~~~ratln9 In the 
surrounding reglonl(t'TCk box) 

No 

If Yes. plea.e specify which onc s. and how you found out about 
them. 

Is the trip you are now nn your first choice when you were 
thinking about doing a guided walkl (t Ick box) 

Bye. (If Yes to Q9. go to QllJ 

No. 

lihat guided trip was your first choice? 

lihy did you prefer that trip at firS[ 1 

lihy dIdn't you do that trIp? 

lihat reasons do you have for chooslns to come on !.!'.!.! particular 
trip rather than othersl 

~ 
Of Eice 
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012 OJerall, to hhdt extent hculd you say that your cxFCctations 
of I-hi~ uip "",re achlevej? (tick !:ex) 

O !''It achi~vG.l 0 O~ly achieved 
a r all a little 

O '·lo!ltly OC0nP letelY 
aChlcVt.-d ach~ (:'1c-d 

Oll (al ht,at Ui::. I-hir.gs star.d cut <IS havir,g given you tJ1C! flOot 
en)o, .. ~nt cn this trip? 

(l) 

(21 

Ib) hhat two I-hings hCuld you say ¥ou were most dissatisfied 
wil-h cn your trip? . 

(11 
(2). ________ ~ ________ _ 

Ic) hhat do ycu s~e .;re the ruin i.JJFaGts !=lE Qrr .• 'r uses of the 
Grc~stor~/Caples area on ~ recreatio~l activities here? 

SEJ:'TJOI C 

CODES 
ol'f ice 
use only 
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DJ 

ThlS section investigates the preferances you may have tor ffidnag~~[t 
and d"'Jel"~nt. 

Ol( Would you prefer more, the same, less, or none of the tollcwiOg 
(tlck aFprcFrl.ate bexl /rOre SdfT'C less none 
Larger huts l/rOre than 6 bW1ksl 
Smaller huts (less than 6 bW1ks) 
Established carrping sites e.g. 
tir"place, teilet, litter hole 

Bric~cs 

SiCjn?Jsting 
Track rurk ir.q 
l"l'roved tracks 
5~.ort si.de tracks/nature uails 

Other recreationa 1 users 
Ccnnerci.al guldc~ recreaticn 

-walks guided 
-sbEari hunting 
-sa fori f ishirq 

Deer nunter& 
Dcr.eStlC stock Le. cattl", 

Information/Publicity :in huts 

Better access rOilding 
Air access 

:outside Area 

Hut equiprent (specHy) 

Ott.er (specify) 

015 

016 

Q2QES 

Office 
11SC oniy 

(al Which of the abcve would you' say requires the /rOst urgent 

attention? § § 
(1) ______ (COIT/T'entsl _______________ 1 

(2) ______ (cOl1Yl'Cncsl _______ --------_ 
(ll (comrents) _______________ _ 

(b) ~ in particular is this attentio~ reqUir!'d? 

(For III abcve) § 
(For (2)' above I 

(For (3) abcvel 

(al Are there any additional developments you ~u)d like to sec? 

(bl Hnat'specific' develoP!Tents co' you 'feel' should·tie avoided? 

SEJ:'TIW 0 

This s~ction asks a question to dete~e h~,~ch. your recreatio~l 
use of the Greenstone/Caples area is worth to you, This Hill provide 
this study with basic information on tne economic valuation of the 
area for recreational use. 

8 
8 

017 110../ rruch extra, over am above lo.tlat.'tJ11s trip has alreacl'{ cost you, 
would youoowilling to pay rather .than.to.J;''J9 ~e exfX'n~ncC! or 
this Uip? 

018 

$ 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
35 
50 
7S (more?) 

would not pay (please give reasonl __________________ __ o o If a manaqcm:!nt fund was credted by such indivi9UJI 1'.1\'11':11[5, \;nat tJlt~ 
ll\.-\in rn.3naq~~nc ()hject.iv~s \.KlU Id you preier it to r~ s~mt. on? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 



SECTlO/f'£ 

Thl. ... .e'tlon Inve.tlgate. attitudes toward. recreational hunting 
usc·of the Glcen~tone/Caples area. 

I!c(ore you C~n.., On Ull~ tr lp, ""'re YOll 
"wore tT.at the Cr.enston./eaples area Is pan of 
the ~akatlpu Recreational Hunting Ar •• ? (tick bOX}B Yes 

/lo 
(It Yes, how did you 'know?) __________ ~=_ 

hcrutlonal Hunting Ar ... ore .,e •• of land where "lid animals 
•• 9. deer, pig., goat. are ,cntrolled mo.tly by recreational hunting, 
SO long ., soil, ~atcr, and v(getatlon valuc~ arc not threatened. 

Q20. ~at I. jour level of hunting contactl (tick box) 

Q21. 

(e) 

If) 

(~) 

(h) 

Ex-hunter 

Curren t hunter 

Never hun ted but ..au Id II ke to 

Never hun ted bu t good f r len d. do hun t 

~o Intere.t In hunting 
Other (.peclfy) _____________ _ 

Indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following 
.tate~~nt. of opinion relating to recre.tlonal hunting a. 
a use of the Creen.tone/Caples .rea, by circling the 
nu"~cr that closest ~eet~ your view. 

Stron?ly "eutr.1 Stron?ly 
D I • a, .. 'J,,-r~c..;;e __ r---; A2!:E e 

I ,""uld like to .ee deer on a trlp.1 2 3 S---r-]-

BrowsIng animal. have caused 
Irrepairable damage to 
native forests. 

Recreational hunting can control 
wild anitr.als in rcc,catic.n.ll 
hl-nt ing areaS. 

accreaticnal hunting ~hould be 
c:n,cufaged 

Guided safari hunting ~hould be 
cnc~ura9ca. 

H.unting is not ccn:p.ltible with 
Otr.~r b3Cl ccuntry recreatiGoal 
.ac t i'od tie ~. 

Hu~ter$ ~~~t ~ \~(elY lhrc~t to 
o[her u:.&:r~. 

Hunting ~ncul~ ~~ in different 
~arts 01 ,~e a(e~ (rc~ other 
rtc(e~ti~~JI v~~. 

6 

6 7 

6 

~ 

(;'fticc 
'~C only 

DD 

o 
o o o 
B o 
o o 

Strongly Neutra' Strongl\ 
DI.agree 

Q21. It) Hunting .hould be at different tlmdS 
from other recre.tlonal actIvIties. 2 '-4 5 

(j) I would avoid u.lng areas where there 
arc large numbers of hunters. 'I 

(k) Someday I would like to go on a 
Quided hunting •• farl tr I p. 2 5 

SECTION F 

This .ectlon asks for InformatIon about you. This Information Is 
nece.sary and will remain confidentIal. 

Q22. 

Q23. 

Q2~ • 

Q25. 

Q26. 

Q27. 

~hlch age group (tick box) 

[)15-2~ 025-34 03H~ O~'5-54 

0 55- 64 0 65+ 

~at occupation? (please be specific) 

Are you: (tick box) male 
fema I e 

o o 
sIngle 
nia .. led 8 

~hat Is the level of education you have reached (or are 
stilI at)l 

o Primary OSccondary oTrade Qualification 

oPolytcchnlc OUnlverslty 

~hlch of the followIng best describe your home situation? 
(tiCk box related to youngest child). 

By yourself 
Shared accommodat Ion 
Live with parents 
Couple with no children 
Couple wIth chIldren no longer at home 
Parent wIth pre-.chool children at home 
Parent 'WIth primary school. children at home 
Parent ~ith high .chool chIldren at home 
Parent with worklng/.tudent children at home 

'Other (.pec Ify) ____________ _ 

~hat n.tlon.llty,~7~ _____________________ _ 

AC)ree 

6 

6 

6 
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o 
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Q28. town11 _________ "_ I' New Zealand, what '- 1 _______________ __ 

provlnc.ct 

please feel 

..... ny than>;, (er 

1 wrrnents any ~drlftlona __ frre to makr 

COO", 
at fice 
use only 
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APPENDIX FOUR 

PREFERRED LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT 

(comparison of user-group responses) 

(KEY) D 
Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

FOR: 

(a) Larger Huts 

100 

0 
(6) 

0 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(b) Smaller Huts 

100 

o *--, __ 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(c) Established Campsites 

100 

o 
MORE SAME LESS/NONE 



(d) Bridges 

100 

o 
MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(e) Signposting 

100 

o 
MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(f) Track Marking 

100 

o 
MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(g) I mproved Tracks 

100 

o 
MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(h) Side Walks/Nature Trails 

100 

o 
MORE SAME LESS/NONE 



(n Domestic Stock 

100 

o 
MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(0) Information (in huts) 

100 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(p) Information (outside area) 

100 

0-1--11-_ 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(q) Better Access Roading 

100 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(r) Air Access 

100 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 



(i) Other Recreationists 

100 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(j) Guided Walks 

100 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(k) Safari Hunting 

100 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(1) Safari Fishing 

100 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 

(m) Deer Numbers 

MORE SAME LESS/NONE 



APPENDIX FIVE 

RESULTS OF WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY VALUATION QUESTIONS 

(refer to Appendix Three for detail of questions asked). 

The opportunity was taken in this study to apply the contingent valuation approach 

to different user-groups in the same area. this aimed to give an indication of the 

relative values the different user-groups gave their respective recreation 

opportunities in the study area. 

Users were asked how much extra (on top of what costs they had already incurred) 

they would be willing-to-pay (WTP), rather than forego the opportunity for their 

recreation experience in the study area. The question was designed as a 

representation of hypothetical conditions to encourage interpretation of such extra 

costs in general terms (eg travel costs, food costs), and to minimise biases arising 

from misinterpretations of the question (eg relating it to hut fees or suspected use 

charges). Thus it was hoped that responses would better represent a valuation of 

the experience opportunities. Given the greater experience (and thus commitment 

and specialisation) of anglers, and to a lesser extent hunters, and their more 

specific resource needs in the study area, it was expected that they would be 

prepared to pay more extra for their activity opportunities. 

From user responses, 61 percent of hunters; 81 percent of anglers; 78 percent of 

trampers; and 46 percent of trekkers were WTP extra. Table A.5.1 (overleaf) 

shows however that the user-group responses varied, and none represented the 

ideal inverse relationships between increasing cost and decreasing WTP that define 

demand curves. Thus the calculation of consumer surplus, that provides the means 

for contingent valuation estimation, could not be done. 

These responses suggest that hunters and trekkers value their experiences more, 

while trampers value theirs least. 



Table A.5.5: Amount Extra the Users were WTP 

Amount Extra ($) Hunters % Anglers % Tramper % Trekkers % 

5 1 5 10 22 
10 8 15 20 13 
15 0 8 11 3 
20 24 15 19 6 
25 8 15 15 6 
35 6 5 6 3 
50 21 15 14 26 

75+ 30 18 6 19 

However there are differences In user-group responses that suggest caution IS 

required in interpretation: 

- the lower proportions of hunters and trekkers who were WTP, although trekkers 
are a special case (eg have already paid a lot). 

- the overall patterns of WTP responses differed between user-groups. 

- the inverse increasing cost/decreasing WTP relationship was not apparent. 

Such discrepancies suggest that the intent of the questions was misunderstood in 

most cases. For example, the high amounts indicated by hunters may represent a 

strategic response aimed at enhancing the status of their activity. The 

misinterpretations of questions that were apparent were evident from the 

statements made along with most responses (refer Table A.S.2), and the reasons 

users gave for not being WTP (refer Table A.S.3). 

Table A.5.2: Misinterpretations of Question 

Misinterpretations 

Didn't understand question 
Interpreted as a charge proposal 
Interpreted as a hut fee proposal 
Object to paying/free outdoors ethic 

Hunters Anglers Tramper Trekkers 

39 
35 
15 
9 

44 
19 
12 
25 

27 
38 
35 
o 

27 
73 
o 
o 



Table A.5.3: Reasons would not pay extra 

Reasons Hunters Anglers Trampers Trekkers 

Cannot quantify experience 33 0 20 0 
Would accept less rather than pay more 25 9 8 18 
Object to paying/free outdoors ethic 17 27 20 3 
Would go elsewhere 13 18 15 0 
Have already spent enough 10 36 30 73 
Can't afford more/limited funds 0 9 7 6 

These responses suggest question interpretation varied for each user-group. This 

appears to reflect the context in which each group has already paid for their trip. 

Of all user-groups, only trekkers paid directly for use of the study area. Many 

trampers had paid hut fees on the Routeburn, but did not have to in the study area 

at that time. Anglers had paid once for one of the types of overall fishing license 

available (eg day, week, whole season), while hunters had no costs at all which 

could be. interpreted as a charge or fee. Trampers most clearly demonstrated how 

such cost contexts influenced their WTP responses. Most trampers stating WTP of 

$5-10 extra, were those who expressed a hut-fee question interpretation. Such 

amounts were generally characteristic of hut fees charged elsewhere. Trekker 

interpretations and non-WTP reasons were logical given their high trip costs 

already incuned. These responses suggest that the user-groups each interpreted 

the question differently. This contention was supported by responses to a different 

question, which resulted in consistent response patterns across all user-groups 

(refer Table A.5A). Here, the extra cost incurred was presented in the indirect 

context of the hypothetical extra distance users would be prepared to travel to use 

the study area. 

Table A.5.4: Willingness to Travel Extra Distance 

Extra Distance (km) 

o 
10 
25 
50 

100 
150+ 

Hunters Anglers 

5 4 
I 0 
4 2 

13 8 
11 14 
66 70 

Tramper Trekkers 

5 
1 
1 N/A 
5 

10 
77 



Clearly a different response pattern to that in Table A.5.l (WTP) emerged in table 

A.5.4, where there was response consistency, although no inverse relationshi p 

between extra cost (eg distance) and WTP (eg willingness to travel)was found here 

either. These responses, while not defining a demand curve (as in the 'travel-cost' 

valuation method), do show that users seem to value their opp0I1unities highly, 

given the much greater distances they say they would travel, and the implicit costs 

they incur thereby. 

The results from these questions show the difficulty in trying to determine user 

values in dollar or any other terms. Using dollar values here, responses vatied 

considerably due to the different cost contexts interpreted by users. Application of 

contingent valuation to different groups would appear inappropriate if all cannot 

be made to interpret the questions in the same way. Despite considerable effol1 in 

question design and testing, such common interpretation could not be achieved 

here. It appears that the effectiveness of contingent valuation is limited by 

inclusion in broad research approaches such as was undertaken here. If such 

economic valuation questions are of interest, specific studies would be required 

where the contingent valuation investigation is the primary objective around which 

other questions are asked. 
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